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Abstract
Beyond Traditional Software Development: Studying and Supporting the
Role of Reusing Crowdsourced Knowledge in Software Development
Rabe Muftah B. Abdalkareem, Ph.D.
Concordia University, 2019
As software development is becoming increasingly complex, developers often need to reuse others’
code or knowledge made available online to tackle problems encountered during software development
and maintenance. This phenomenon of using others’ code or knowledge, often found on online
forums, is referred to as crowdsourcing. A good example of crowdsourcing is posting a coding
question on the Stack Overflow website and having others contribute code that solves that question.
Recently, the phenomenon of crowdsourcing has attracted much attention from researchers and
practitioners and recent studies show that crowdsourcing improves productivity and reduces time-
to-market. However, like any solution, crowdsourcing brings with it challenges such as quality,
maintenance, and even legal issues.
The research presented in this thesis presents the result of a series of large-scale empirical studies
involving some of the most popular crowdsourcing platforms such as Stack Overflow, Node Package
Manager (npm), and Python Package Index (PyPI ). The focus of these empirical studies is to
investigate the role of reusing crowdsourcing knowledge and more particularly crowd code in the
software development process.
We first present two empirical studies on the reuse of knowledge from crowdsourcing platforms
namely Stack Overflow. We found that reusing knowledge from this crowdsourcing platform has the
potential to assist software development practices, specifically through source code reuse. However,
relying on such crowdsourced knowledge might also negatively affect the quality of the software
projects. Second, we empirically examine the type of development knowledge constructed on crowd-
sourcing platforms. We examine the use of trivial packages on npm and PyPI platforms. We found
that trivial packages are common and developers tend to use them because they provide them with
well tested and implemented code. However, developers are concerned about the maintenance over-
head of these trivial packages due to the extra dependencies that trivial packages introduce. Finally,
we used the gained knowledge to propose a pragmatic solution to improve the efficiency of relying
on the crowd in software development. We proposed a rule-based technique that automatically de-
tects commits that can skip the continuous integration process. We evaluate the performance of the
iii
proposed technique on a dataset of open-source Java projects. Our results show that continuous
integration can be used to improve the efficiency of the reused code from crowdsourcing platforms.
Among the findings of this thesis are that the way software is developed has changed dramatically.
Developers rely on crowdsourcing to address problems encountered during software development and
maintenance. The results presented in this thesis provides new insights on how knowledge from these
crowdsourced platforms is reused in software systems and how some of this knowledge can be better
integrated into current software development processes and best practices.
iv
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Problem Statement
While software engineering has changed tremendously over the years through the adoption of new
technologies and practices, its fundamental premise to deliver high-quality software in a timely
and cost-efficient manner has remained the same. At the same time, the emergence of Web 2.0
has provided software developers with the ability to collectively share their software development
and programming experience in online communities. The software engineering community has not
only adapted but also taken advantage of these newly available technologies in order to achieve the
objectives of software engineering by introducing new software development paradigm such as open
source [199] and collaborative software development [24].
Crowdsourcing, the process of outsourcing software development tasks to developers in online
community platforms, is one example of open source development [103, 181]. It has become a
common approach in software development, with development tasks being decomposed in smaller,
well-defined tasks that can be completed by the crowd [122, 108]. Crowdsourcing in software engi-
neering has led to the success of many forms, including open source systems’ development (Linux
and Apache) [108]. There are also multiple crowdsourcing platforms that cover coding (e.g,. Top-
Coder [2]), testing (e.g,.uTest [6]), and code reuse (e.g,. npm [4]), as well as some general software
development tasks (e.g,. Stack Overflow [3]).
Although recent, the phenomenon of crowdsourcing has attracted much attention from both
researchers and practitioners. And for a good reason. Recent studies have shown that crowdsourcing
improves productivity, reducing time-to-market [107, 180]. However, like any solution, crowdsourcing
brings with it many challenges such as quality issues, scalability and performance issues, maintenance
issues and even legal issues. For example, one common concern with crowdsourcing is related to
the fact that it is hard to ensure developers participate enough and submit good quality work and,
therefore, potentially can impact the quality of the final product [107, 180].
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In this thesis, we aim to build a solid understanding of how crowdsourcing can help developers
build high-quality software. To achieve this goal, we believe that we first need to address the following
problems: 1) understand how developers use crowdsourcing platforms, 2) once developers use the
crowd knowledge constructed on these platforms, how this knowledge can impact the software quality,
and 3) understand what the type of knowledge is constructed on these crowdsourcing platforms.
Finally, use the gained knowledge to improve the efficiency of the reused crowdsourcing knowledge
in the software development process.
1.1 Motivating Examples
Crowdsourcing is increasingly revolutionizing the ways how software is engineered [181]. Both, the
open source community and private software companies have adopted the reuse of crowdsourced
knowledge (i.e., source code) by outsourcing development tasks to the crowd. A good example of
crowdsourcing is posting a coding question on Stack Overflow and having others contribute code to
solve your posted code problem. Such form of knowledge sharing and reuse are the main focus of this
thesis. To shed light on issues that can arise when reusing crowdsourced knowledge, we illustrate
these problems involving two well-known crowdsourcing platforms and how developers use them.
One example of a commonly used crowdsourcing platform that developers rely on is Stack Over-
flow. Stack Overflow is a general crowdsourcing platform that programmers use to benefit from
the crowd’s programming knowledge. Developers share on Stack Overflow their knowledge, provide
development support, learn new technologies, and search for solutions to both common and specific
programming problems [179, 187]. Also, research reported that Stack Overflow has become the
largest non-traditional source code repository that developers resort to for code reuse [12, 19]. In
fact, the reuse of source code snippets posted on Stack Overflow is reusing crowdsourced knowledge.
Thus, the quality of reusing crowdsourced code snippets posted on Stack Overflow is an important
concern. Yet little is known about these code snippets (e.g,. the level of experience of the developer
who wrote the code, the quality of these code fragments, and if these code fragments are original or
cloned from another software systems). In addition, source code published on Stack Overflow is of-
ten only for illustrative purpose and may exclude important implementation aspects associated with
complete or well-written code (e.g,. no error handling, non-secure programming style, or outdated
coding styles/libraries ).
A key challenge associated with this type of code reuse is that programmers often resort to
these code snippets in an ad-hoc manner, simply copying-and-pasting these fragments into their own
software system without thoroughly testing the copied code [12]. Additionally, developers often adopt
code from crowdsourcing platforms without completely understanding and fully testing the copied
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code [36]. As a result, such type of reuse can lead to quality issues in software systems which can
cause additional future maintenance effort. Prior to assessing the impact of code/knowledge reused
from Stack Overflow on current software projects, one has first to detect reused code. Detecting
reused source code from Stack Overflow in a software system is a challenging task since: 1) it is a new
problem with no previous work on how to identify reused knowledge from Stack Overflow; and 2)
programmers who reuse source code from Stack Overflow occasionally perform obfuscation operations
(e.g,. renaming variables, adding and removing code) on the reused code. These modifications are
sometimes done unintentionally to meet the system’s new context and quality (e.g., programming
style) or deliberately by some programmers to hide the reused code, making it difficult to detect the
origin of the code to avoid source code licensing or ownership issues.
The second example is to illustrate code reuse from other crowdsourcing resources such as the
Node Package Management (npm) [4]. npm is a community based online registry that provides
tools for managing packages of JavaScript code and their revisions. The goal of the Node.js/npm
community is to make it easy and fast for developers to publish and use packages. In fact, the act of
developing and publishing a package on npm is a form of crowdsourcing task that the package pro-
vide [181]. However, the Node.js/npm platform has a somewhat unusual characteristic. Node.js is a
new JavaScript platform which inherited the relative poorness of JavaScript’s standard library [204],
that developers provide, such as a missing JavaScript functionalities in a crowdsourcing call. Pack-
ages published on npm cover different development tasks, ranging from simple tasks (e.g., identifying
a character as a number) to more complicated tasks (e.g., building a testing framework).
Recent studies show that using npm as a package management system introduces maintenance
overhead [32]. For example, multiple revisions of a package can coexist within the same project.
A developer may use two packages that each require a different revision of a third package. In
that case, npm will install both revisions in distinct places and each package will use a different
implementation. Another example, a simple spelling error in a new update of a npm package called
debug from version 2.3.3 to 2.4.0 led to the crash of approximately 24 thousand direct dependent
packages that tried to download the new version [127]. Even though the bug was fixed within an
hour, this bug impacted the installations of thousands of other packages in the npm platform. While
the reuse of such packages tends to reduce development effort and cost [22, 114], this type of reuse
might increase both system complexity and future maintenance efforts [10]
These examples show how strongly and drastically crowdsourcing platforms are affecting the
software development process. Therefore, we believe that as these platforms continue to play an
increasingly important role in our software systems, understanding and effectively using them is of
critical importance. More specifically, in this thesis, we uncover insights about how developers use
the crowdsourcing knowledge and the type of knowledge constructed from some of the most known
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crowdsourcing platforms. We also examine the use of continuous integration process to improve the
efficiency of such reuse.
1.2 Problem Statement
Recent studies have shown that crowdsourcing improves productivity, reducing time-to-market.
However, like any solution, crowdsourcing also introduces new challenges such as quality issues,
potential scalability and performance problems, maintenance and even legal issues. These concerns
and motivations led to the formulation of this thesis problem statement, which is stated as follows:
With the popularity of crowdsourcing platforms and given the fact that software
developers use crowdsourced knowledge (e.g., source code and development knowl-
edge), we hypothesize that the adoption of crowdsourcing in the development and
maintenance process has an impact on the quality and maintainability of software
systems. We conduct empirical studies to gain insights on the actual use of such
crowdsourced knowledge and use the findings from these studies to improve the
use of crowdsourcing knowledge in software engineering.
1.3 Thesis Overview
In this section, we provide a brief overview of the thesis. The thesis consists of six chapters, which
can be classified into three main parts. In the first part (Chapter 2), we provide background and
related work to the thesis. In the second part (Chapters 3, 4, & 5), we present three empirical studies
related to the understanding of the use of crowdsourcing knowledge in software engineering. The
last part (Chapter 6), presents our contribution to improving the efficiency of reusing crowdsourcing
knowledge. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and discusses avenues for future work.
Chapter 2: Background and Related Work.
This chapter contains two main sections. The first section presents a broad background of the concept
of crowdsourcing and its definition used in software engineering. The second section presents existing
work that is related to this thesis. In particular, we review research on integrating crowdsourced
knowledge in the software development processes and how it is used to provide recommendation
systems. We also discussed work related to existing studies, which have been focusing on Stack
Overflow as a crowdsourced platform. In section 2.3, we review research on traditional code reuse
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that is also applicable for code reuse from crowdsourcing platform such as Stack Overflow. This
includes works related to code search from the web, source code recommendation, and studies
related to cloning of source code.
Chapter 3: Understanding the Usage of Crowdsourced Knowledge.
General crowdsourcing platforms such as Stack Overflow, heavily rely on contributions of the crowd
to provide accumulated, quality knowledge to the software development community. Typically, users
post questions on Stack Overflow, which are answered by one or (often) more participants. In essence,
the job of answering the questions is outsourced to the crowd [108]. However, the role of Stack
Overflow has evolved to include much more than just answering questions. For example, Treude et
al. [187] qualitatively analyzed a sample of Stack Overflow questions and found that developers
use Stack Overflow to share knowledge, provide development support, learn new technologies, and
search for solutions to common and specific programming problems. However, aside from this small
qualitative study, almost no prior work exists that studied the reasons why developers use the
crowdsourced knowledge on Stack Overflow for. Thus, we investigate to understand how developers
actually use crowdsourced knowledge. More specifically, this research aims to answer questions such
as “What crowdsourced knowledge do developers actually use?” and “What types of this knowledge
are most helpful to developers?”
In Chapter 3, we performed one of the first in-depth studies to gain insights on how developers
actually use crowdsourced knowledge. We introduce a novel approach in contrast to existing studies
and explored in which situations developers use unstructured crowdsourcing knowledge available on
Stack Overflow. For our study, rather than mining Stack Overflow content, we mined GitHub commit
histories looking for explicit mentions of Stack Overflow in their commit changes. We found that
developers most often use Stack Overflow to gain knowledge related to topics such as development
tools, APIs usage, and operating systems. More importantly, we found that developers use Stack
Overflow to provide a rationale for feature updates or additions. In fact, we are the first to discover
that developers even use Stack Overflow as a communication channel to receive user feedback about
their software. This work was published in a highly competitive IEEE Software special issue on
crowdsourcing in Software Engineering and was featured in an IEEE Software blog [13, 93].
Chapter 4: The Impact of Reused Source Code from Crowdsourcing Plat-
forms.
Most popular crowdsourcing platforms such as Stack Overflow provide developers with source code
that they can reuse [108, 13]. However, very little work exists on the actual code reuse from these
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crowdsourcing platforms. Furthermore, detecting reused source code from these platforms is a
challenging task, as these crowdsourcing platforms are not designed to track the reused source code.
Moreover, being able to trace such code reuse from crowdsourcing platform such as Stack Overflow
can provide new insights on: 1) How much source code from Stack Overflow is reused in software
systems; 2) Why do developers reuse code from Stack Overflow; 3) When in a project’s lifetime
do developers reuse code from Stack Overflow; and 4) Who reuses code from Stack Overflow?
In addition, having such insights will let us further examine the impact of reusing source code
from crowdsourcing platforms on software quality and maintenance of systems, which reuse such
crowdsourced code.
In Chapter 4, we propose a systematic detection technique to automatically identify reused
crowdsourced code in a software system. Specifically, we focus on detecting reused code from Stack
Overflow. Then, we perform a study focusing on code reuse from Stack Overflow in the context of
mobile apps to investigate how much, why, when, and who reuses code. Moreover, to understand
the potential implications of code reuse, we examine the percentage of bugs in files that reuse Stack
Overflow code. We perform a study on 22 open source Android apps. For each app, we mine their
source code and use clone detection techniques to identify code that is reused from Stack Overflow.
We then apply different quantitative and qualitative methods to answer our research questions.
Our findings indicate that 1) the amount of reused Stack Overflow code varies for different mobile
apps, 2) feature additions and enhancements in apps are the main reasons for code reuse from Stack
Overflow, 3) mid-age and older apps reuse Stack Overflow code mostly later on in their project
lifetime and 4) that in smaller teams/apps, more experienced developers reuse code, whereas, in
larger teams/apps, the less experienced developers reuse code the most. Additionally, we observed
that the percentage of bugs is higher in files after reusing code from Stack Overflow. The results of
this research appear in the Journal of Information and Software Technology [12].
Chapter 5: Examining the Type of Constructed Knowledge on Crowd-
sourcing Platforms.
Crowdsourcing has evolved to become an important practice of software development, shaped by
the ability to collectively share software development and programming experiences in online code-
sharing repositories such as GitHub. Crowdsourcing in software engineering has led to success in
many forms, including the Node Package Management (npm). However, it is not always good news,
in a recent incident code reuse of a very simple Node.js package called left-pad, which was used by
another well-known package called Babel, caused interruptions to some of the largest Internet sites,
e.g., Facebook, Netflix, and Airbnb [118, 200]. Many referred to the incident as the case that almost
broke the Internet. The dependency that caused Babel to break was on a trivial 11 line package
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that implements a left padding string function. Although the issue of using trivial packages has been
discussed, most of these discussions have been informal. Basic research questions, such as “What is
considered to be a trivial package?” and more important questions about why developers resort to
such trivial packages and whether they perceive such reuse to have any drawbacks remain as open
questions. To answer these research questions, we conducted one of the largest empirical software
engineering studies in this domain to gain a more solid understanding as to why developers may
take on additional dependencies to implement trivial tasks.
We first define a trivial package as a package that contains code that a developer can easily
code him/herself and hence is not worth taking on an extra dependency for. Then, we employed
qualitative and quantitative research methods to examine the prevalence, reasons, and drawbacks of
using trivial packages. We performed a large survey involving 125 JavaScript and Python developers
who use trivial packages. As part of this study, we mined more than 230,000 npm and 63,000 PyPI
packages and 38,000 JavaScript and 14,000 Python projects. We found that trivial packages are
commonly and widely used in JavaScript and Python projects. We also observed that, contrary to
JavaScript developers beliefs that trivial packages are well-tested, only 45.2% of trivial packages that
we mined actually have tests code. Additionally, we found that developers believe that using trivial
packages tends to increase the dependency overhead of their software. More detailed analysis also
showed that some of the trivial packages have their own dependencies. For example, 11.5% of the
trivial packages have more than 20 dependencies. Hence, this work was the first to show that: 1)
these trivial packages are commonly used and the left-pad incident was not isolated, 2) one cannot
assume these trivial packages are well-tested, and 3) some of these trivial packages can bring more
pain than they are worth, since some have as many as 20 dependencies. This work was published in
the proceedings of the 2017 11th Joint Meeting on Foundations of Software Engineering [10].
Chapter 6: Improving the Efficiency of Reused Crowdsourced Knowledge.
So far, the previous chapters of this thesis focus on understanding how crowdsourcing knowledge is
reused by developers and its impact on software systems. Our findings show that software quality
is one of the main concerns of adopting crowdsourcing development in software engineering [10, 12].
While for traditional software development, a number of techniques have been used to ensure
the quality of a software system, including testing [62], code reviews [160], and continuous integra-
tions [195], little work exists that specifically investigates the applicability of these techniques for
such crowdsourced code. In fact, there are two main ways to help developers ensure the quality of the
reused crowdsourcing knowledge. First, through the use of tradition quality assurance techniques
e.i., code reviews and testing. Second, helping developers to focus on the main task through remov-
ing extra noise that developers are required to handle during the integration of reused crowdsourcing
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knowledge. In Chapter 6, we propose a technique to help developers eliminate the distraction cause
by the noise such as reviewing cosmetic changes.Our objective is to gain an understanding to what
extent existing quality assurance techniques can be improve to help developers remove the extra
noise and focus on the main development task. Being able to reduce these challenges will help to
promote further and encourage such type of code and knowledge reuse.
To do so, we developed a technique to improve the efficiency of the continuous integration (CI)
process. Our main argument is that not every commit to the repository needs to trigger the CI
process. For instance, developers may modify a project’s documentation and cause the CI process
to be triggered. Since such a change does not affect the source code, the result of the build will
not change and kicking off the CI process is just a waste of resources. We proposed and evaluated
a rule-based technique based on manual analysis of more than 1,800 explicitly CI skip commits.
Our evaluation showed that the devised rule-based technique is able to detect and label CI skip
commits with an average Areas Under the Curve (AUC) of 0.73. Our results provide insights
into the potential importance of modifying CI techniques to ensure the quality of code reuse from
crowdsourcing platforms. A manuscript based on this work has been accepted to IEEE Transactions
on Software Engineering (TSE) [9].
1.4 Thesis Contributions
The main contributions of the thesis are:
1. We show that developers most often use knowledge from crowdsourcing platforms such as
Stack Overflow to gain knowledge related to topics such as development tools, APIs usage,
and operating systems.
2. We discover that developers use Stack Overflow as a communication channel to receive user
feedback about their software in addition to the usual uses.
3. We propose an approach to trace reused source code form crowdsourcing platforms, namely
Stack Overflow.
4. We show that there is a relationship between reused source code from Stack Overflow and
software defects.
5. We provide a systematic approach to define and identify trivial packages in software engi-
neering. Also, we created the term Trivial Packages, which is now commonly used within the
research community.
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6. We show that using trivial packages could increase the maintenance effort of software projects
since we show that some of the trivial packages have their own dependencies. For example,
11.5% of the trivial packages have more than 20 dependencies.
7. We developed a technique to improve the efficiency of the Continuous Integration (CI) process
through skipping commits that do not affect the source code.
1.5 Related Publications
Earlier versions of the work presented in this thesis has been previously published or submitted to
different venues include the following ones:
• R. Abdalkareem, E. Shihab, and J. Rilling, “What Do Developers Use the Crowd For? A
Study Using Stack Overflow”, Special Issue on Crowdsourcing for Software Engineering, IEEE
Software, 34 (2), pages 53-60 (2017).
• R. Abdalkareem, E. Shihab, and J. Rilling, “On code Reuse from Stack Overflow: An
Exploratory Study on Android apps”, Information and Software Technology (IST), 88, pages
148-158 (2017).
• R. Abdalkareem, O. Nourry, S.Wehaibi, S. Mujahid, and E. Shihab, “Why Do Developers
Use Trivial Packages? An Empirical Case Study on npm”, In Proceedings of the 2017 11th
Joint Meeting on Foundations of Software Engineering, ESEC/FSE, pages 385-395 (2017),
ACM, Acceptance rate: 24%
• R. Abdalkareem, “Reasons and Drawbacks of Using Trivial npm Packages: The Developers’
Perspective”, In Proceedings of the 11th Joint Meeting of the European Software Engineering
Conference and the ACM SIGSOFT Symposium on the Foundations of Software Engineering
- Student Research Competition Track, ESEC/FSE, pages 1062-1064 (2017), ACM.
• R. Abdalkareem, V. Oda, S. Mujahid, and E. Shihab, “On the Impact of Using Trivial
Packages: An Empirical Case Study on npm and PyPI”, Springer’s Journal of Empirical
Software Engineering (EMSE), Major Revision Recommended, 37 pages (2018).
• R. Abdalkareem, S. Mujahid, E. Shihab, and J. Rilling, “Which Commits Can Be CI
Skipped?”, Accepted in IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering (TSE), 17 pages, (2019).
In addition, the following work has been published during my Ph.D. program. These papers are
relevant to my research [119, 139, 140, 138]. However they do not form part of the thesis content.
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• S. Mujahid, G. Sierra, R. Abdalkareem, E. Shihab, and W. Shang, “An Empirical Study of
Android Wear User Complaints”, Accepted in Empirical Software Engineering (EMSE), 24 pages,
March, (2018).
• S. Mujahid, R. Abdalkareem, E. Shihab, “Studying Permission Related Issues in Android Wear-
able Apps”, Proceedings of 34th IEEE International Conference on Software Maintenance and
Evolution, ICSME 2018, 10 pages, Acceptance rate: 25%.
• E. Maldonado,R. Abdalkareem, E. Shihab, A. Serebrenik, “An Empirical Study On the Removal
of Self-Admitted Technical Debt”, Proceedings of the 33rd IEEE International Conference on
Software Maintenance and Evolution, ICSME 2017, pages 238-248, Acceptance rate: 28%.
• S. Mujahid, G. Sierra, R. Abdalkareem, E. Shihab, W. Shang, “Examining User Complaints of
Wearable Apps: A Case Study on Android Wear”, Proceedings of 4th IEEE/ACM International
Conference on Mobile Software Engineering and Systems, MOBILESoft 2017, pages 96-99 (2017).
1.6 Thesis Organization
The thesis consists of six chapters that are organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides necessary
background related to the crowdsourcing in software engineering and research related to our analysis
of crowdsourcing platforms. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 present the results of three empirical studies
related to the usage and the impact of using crowdsourcing knowledge in software development.
In Chapter 6, we present our results of improving the continuous integration service as away to
ensure the quality of reused crowdsourcing knowledge. Finally, Chapter 7 summarized the thesis
and discussed some direction of future work.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
In this chapter, we provide an overview of relevant background knowledge to our research that
includes a brief description of crowdsourcing in software engineering including research on integrating
crowd-based knowledge in the software development processes and how this knowledge is used to
provide recommendation systems. In Section 2.2 we introduce existing studies on crowdsourcing
platforms, namely Stack Overflow. In section 2.3, we review research on traditional code reuse that
is also applicable for code reuse from crowdsourcing platforms such as Stack Overflow. This includes
work related to code search from the web, source code recommendation, and studies related to source
code cloning.
2.1 Crowdsourcing Software Development
The term crowdsourcing refers to the process of taking simple tasks or problems that once were
performed internally by a company’s employees and outsourcing them to an undefined group of
people in the form of an open call [90]. In general, crowdsourcing platforms leverage the collective
intelligence of users who contribute, evaluate or rank items in communities online such as Facebook,
Wikipedia, Stack Overflow and others. The benefits of crowdsourcing include easy (and sometimes
free) access to a wide range of workers, various solutions, lower labor rates, and reduced time-to-
market [174, 100, 106]. Crowdsourcing has been used in a wide variety of domains, such as weather
forecasting [41], information retrieval [14, 109] and software engineering [122, 180, 169].
In software engineering, the value of crowdsourcing has been recognized through the success of
open source software development [103]. Mao et al. [122] defined crowdsourcing for software en-
gineering as “Crowdsourced Software Engineering is the act of undertaking any external software
engineering tasks by an undefined, potentially large group of online workers in an open call format.”
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Figure 1: Illustration of interaction with a crowdsourcing platform, Stack Overflow as an example.
to a crowdsourcing platform (e.g., Stack Overflow). The crowd has increasingly used such plat-
forms to answer developers’ questions through Q&A sites such as Stack Overflow. Furthermore,
crowdsourcing platforms almost cover all aspects of software development such as implementation,
requirements, and testing. In their work, Latoza and Hoek [108] defined three models of crowdsourc-
ing platforms based on a number of dimensions. Table 1 describes these three crowdsourcing models:
peer production, competition, and micro-tasking model. The peer production model is suited where
the idea of gaining experience mainly motivates contributors, such platforms are Stack Overflow and
npm. The main characteristic of this model is that contributors are in an inactive mode in that
they earn no direct benefit. The competitions model is defined when customers publish a task in a
competitive way. Its main feature is that the task is complete. Finally, the micro-tasking model is
where the crowd contributes to perform and to perfect small tasks.
The emerging number of crowdsourcing platforms that are used in the software development
process leads researchers to explored approaches to crowdsourcing software development tasks [122].
Most of this work focuses on examining the use of crowd knowledge in software development tasks
rather than understanding its use and impact such as questions & answering programming problems,
software verification, testing, or UI design. For example, studies have shown that developers often
rely on the crowd knowledge offered on Stack Overflow to find solutions to their to their programming
problems (see section 2.2 for an extensive literature review). Crowdsourcing has also been proposed
to improve different aspects of testing, such as that include better software tests and mutants [161],
performance testing [142], mobile apps testing [123], and GUI testing [197]. Several approaches
have been proposed to explore the possibility of using the crowd to recommend bug fixing [141] or
finding bug through a crowd-based debugging [82]. Other researchers have examined approaches
for crowd-based requirements engineering that aim to increase and improve the involvement of end
users in defining the software they use [76]. In this section, we only discuss the most relevant studies;
however, we refer the reader to a recent survey by Mao et al. [122] for a more comprehensive list of
studies on crowdsourcing in software engineering.
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Table 1: The Dimensions of Crowdsourcing and Concrete Examples of Three Crowdsourcing Mod-
els [108].
Dimension Explanation








Crowd size The size of the crowd necessary to ef-
fectively tackle the problem
Large Small Medium
Task length The amount of time a worker spends
completing a task
Hours to days Week Minutes
Expertise demands The level of domain familiarity required
for a worker to contribute
Moderate Extensive Minimal
Locus of control Ownership of the creation of tasks or
subtasks
Worker Client Client
Incentives The factors motivating workers to en-
gage with the task
Intrinsic Extrinsic Extrinsic
Task interdependence The degree to which tasks in the overall
workflow build on each other
Medium Low Low
Task context The amount of system information a
worker must know to contribute
Extensive Minimal None
Replication The number of times the same task
might be redundantly completed
None Several Many
2.2 Work Related to Stack Overflow as a Crowdsourcing Plat-
form
The wide-spread use of Stack Overflow among software developers has increased the interest of the
software community in this domain, which is reflected by the number of publications using Stack
Overflow data in their research [191]. This Stack Overflow related research includes investigating the
possibility of integrating Stack Overflow in the software development process and the characteristics
of Stack Overflow as Q&A website. In this section, we divided this related work into work on
harnessing Stack Overflow data and work that focuses on analyzing Stack Overflow data.
Cordeiro et al. [44] indexed the Stack Overflow data dump to retrieve associated discussions in
the context of exception stack traces. The main propose of this research is to assist developers
to understand failure that occurred in their code. Their Eclipse plugin extracts keywords from
exception traces and automatically generates a request in order to retrieve the most likely related
posts from Stack Overflow. The results of their preliminary evaluation showed that their exception
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stack trace approach outperforms a simple keyword-based approach.
Ponzanelli et al. [149, 150] devised an Eclipse plugin called SeaHawk that uses knowledge ex-
tracted from Stack Overflow to support programming and documentation. The plug-in automatically
formulates queries by extracting keywords from code entities from a user’s current work context.
The generated queries run against an indexed Stack Overflow data dump to retrieve related discus-
sions. Additionally, SeaHawk attempts to provide support for exploiting Stack Overflow data in a
team-setting environment [15]. SeaHawk allows developers to create links between source code and
Stack Overflow discussions via annotations in the source code. They conducted three experiments
to evaluate 1) the relevance of the retrieved Stack Overflow discussions to the programming task,
2) the impact of SeaHawk when dealing with programming tasks for the first time, and 3) the
help provided by SeaHawk to understand an existing and fully implemented method. Despite the
fact that their tool might not suggest useful discussions, the results show that SeaHawk can assist
developers during program comprehension and software development [149, 148].
Example Overflow is a code search that helps programmers in using Q&A websites. Zagal-
sky et al. [206, 20] extracted code snippets from the accepted answers, including some metadata
(e.g., title, tag, answer) in Stack Overflow via its public API [1]. The search function is based on
indexed data (Stack Overflow) using Apache Lucene, and the output search is ranked based on the
metadata of the original posts. They empirically evaluate their proposed code search by choos-
ing ten programming tasks, and compared the results with other search engines (e.g., Google and
Koders). Their results indicated that Example Overflow suggested better results than other
existing search engines covered in their experiments.
Rahman et al. [157], proposed SurfClipse a tool that provides immediate assistance to devel-
opers when they encounter runtime errors or exceptions. It exploits three search engines and Stack
Overflow, considering the exception trace and the associated source code during the search. In their
evaluation, they found that the inclusion of different types of contextual information associated with
an exception can enhance the accuracy of their recommendations.
Ponzanelli et al. [151, 152, 153] developed a tool called Prompter, which searches Stack Overflow
to recommend related discussions for the developers. Prompter generates a search query from the
developers’ programming context in the IDE using Stack Overflow’s public API [1] to recommend
code snippets from Stack Overflow discussions. The recommended discussions are not only based
on their text similarities as in [149], also consider other information resources related to Stack
Overflow discussions, such as users reputation, questions/answers score and tags. The results of
their evaluation showed that Prompter is able to effectively suggest the right Stack Overflow
discussions based on a given a code snippet. Additionally, in a control experiment, the results
showed that Prompter can help developers during software development and maintenance.
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AutoComment presented by Wong et al. [202] is an automatic comment generation approach
based on natural language text available on Stack Overflow. AutoComment extracts code snippets
together with their descriptions, from Stack Overflow, and leverages these descriptions to automat-
ically generate comments for similar code segments in open source projects. The authors conducted
a user study to evaluate their proposed approach by applying AutoComment to Java and Android
projects in which they automatically generated 102 comments for 23 projects. It was found that the
generated comments are accurate, adequate, concise, and helpful in helping developers to understand
the code.
Rahman et al. [156] proposed an approach to mine users’ comments about source code snippets
published on Stack Overflow in order to document deficiencies and quality of the code. Their
approach uses information retrieval techniques to find informative users’ comments about the code
snippets. This method was applied on 292 Stack Overflow code snippets with their discussions.
The results showed that the proposed approach can extract insightful comments with 85.42% recall.
In addition, a user study showed that about 80% of the suggested comments about the code were
informative and useful.
De Souza et al. [51] developed a search engine that focuses on "how to do it" discussions from
Stack Overflow. The ranking criteria used by their approach consists of 1) the textual similarity
of the question-and-answer pairs to the query and 2) the quality of these pairs. Their evaluation
showed that the approach was able to recommend at least one useful question-and-answer pair which
included a reproducible code snippet.
Wang et al. [198], presented an approach to build a bidirectional link between the Android issue
tracker and Stack Overflow discussions to facilitate the knowledge sharing between two separated
communities. They exploit three techniques to measure similarity (Vector Space Model(VSM),
Latent Semantic Indexing(LSI) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA)) and use temporal-locality
method to effectively establish the links. Their evaluation showed that Vector Space Model with
temporal-locality outperform the other techniques.
All the aforementioned research has the goal to incorporate knowledge and source code found
on Stack Overflow in the software development and maintenance process. Common to this reviewed
work is that they provide evidence that crowdsourcing platforms can help developers during learn-
ing and improving their programming skills, so as to reuse source code snippets from crowdsourcing
platforms [175, 166]. However, none of this work has studied the implication of using crowd knowl-
edge on the software quality. For example, examine the impact of code reuse from crowdsourcing
platforms (e.g., Stack Overflow).
One of the main goals of this thesis is to provide empirical evidences on the actual impact of
reusing source code snippets from crowdsourcing platforms on software quality.
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2.3 Work Related to Source Code Reuse
Research on source code reuse has become an important part of program comprehension and software
maintenance research. In fact, reusing source code from the crowd is in its objective similar to
traditional source code reuse. Thus, in this section, we briefly review both traditional code reuse
within software systems and code reuse from the Web. We discuss first empirical studies covering
code search on the Web, then using the Web to recommend source code, finally, review some work
related to copy and paste source code.
2.3.1 Empirical Studies of Code Search on the Web
A number of studies exist that focus on understanding the role of source code search in the software
development process. An early study conducted by Sim et al. [175], reports on a user survey
conducted with programmers to classify reasons why developers resort to online source code search
during programming and maintenance tasks. Their study reports that the most common search
queries were related to: function definitions, different uses of a function, variable definitions, and
different uses of a variable. Furthermore, they observed that most search queries were performed to
support defect repair, code reuse, program comprehension, feature addition, and impact analysis.
Brandt et al. [36] empirically examined how developers use the Web during programming tasks. In
their study they observed the behavior of 20 programmers and analyzed Web query logs from 24,293
programmers. Their findings showed that programmers use the Web to quickly learn technologies,
looking for clarification, and to recall a certain programming languages syntax. In addition, they
reported that developers do not immediately test copied code from the Web. In [70], an experimental
study conducted by Gallardo-Valencia and Sim to investigate the types of problems which motivate
developers to do searches on theWeb. In their user study, they observed 24 developers in an industrial
setting. They reported that around 82% of Web searches are performed in an ad-hock manner also
known as opportunistic search. This type of Web search is done to 1) remember syntax details, 2)
clarify implementation details including fixing a bug, 3) learning new concepts. Additionally, 18%
percent of the Web search conducted to find open source projects or code snippets. Sadowski et
al. [166] studied programmers’ behavior when searching for code at Google Inc R©. They analyzed
survey results. They found that developers at Google search for code very frequently with an average
of five session everyday. Furthermore, developers preform code search for different development tasks,
including code review, finding a code snippet, and retrieving programming knowledge.
These empirical studies show that software developers frequently resort to code search during
programming tasks. However, there are several common threats to validity in these studies, including
that the results are based on observing or surveying a limited number of human subjects and that
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analysis was conducted whether the code from the crowdsourcing platforms was actually reused in
software systems.
2.3.2 Source Code Recommendation from the Web
Empirical studies in software engineering [175, 36] reported that developers often search the Web
for example or code snippets. Numerous approaches have been proposed in the literature to support
developers during programming tasks by providing code samples they can reuse [88, 186, 89].
To help programmers effectively benefit from the Web search engine, Hoffmann et al. [88] devel-
oped Assieme, a Web search interface that combine information from Web-accessible Java Archive
files, API documentation andWeb pages that include sample code snippets. It uses the Google search
engine to find relevant Web pages containing source code. It then parsed the Web pages to create
source code databased, and uses text on Web pages to rank code snippets and the libraries that are
referenced in that code. Mica is a tool that augments the Web search to find code examples and
API documentations [182]. It eliminates irrelevant results from Google Web APIs, and highlights
the source code elements. PARSEWeb [186] is a tool that assists programmers in using APIs. It
uses online search to recommend relevant method call sequences by applying static analysis on code
snippets which return from a search engine. Other approaches aim to recommend code elements
or code examples by mining source code in software repositories. For example, Holmes et al. [89]
used structure matching from source code in Eclipse IDE to retrieve the most similar code snippets.
The approach combines three heuristics to measure similarity between code snippets; 1) inheritance
similarity that finds classes with the same parent. 2) method call similarity that retrieve methods
with similar call-graph. 3) a use heuristic that find methods using similar data types. Keivanloo et
al. [102] proposed a reusable code recommendation by ranking high quality code snippets. Their
approach measured the code snippet’s similarity to a query by combining textual similarity and
clone detection techniques. The recommended code snippets are ranked according to completeness
and popularity of their usage patterns. More recently, Moreno et al. [137] presented MUSE, a tech-
nique for mining and ranking actual code examples that show how to use a specific method. Their
approach parses existing applications to collect method usages pattern by static code analysis. A
clone detection tool is used to group similar code example and MUSE ranks them according to their
popularity. MUSE provides users with one code snippets from each group of clone that it selected
based on its reusability, understandability, and popularity.
The aforementioned examples focus on recommending source code snippets to developers for
learning API usage or source code reuse. Even though these approaches are appropriate for assisting
developers in programming tasks, they lack information about the quality of the recommended source
code. In addition, developers may reuse the suggested code snippets in a new context without
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completely understanding the functionality of the code. One of the main aims of this thesis is to
study the impact of integrating reused code from crowdsourcing platforms on the quality of the
target software system.
2.3.3 Empirical Studies of Copy and Paste Source Code
Using source code from crowdsourcing platforms sometimes involves code cloning (copy and paste)
and detecting code reuse. Research done in this area may also, in some cases, be relevant for studying
code reuse form crowdsourcing platforms.
One of the most common code smells in software systems is cloning [104, 164] , copying code
fragments and then reuse by pasting with or without minor modifications. Cloning can occur within
the same project, or across projects as part of source code reuse. However, research in the area
of code cloning lacks the consensus about its impact of clones on the quality of source code. For
example, Kapser and Godfrey [99] described several clone patterns, and found that clones have often
a positive effect on open source systems. Rahman et al. [155] empirically studied the relationship
between code clones and defect proneness, and found that the majority of defects are not significantly
associated with code clones. On the other hand, there are studies that discuss the negative effect of
code clone on source code quality. Juergens et al. [94] investigated the occurrence of clones in open
and proprietary systems. They found that inconsistent clones introduce defects that are difficult to
detect. Lozano and Wermelinger [117] reported that code clones increase the maintenance efforts
when compared to non-cloned code. Mondal et al. [136] linked the type of clones (Type-1, Typ2 and
Type3) to defect proneness in open source systems, and found Type-3 is the most related to bug
fixing change.
Most of the studies focus on the clone existence within the same software. However, developers
frequently copy and paste code form outside resource such as Q&A websites [70], and little effort has
been devoted to study the impact of such copy and paste action. For example, source code posted
on Stack Overflow may not be complete or can contain vulnerabilities.
Other research works focus on the detection and study of code cross software systems boundaries.
Inoue et al. [92] developed a prototype called Ichi Tracker to explore the evolution of a code fragments
utilizing online code search engines and code clone detection techniques. The tool accepts a code
fragment as an input and returns related files containing. Using the Ichi Tracker, developers can
identify the origin of a source code fragment or a modified version of the code fragment, including
potential license violations. German et al. [72] examined source code migration across three different
systems (Linux, FreeBSD and OpenBSD) and its legal implications. They tracked reused code
fragments using clone detection methods. Their result showed that code migration occurred between
these systems. Additionally, the copying tends to be preformed without violating the license terms.
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Davies et al. [48] proposed a signature-based matching technique to determine the origin of code
entities. They found that their technique can be utilized to identify security bugs in reused libraries.
Kawamitsu et al. [101] proposed a technique to automatically detect source code reuse between two
software repositories at the file level. Their approach is based on measuring the similarity between
pair of source files and using the commit time to identify the original source file revision. They
found that in some instances developers did not record the version of the reused file correctly.
Common to these studies is that they propose techniques to detect and investigate the reuse of
software components. One of the main objectives of this thesis is to conduct empirical studies to
assess qualitative and quantitative the reuse of code form crowdsourcing platforms such as (e., npm
and Stack Overflow).
2.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter first reviews the definition of crowdsourcing in software engineering. Second, it surveys
prior research on crowdsourcing in the software engineering domain. Specifically, it discussed work
related to the integration of crowdsourcing in software development and how it is related to tradi-
tional source code reuse. Overall, prior studies on crowdsourcing software development have tended
to focus on improving the software development process through the integration of crowdsourcing
knowledge in the software development, but these studies do not consider how developers use the
crowd knowledge in the software development process and what type of knowledge is provided by
the crowd. Chapters 3 and 4 describe two empirical studies on the use of crowdsourcing knowledge
from Stack Overflow. In Chapter 5, we examine the type of knowledge constructed on crowdsourcing
platforms namely, npm and PyPI . Finally, in Chapter 6, we present our prosed rule-based technique
to improve the efficiency of using crowdsourcing knowledge through the detection of commits that
can be CI skipped.
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Chapter 3
Understanding the Usage of
Crowdsourced Knowledge
Stack Overflow relies on the crowd to construct quality developer-related knowledge. What devel-
opers use the crowd constructed knowledge on Stack Overflow for has not yet been fully addressed
by existing research. As part of this research, we answer this question, by analyzing 1,414 Stack
Overflow related commits and observe that developers use this crowd based knowledge to support
development tasks and to collect user feedback. We also studied both the helpfulness and delay of
Stack Overflow posts by identifying the type of questions that are more likely to be answered by the
crowd. We find that development tools and programming language issues are areas where the crowd
is most helpful and that web framework related questions take the longest to receive an accepted
answer for. Our findings can help developers to better understand how to effectively use Stack
Overflow as a development support tool, help Stack Overflow designers to improve their platform,
and the research community to provide important insights on the strengths and weaknesses of Stack
Overflow as a development tool.
3.1 Introduction
Question and Answer sites (Q&A), such as Stack Overflow, are extremely popular amongst software
developers. Such Q&A sites heavily rely on the contributions of crowds to provide accumulated,
quality knowledge to the software development community. Typically, users post questions related
to software development topics on these Q&A sites that are answered by one or more participants.
In essence, the job of answering the questions is outsourced to the crowd [108].
Over the years, the role of Q&A sites has evolved to more than just answering questions. However,
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what role Q&A sites plays in today’s development lifecycle is still an open question. Therefore, the
goal of this chapter is to answer the questions “What reasons do developers resort to the crowd on
Stack Overflow for?” and “What areas is the crowd most helpful in? and what areas take longer to
obtain answers for?” Answering these questions will benefit developers to better understand what
knowledge they can obtain from the crowd, what knowledge tends to be most helpful and what
knowledge may take longer to attain.
Existing work, for example, Treude et al. [187] qualitatively analyzed a sample of Stack Overflow
questions, and found that developers use Stack Overflow to share knowledge, provide development
support, learn new technologies, and search for solutions to both common and specific programming
problems. However, a key difference of our study is that we specifically examine cases where a
developer who is making a code commit on GitHub has explicitly referenced a Stack Overflow post
as the knowledge resource. The explicit mentioning of such Stack Overflow posts 1) provides us with
confidence that a Stack Overflow is indeed related to a particular code commit, 2) allows us to build
a richer dataset (since we have a link between the commit and the associated Stack Overflow post),
and 3) indicates cases where developers see a need for traceability/justification/documentation for
their committed changes. Moreover, our study does not focus on a specific type of task like existing
studies (e.g., bug triage [16]), domain (e.g., mobile [163]), or programming language, rather we
examine all type of commits that explicitly mention Stack Overflow.
Our findings corroborate some of the earlier observations [187], i.e., that developers use Stack
Overflow to gain knowledge, and provide additional insights in terms of the actual type of Stack
Overflow knowledge that is directly applied by programmers (e.g., we find that knowledge about
specific programming language and API usage are the most common types of knowledge use from
Stack Overflow). At the same time, some of our findings are novel and have not been reported in
any of the earlier work. For example, we find that some developers use Stack Overflow to document
known bugs and even implement features based on Stack Overflow posts. Moreover, we find that the
crowd is most helpful in resolving questions related to development tools, programming languages,
and implementation issues and that the most time consuming posts to answer are posts related to
web frameworks and the documentation of bugs. The findings shed light on what developers use
Stack Overflow for so that we can gain a better understanding of areas where crowd knowledge is
most resorted to. Moreover, our study of the most helpful areas and the areas that take longest to
acquire can be used to emphasize knowledge that requires more attention from practitioners and
researchers that contribute to Stack Overflow.
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Figure 2: Overview of our data extraction and analysis approach
3.1.1 Organization of the Chapter
This chapter is organized as following: Section 3.2 describes the study design and approach. Sec-
tion 3.3 presents our case study results. Section 3.4 discusses the implication of our results. In
section 3.5, we highlights the work most related to our study. Section 3.6 discusses the threats to
validity of our study. We conclude the Chapter in Section 3.7.
3.2 Study Design and Approach
The goal of our study in this chapter is to determine the reasons that developers use the crowd for
in their own projects, what areas they find the crowd to be the most helpful in and the areas that
are most time consuming to attain answers for. In the following sections, we describe how we collect
our Stack Overflow related commits, how we classify them, and how we measure their helpfulness
and delay. Figure 2 shows the overall methodology.
3.2.1 Selection of Studied Projects
To conduct our study, we first need to identify software projects that contain Stack Overflow related
commits. At the same time, it is important to study a large sample of software projects in order
to improve generalizability and confidence in our analysis results. To select the projects that we
want to study, we used the GHTorrent dataset [73] to obtain a list of non-forked projects (main-
line) written in the most popular programming languages [196]: Ruby, Python, JavaScript, PHP,
Java, Scala, C and C++. Based on our selection criteria, we are able to identify 4,163,814 projects.
However, since it is a well known fact that GitHub contains a large number of software projects that
are inactive or immature, we set a few other constraints to ensure that we only consider active and
mature projects. Thus, we only considered projects that: (1) have at least 100 pull request, (2) have
at least three developers, and (3) have more than 100 commits in the last year. Similar constraints
were recommended in [96]. Applying this filtering further reduced the number of projects to 4,026,
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Table 2: Statistics of Projects, Languages, and Stack Overflow Commits Analyzed in Our Study.









which we tried to clone for analysis. Since some projects were no longer available (e.g., they were
deleted or made private), we were able to clone and study a total of 3,974 projects.
3.2.2 Extracting Stack Overflow Related Commits
After obtaining the list of software projects, the next step is to identify Stack Overflow related
commits. For the identification process, we rely on string pattern matching techniques to detect
these commits. For each project, we search all of their commit logs for the term ’stackoverflow’ and
its variants (i.e., capitalized first letter, all capitalized, with spaces). After applying the pattern
matching technique, we obtained 1,780 Stack Overflow related commits that originated from 929
projects. As a final step, we performed a manual inspection of these commits and their associated
projects to filter out duplicates and irrelevant commits (false positives). In the end, we were left
with 1,414 commits from 808 projects, which we further analyzed. Of all the Stack Overflow related
commits, approximately 97% of them contained a link to the Stack Overflow related post. Table 2
shows the descriptive statistics of our dataset. As mentioned earlier, the projects in the dataset cover
several programming languages and each programming language has a number of related projects
and commits.
3.2.3 Classifying Stack Overflow Related Commits
Once we determined the number of Stack Overflow related commits to be further analyzed, we
preformed an iterative coding process to identify and categorize the different reasons that developers
use Stack Overflow [170]. We first inspected every commit message, the source code associated with
the commit, and the Stack Overflow post referenced in the commit. We read the main issues
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discussed in the commit message and the Stack Overflow post, which helps us determine how to
classify the commit. The aforementioned process was performed iteratively in that every time a
new category is added, we re-examine all the previously classified commits to determine if the
categorization changed. As a result of this classification process, we ended up with 14 different
reasons why developers mention Stack Overflow in source code commits.
Like any human activity, our classification is prone to human bias. To examine the validity of
the classification, we got another Ph.D. student to independently classify a statistically significant
sample of commits to reach a 95% confidence level using a 5% confidence interval. The statistically
significant sample of 302 Stack Overflow related commits was classified into different areas and
Cohen’s Kappa coefficient was used to evaluate the level of agreement between the two annotators.
Cohen’s Kappa coefficient is a well-known statistical method that is used to evaluate the inter-rater
agreement level for categorical scales. The resulting coefficient is scaled to range between -1.0 and
+1.0, where a negative value means poorer than chance agreement, zero indicates exactly chance
agreement, and a positive value indicates better than chance agreement. In our work, we found
the level of agreement between the annotators to be +0.78, which is considered to be excellent
agreement [64].
3.2.4 Measuring the Helpfulness and Delay of Stack Overflow Posts
The second goal of our study is to better understand which areas developers find the crowd to be
most helpful in and which areas take longer to attain an answer to, i.e., which posts take longer to
receive an accepted answer for.
As a proxy for helpfulness, we use the number of votes (sum of upvotes - downvotes) that a Stack
Overflow question receives. Our intuition here is that if a question is helpful to a developer, then
they will give it an upvote, which indicates that this question/post is helpful. The more votes a
question has, the more helpful it is considered to be. Once we measure the votes for the individual
posts, we group them into their respective areas. To provide a helpfulness measure for a specific
area, we present the median of the votes for all of its posts.
We further argue that if a post takes longer time to obtain an accepted answer, then the developer
will be delayed more, which is negatively perceived. Therefore, we use the time to obtain an accepted
answer for posts in a specific area as a proxy for delay. For each area, we measure the time difference
between the initial post (question) and its first accepted answer. Then, we aggregate all of the values
and present the median time per area.
3.3 Results
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Any knowledge related to programming languages and their features. For instance,
using format in Python, using sequential for loop in JavaScript, how to do casting,
regular expression, or a programming language limitation.
“Changed all boolean casts that were using Boolean() function to use double negation(!!),
which is faster: [StackOverflow Link] ”
22.07%
API Usage Knowlege related to how to use an API including argument, deprecation, specify
method to perform a task in an API.
“mailutils: send_email() with attachments* Extends mailutils. send_email() API to sup-




Knowledge related to configuration management. For example, knowledge on how
to configure Maven tool in the development environment.
“Fix maven assembly warning about using root dir. It’s a bad practice in Maven to define
’/’ as the output dir. It’s better to leave it empty. See also [StackOverflow Link].”
7.21%
Web Frameworks Stack Overflow posts related to the usage of web frameworks and their configura-
tions.
“Fix client names with dot do not work this is Spring Framework MVC behavior as described
in [StackOverflow Link] ”
6.51%
Web Browsers A developer uses knowledge regarding web browsers. For example, the presence or
absence of features in specific browsers.
“Fix grid context menu position for Firefox.Firefox does not have offsetX. pageX is absolute




Knowledge related to configuring development tools (e.g., IDE, Git, SVN) versions,
settings, etc.
“Update Git to delete a remote branch with ’-delete’ more memorable syntax. Use Git1.7




Developers used suggestions or tutorials from Stack Overflow posts to implement
an algorithm or a feature in their projects without copying and pasting source code.
“Introduce the non-daemon process pool as an alternative to the original multiprocessing
pool. This adds support for hierarchical multiprocessing (child classes can use multipro-





Knowledge related to database and their supporting technologies (e.g., database
configurations, maintenance, modeling, queries, etc.).
“Postgres column renaming. Switched "name" column name to "shoreline_name" so we




Knowledge related to operating systems features or issues. “Explicitly set empty extension name for backup files on Mac, this parameter is needed,




The developer fixed a bug in the project and provided the link to the Stack Overflow
post where the bug has been described.
“Fix AttributeError when IssueEvent has assignee. This was discovered by a user on Stack-




A developer introduced a tag on Stack Overflow related to his/her project to facil-
itate its documentation or to promote the usage of their tag on Stack Overflow.
“Promote stackoverflow for questions”, “Drop google groups in favor of stackoverflow tag.”
, “Link to [StackOverflow Link] for Q and A Thanks to Vincent Scheib for arranging and




A developer implements a new feature or improves the project based on Stack
Overflow users request.
“Extend key bindings for prompt commands to support predefined searches This adds sup-
port for binding keys to ’:/’ and ’:?’,for example: bind stage 2: Based on this request by
Joelpet on stackoverflow:[StackOverflow Link] ”
1.77%
Code Reuse A developer copies and pasts a source code snippet from a Stack Overflow post. “Close tip popup on click outside the tip box. Credit: StackOverflow Link ” 1.70%
Other Developers use knowledge from Stack Overflow, but we cannot identify the type of




To understand what developers use the crowd constructed knowledge on Stack Overflow for, we
break down our study into two main parts and associate a research question with each part:
RQ1: What are the main reasons developers resort to Stack Overflow?
RQ2: What areas is the crowd most helpful to developers in? What areas takes longest to attain
answers for from the crowd?
Answering RQ1 helps us to determine what developers use Stack Overflow for so that we can
gain a better understanding of areas where crowd knowledge is most resorted to. We can use our
findings to further facilitate the integration of crowdsourcing into software development. Answering
RQ2 helps us to better understand what types of knowledge from Stack Overflow is considered most
helpful by the developers and takes longest to acquire. Identifying these types of knowledge can be
used to emphasize knowledge that requires more attention from practitioners and researchers that
contribute to Stack Overflow.
3.3.1 RQ1: What are the Main Reasons Developers Resort to Stack Over-
flow?
As mentioned earlier, we manually examined each commit message, the code changes associated
with a commit, and the Stack Overflow post mentioned in the commit to determine the reason the
commit mentions the Stack Overflow post. Thus, we use our classification to identify the reasons
why developers use Stack Overflow.
Table 3 shows the 14 different reasons developers use Stack Overflow, that are grouped into five
high-level categories, namely ‘Using Knowledge’, ‘Documenting Bugs’, ‘Promoting Stack Overflow’,
‘Feature/System Improvements’ and ‘Code Reuse’; another category, ‘Other’, was added to cate-
gorize commits that rarely appeared and/or did not fit into any of the major categories. For each
reason, we provide a description, an example and the frequency they occurred (as a percentage of
commits). As shown in Table 3, we found that developers resort to the crowd on Stack Overflow
mainly to gain knowledge. The most frequent knowledge is related to programming languages (in
22.07% of the commits), to ask about API use (in 21% of the commits), configuration management
(in 7.21%), gain knowledge about web frameworks (in 6.51% of the commits), and web browsers (in
4.31% of the commits). From our analysis of the commits and posts related to the aforementioned
categories, we observed that the developers mainly take advantage of the technical knowledge pro-
vided by the crowd on Stack Overflow. Our findings show the key role of the crowd is to support
and complement traditional documentation.
We also found that developers use Stack Overflow to document bugs (in 13.08% of the commits)
and even for feature/system improvements that they implement (in 1.77%). These findings show
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that the role of the crowd on Stack Overflow is more than just providing knowledge or finding
relevant code. The crowd on Stack Overflow can also provide insight on known issues and features
that users would like to see. These results suggest that developers pay attention to such issues raised
by the crowd and that Stack Overflow serves as medium for identifying and tracking feature requests
and issues.
The other two interesting categories were less popular and related to the promotion of Stack
Overflow in a project (in 3.18% of the commits), where developers would introduce a tag on Stack
Overflow to facilitate documentation. Lastly, we found that the direct reuse of code from Stack
Overflow is very minimal in terms of the number of explicit mentioning of the Stack Overflow posts
in commit messages (in 1.70% of the commits). However, we believe that developers reuse more
code than they admit due to various reasons such as potential copyright violations or plagiarism.
Developers most often use the Stack Overflow to gain knowledge related to topics such as
development tools, APIs usage, and operating systems. More importantly, Developers use
Stack Overflow to provide rationale for feature updates or additions. In fact, developers even
use Stack Overflow as a communication channel to receive user feedback about their software.
3.3.2 RQ2: What Areas is the Crowd Most Helpful to Developers in?
What Areas Takes Longest to Attain Answers for from the Crowd?
Now that we have identified the different reasons developers use Stack Overflow, we want to better
understand what knowledge the crowd is most helpful for and what knowledge takes longest to
acquire.
Table 4 shows the number of questions, the median number of votes, the number of accepted
answers, and the median time (hours) to obtain an accepted answer for each reason. The ascending
ranking for helpfulness is based on the median votes for the different reasons of knowledge reuse
from Stack Overflow and the descending ranking for delay is based on the median hours it takes to
obtain an accepted answer for a given category.
From Table 4, we observe that posts related to development tools, programming languages,
implementation issues, and configuration management are areas where the crowd can be considered
to be the most helpful. On the other hand, the posts related to web frameworks, documenting bugs,
and development tools are areas that take the longest to answer.
However, the most interesting analysis comes from combining these two views, i.e., helpfulness
and delay, to determine areas that developers can expect to receive helpful answers in a timely
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Development Tools 61 39 1 52 6.7 9
Programming Languages 310 29 2 279 0.3 1
Implementation Issues 55 26 3 48 2.6 4
Configuration Management 102 19 4 87 5.6 7
Database Technologies 41 17 5 37 1.1 3
Web Browsers 61 16 6 50 0.5 2
Web Frameworks 93 15 7 77 13 11
Operating Systems 37 13 8 33 0.5 2
API Usage 301 10 9 254 3.1 5
Code Reuse 25 7 10 19 6.1 8
Feature/System Improvements 27 3 11 18 3.6 6
Documenting Bugs 178 2 12 139 9.4 10
Promoting Stack Overflow 0 0 NA 0 0 NA
Other 76 15 - 59 2.6 -
§The median of number of votes a question receive on Stack Overflow.
†The median time taken for a question to receive an accepted answer in hours.
manner and vice versa. We use a bubble plot, shown in Figure 3, that plots the ranks of helpfulness
vs. delay for each area of using Stack Overflow. The size of the bubble represents the number of
commits for a particular area. From Figure 3, we observe that areas such as ‘implementation issues’,
‘programming languages’, ‘database technologies’, and ‘web browsers’ provide the highest utility for
developers, i.e., developers receive very helpful and quick answers. On the other hand, areas such
as ‘API usage’ and ‘operating systems’ tend to be answered quickly, but the answers given are not
perceived to be very helpful. Similarly, answers to questions in areas such as ‘web frameworks’ and
‘documenting bugs’ are perceived to be less helpful and take even longer to answer. In such cases,
the crowd on Stack Overflow may not be the right resource for developers who are looking for answers.
The crowd was the most helpful on topics such as development tools and programming lan-
guages. The questions that took the longest to resolve were related to Web frameworks. In
addition, developers reuse source code snippets from Stack Overflow. However, code snippets












































































Figure 3: The x-axis of the plot shows the average ranking of the median of number of votes for
each area (1 is the most helpful). The y-axis shows the median time (hour) for a question to receive
an accepted answer for each area (1 as the fastest), while the size of the bubble present the number
of commits.
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3.4 Discussion and Implications
There are two key observations that we believe can impact future development of Q&A sites and
how developers use the crowd. The first observation can be helpful for Stack Overflow designers
to enhance current Stack Overflow features to meet the increasing demand from developers. The
second is an observation that can help developers improve traceability and documentation of their
changes.
3.4.1 Using the Crowd for More Than Just Knowledge
Clearly, our results show that the majority of developers use Stack Overflow to gain knowledge.
However, we also observed that developers use the crowd on Stack Overflow for more than acquiring
knowledge. In fact, developers seem to be using these crowd based resources to document bugs and
determine features that they want to implement. Hence, we believe that future versions of Stack
Overflow need to incorporate a mechanism where developers can obtain direct feedback from the
crowd. Presently, we see that role of the crowd to mainly focus on reporting bugs and requesting
requirements. However, we envision that in the future the crowd on Stack Overflow will play an
increasing role, as a source for refining requirements, providing testing, and even helping refine soft-
ware design. Another interesting finding is that developers reuse code snippet from Stack Overflow.
How to ensure the quality or integrity of these shared code snippets is an area where crowd based
platforms can do better (now all someone can do is give an upvote). Also, providing some sort of
scoring system that indicates the ‘adaptability’ or ‘ease of integration’ of a code snippet would be
beneficial.
One important suggestion based on this specific finding for Stack Overflow designers is to provide
techniques to assess the quality of source code snippets posted on Stack Overflow, in order to
investigate and find ways one can automatically generate test cases for such source code snippets
posted on Stack Overflow, for example.
3.4.2 Linking Changes to Crowd Discussion
Our dataset is based on the fact that developers explicitly mentioned the Stack Overflow posts in
their commit messages. With the increasing use of the crowd in software development, we believe that
developers should link to discussions that they used to help them reach their final coding solutions.
These discussions can help document and provide rationale for certain programming decisions, hence
developers should provide links to them in their commits. Much like how commits contain bug IDs,
we believe that in the future, every commit should also provide a link to any crowd-based discussions
that are related. One unique feature of crowd-based discussions is that they continue to evolve, and
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so even if a bug is found in posted code, others may help provide an update or a fix in the future.
If links to these discussions are provided, this evolved code can help address future issues with the
code.
3.5 Related Work
We reviewed prior research on the use of Stack Overflow as a crowdsourcing platforms in Chapter 2.
In this section, we discuss the work that is most closely related to this Chapter. In addition to
the study by Treude et al. [187], other works also studied how developers use Q&A sites. Barua et
al. [19] proposed a semi-automatic approach to study general topics discussed on Stack Overflow and
their trends and found that web and mobile development are the most popular topics. More specif-
ically, Bajaj et al. [17] used Stack Overflow data to analyze common challenges and misconceptions
among web developers. Rosen and Shihab [163] used Stack Overflow to determine what mobile de-
velopers on Stack Overflow ask about. Other researchers have performed studies that examine how
Stack Overflow affects developers’ activities during software development. For example, Vasilescu et
al. [192] analyzed the effect of Stack Overflow activities on the software development process. They
established associations between GitHub and Stack Overflow users, and found a correlation between
participants’ activities in the two platforms. Zagalsky et al. [207] also investigated the use of Stack
Overflow and mailing lists as communication channels for the R project. They found that both re-
sources provide active communication channels where participants are willing to help others. They
also observed that Stack Overflow resorts to a crowd-based knowledge construction approach, where
participants contribute knowledge independently, whereas for mailing list the focus is on improving
specific answers.
In many ways, our work shares similar goals with these prior studies, i.e., to determine what
developers use the crowd for during software development. However, our study differs in that we
only consider explicit links between Stack Overflow posts and source code commits, to ensure that
we only consider actual knowledge reuse from Stack Overflow in our analysis. Moreover, we use
characteristics derived from these posts and commits to understand what knowledge is most helpful
and what knowledge is most time consuming to attain.
3.6 Threats to Validity
There are a number of limitations to our study. First, the commits were manually classified by
the first author. Like any human activity, this process is susceptible to human error. To ensure the
validity of the classification, we got another Ph.D. student to classify a statistically significant sample
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of 308 commits and found their agreement to be excellent (Cohen’s Kappa value of +0.78) [64].
Also, our findings are based on 1,414 commits, where developers explicitly mention Stack Overflow.
There may be other cases where developers use Stack Overflow, but do not mention it in the commit
message. Lastly, our study is based on open source projects that are hosted on GitHub, therefore,
our study may not generalize to other open source or commercial projects.
3.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we investigate the reasons developers use Stack Overflow for and what areas the
crowd is most helpful and what areas are the most time consuming to attain answers for. We
find that the crowd mostly provide technical knowledge to developers, however, the role of crowd-
based sites, such as Stack Overflow is evolving. Our results revealed that using crowd knowledge
through Q&A platforms, such as Stack Overflow, can be used for various purposes of the software
development process including collecting users’ feedback and code reuse. We draw from our findings
to suggest that crowd-based sites such as Stack Overflow provide tools to support feedback from the
crowd to developers and provide mechanisms to evaluate the quality of code posted on such sites.
For developers, the ability to provide direct links to crowd-based resources will become essential
since such links can serve as living documentation of their code and/or design decisions. In addition
to its direct findings, our study highlights areas where crowd based knowledge may not be the best
fit, e.g., for questions related to web frameworks.
In the next chapter, we focus on the impact of reusing crowdsourcing knowledge on software
quality. We first describe our proposed approach to detect reused code from Stack Overflow. Then,
we examine how much code is reused form Stack Overflow and what is the impact of the reused code
on the software quality.
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Chapter 4
The Impact of Reused Source Code
from Crowdsourcing Platforms
Source code reuse has been widely accepted as a fundamental activity in software development.
Recent studies showed that Stack Overflow has emerged as one of the most popular resources for
code reuse. Therefore, a plethora of work proposed ways to ask questions, search for answers and
find relevant code on Stack Overflow. However, little work exists on the impact of code reuse from
Stack Overflow. To better understand the impact of code reuse from Stack Overflow, we perform an
exploratory study focusing on code reuse from Stack Overflow and more specifically in the context of
mobile apps. As part of our study, we investigate how much, why, when, and who reuses code from
Stack Overflow. Moreover, to understand the potential implications of such crowd-based code reuse,
we examine the percentage of bugs in files that reuse Stack Overflow code. As part of our research,
we perform our study on 22 open source Android apps. For each project, we mine their source code
and use clone detection techniques to identify code that is reused from Stack Overflow. We then
apply different quantitative and qualitative methods to answer our research questions. Our findings
indicate that 1) the amount of reused Stack Overflow code varies among mobile apps, 2) feature
additions and enhancements in apps are the main reasons for code reuse from Stack Overflow, 3)
mid-age and older apps reuse Stack Overflow code mostly later on in their project lifetime and 4)
that in smaller teams/apps, more experienced developers reuse code, whereas in larger teams/apps,
the less experienced developers reuse code the most. Additionally, we found that the percentage of
bugs is higher in files after reusing code from Stack Overflow. Our results provide insights on the
potential impact of code reuse from Stack Overflow on mobile apps. Furthermore, these results can
benefit the research community in developing new techniques and tools to facilitate and improve
code reuse from Stack Overflow.
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4.1 Introduction
A key premise of software development is to deliver high-quality software in a timely and cost-efficient
manner. Code reuse has been widely accepted to be an essential approach to achieve this premise
[113]. The reused code can come from many different sources and in different forms, e.g., third-party
libraries [113], source code of open source software [92], and Question and Answer (Q&A) websites
such as Stack Overflow [162, 166].
In recent years, the development of mobile apps has emerged to be one of the fastest growing
areas of software development [77]. Some of the most common characteristics of mobile apps are: (1)
they are developed by small teams [184], (2) they are developed by less experienced programmers
and (3) they are constrained by limited resources [135]. As a result of these constraints, mobile
developers tend to resort frequently to Q&A websites such as Stack Overflow for solutions to their
coding problems [162, 19]. A primary challenge with this type of code reuse is that programmers
often resort to these code snippets in an ad-hoc manner, by copying-and-pasting these fragments
in their own source code. However, the impact of this ad-hoc reuse on software processes, product
quality, and mobile app development at large remains an open question.
There has been a plethora of work focusing on Stack Overflow (e.g., [151, 143]), code reuse
(e.g., [113, 72]) and mobile development (e.g., [116, 168]), which studied all of these topics in isola-
tion. However, vital questions about how mobile developers reuse code from Stack Overflow remain
unanswered. This is particularly important since 1) prior work showed that Stack Overflow is very
popular among mobile developers [162, 19] and 2) as we report later in this chapter, once code is
reused from Stack Overflow, it can potentially have a negative impact on the target mobile app.
Therefore, in an effort to better understand code reuse from Stack Overflow amongst mobile
developers, we perform an exploratory study using quantitative and qualitative methods on 22 open
source mobile apps. In particular, we answer three fundamental questions about code reuse from
Stack Overflow which are: RQ1) Why is Stack Overflow code reused in mobile apps? It is important
to study why Stack Overflow code is reused since it helps us understand the key reasons and tasks
where mobile app developers resort to Stack Overflow. RQ2) At what point of time during the
development process of mobile apps does code reuse from Stack Overflow occur? Knowing when
in the project’s lifetime code is mostly reused from Stack Overflow helps us better understand in
what stage of the development mobile developers need the most help and resources. RQ3) Who
reuses code from Stack Overflow? Knowing who reuses code from Stack Overflow can provide us
with insights on the type of reuse (e.g., is it reused due to lack of experience or is it well thought-out
reuse by experienced developers).
We find that the amount of reused Stack Overflow code varies among mobile apps. Also, the
main reasons for code reuse from Stack Overflow are to implement new features, enhance existing
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The accepted answer didn't work for me (always returns 0), I had to use the following code:
public static int getCheckedItemCount(ListView listView)
{
if (Build.VERSION.SDK_INT >= 11) return listView.getCheckedItemCount();
else 
{
int count = 0;
for (int i = listView.getCount() - 1; i >= 0; i--)





edited Jun 28 '13 at 14:56        answered Jun 28 '13 at 14:44
Takhion
(a) Code snippet from Stack Overflow
SHA1 ID: a6e3669c0101455e827e65c5c191fe7a0217d8bb
Author: Dan Roundhill <dan@automattic.com>  2013-08-19 15:13:53
Message: ListView.getCheckedItemCount() is a v11 or higher api. Added solution from
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/12330660/whats-the-equivilent-of-getcheckeditemcount-for-
api-level-11 
 that loops through the list to get the checked item count on older devices.
 
@@ -392,4 +393,16 @@ public class SelectCategoriesActivity extends SherlockListActivity {
+
+    private int getCheckedItemCount(ListView listView)
+    {
+        if (Build.VERSION.SDK_INT >= 11) return listView.getCheckedItemCount();
+        else
+        {
+            int count = 0;
+            for (int i = listView.getCount() - 1; i >= 0; i--)
+                if (listView.isItemChecked(i)) count++;
+            return count;
+        }
(b) A Commit that reuse the code snippet
Figure 4: (a) Source code snippet posted on Stack Overflow, (b) Description of a commit that reuses
the code snippet in WordPress Android
functionality, refactor code, use APIs, and test source code (RQ1). Moreover, we observe that mid-
age and older apps reuse Stack Overflow code later on in their lifetime (RQ2). With regards to
the experience of the developers who reuse code depends on the team/app size; more experienced
developers reuse code in smaller teams/apps, while less experienced developers reuse code in larger
teams/apps (RQ3). Finally, to shed light on the potential impact of reused Stack Overflow code on
mobile apps, we examine bug fixing commits of files that contain code reused from Stack Overflow.
We find that these files have a higher percentage of bug fixing commits after the introduction of
reused Stack Overflow code, indicating that reusing such code may negatively impact the quality of
mobile apps.
4.1.1 Organization of the Chapter
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 introduces a motivated example of our
research. Section 4.3 sets up our case study. Section 4.4 discusses our preliminary analysis on how
much reuse occurs in mobile apps. In Section 4.5, we report our case study results. We discuss
the implications of code reuse on mobile app quality in Section 4.6. Related work is presented in
Section 4.7. Section 4.8 presents the threats to validity and Section 4.9 concludes our study.
4.2 Motivating Example
Existing research (e.g., [19, 162]) has shown that developers of mobile apps resort to Stack Overflow
for help (e.g., to resolve implementation problems or examine best coding practices). In contrast to





















Figure 5: Approach overview of our study
the implementation or maintenance of mobile apps.
In what follows, we show the motivation for our research, by describing a real world example,
where code has been reused from Stack Overflow in the WordPress1 Android app (we also elaborate
more on how much reuse is done later on in this chapter). Figure 4a shows an answer post with
a code snippet which has been posted on Stack Overflow2 to provide a solution for the use of the
getCheckedItemCount() method in the ListView class of the Android API, with the getCheckedItem-
Count() method returning the number of items currently selected in the list.
The post describes a compatibility issue that arises when the method is used in older Android
API versions (prior to version 11). In the WordPress example, a developer encountered the same
problem using the ListView class and resorted to the code solution posted on Stack Overflow.
Figure 4b shows details of the actual commit that reuses the code from Stack Overflow, which in
this case even includes the link to the original Stack Overflow post. In addition, using the timestamps
of the commit and the Stack Overflow post, we are able to determine that the code was committed
in the WordPress for Android project after it was posted on Stack Overflow.
Being able to identify that Stack Overflow code exists in a mobile app is important for several
reasons: first, the reused code can be considered third-party code that may negatively impact the
project. In particular, given that the origin of these code snippets is unknown, the reused code needs
to be carefully reviewed since it may be incomplete and/or may have been developed for a different
context. Second, although we do not address it in this chapter, using Stack Overflow code can lead
to potential license violations in the mobile app reusing the code snippet.
4.3 Case Study Setup
As mentioned before, the goal of this chapter is to perform an exploratory study on the reuse of




Overflow in order to examine the code reuse. We then select 22 open source mobile apps and examine
their source code for potential code reuse from Stack Overflow. Figure 5 provides an overview of
our approach. Once we identify the reused code, we analyze our dataset and answer our research
questions.
4.3.1 Building Stack Overflow Code Snippets Corpus
To perform our study, we first downloaded and extracted code snippets from Stack Overflow. We
obtained the Stack Overflow data dump (published March 16, 2015) in XML format. The data dump
contained 24,120,523 posts, including 8,978,719 questions and 15,141,804 answers. Each discussion
includes a question and zero or more answer posts and their meta data (e.g., body, creation date and
number of votes). Questions are typically tagged with terms describing the categories under which
these Q&A discussions are grouped.
During the next processing step, we extract the relevant discussions for a study context. Since we
focus on Android open source apps, we extracted all discussions related to the “Java” tag (810,071
discussions). We then further filtered these discussions to ensure that they also contain the “Android”
tag, which left us with 106,861 discussions related to Java and Android. Since we are only interested
in code reuse from Stack Overflow, we further limited our dataset to only consider discussions that
contain source code. For our analysis, we focused on the source code in the answers of the Stack
Overflow discussions, since code in questions is not likely to be reused. This further reduced the
set of discussion posts to 53,683. Since prior work suggested the use of highly voted code snippets,
we only focused on code snippets in answers that have a high number of votes [143]. We therefore
examined the average votes for posts with their code snippets size (Psize) within our 53,683 selected
Stack Overflow posts where, Psize ≤ 5 lines, Psize > 5 ∩ Psize < 30 lines and Psize ≥ 30 lines.
We found that snippets with 30 or more lines had the highest average votes with 2.02 while snippets
with ≤ 5 lines, > 5 ∩ < 30 lines have lower average numbers of votes (1.85 and 1.69, respectively).
Therefore we decided to focus only on the posts which contained snippets with at least 30 lines of
code because 1) they have the highest average votes, i.e., Stack Overflow users find them the most
helpful, 2) smaller code snippets would result in too many false positives (e.g., it may flag common
and simply code such as if and for loop statements), 3) choosing 30 lines of code will decrease the
size of the corpus and increase the scalability of the clone detection tool. In the end, our dataset
contains 7,458 posts. Table 5 summarizes how we arrived at this final number of posts.
4.3.2 Extracting Code Snippets from Stack Overflow
Once we identified all of the Stack Overflow posts that contained source code, we needed to extract
the code snippet from these posts. We applied a lightweight heuristic to identify the code in the
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Table 5: Selection process of Stack Overflow posts
Step # Posts
All posts in the Stack Overflow dataset 24,120,523
Posts tagged with Java 810,071
Posts tagged with Java and Android 106,861
Answer posts contain source code snippets 53,683
Code snippets with >= 30 lines 7,458
Stack Overflow posts. In Stack Overflow, the body of a post is provided in HTML. Code elements in
these posts are surrounded by the <code> tag. Therefore, we identify the code elements by searching
for the <code> tags. Once we extracted the code elements, we manually checked the contents of
the text between these <code> tags. We found that many posts do not only contain Java code. For
example they may contain stack traces, XML code, plain text or URLs. To eliminate this non-Java
code, we read the <code> tag contents and removed such code by applying regular expressions to
filter out lines that start with special characters such as <,#,?,$,.,-, or a blank line. Moreover, even
for the posts with Java code we eliminated all lines that begin with import statements. Performing
the aforementioned preprocessing steps are necessary to further improve the matching between the
Stack Overflow code snippets and code from the mobile app.
4.3.3 Selecting Mobile App Projects
In addition to obtaining the Stack Overflow code snippets, we require the source code from mobile
apps to study the code reuse. For our study, we resorted to the well-known F-Droid repository [5].
At the time of writing this work, F-Droid included 1,591 open source mobile apps. In addition to
providing the APKs of each app, F-Droid provides a link to the source code of each app, which we
used to extract the source code of the mobile apps.
Table 6 presents a summary of the steps, which we performed to arrive at our dataset of 22
mobile apps. For each of the 1,591 apps, we examined the amount of reuse in the app exploiting
an existing clone detection tool (step 1 in Figure 5, which is described later in this section). We
were able to run the clone detection tool successfully on 1,496 of the 1,591 downloaded apps. Of the
1,496 apps only 377 had one or more clones from Stack Overflow code. Next, we filtered apps that
had at least one instance of code reuse from Stack Overflow. We make this check by comparing the
date that the code segment was inserted in the project, using the commit date of the code with the
date that the Stack Overflow code was posted. If the commit date is after the date of the Stack
Overflow post, then we can conclude that the code is reused from Stack Overflow (step 2 in Figure
5). This additional filter step further reduced our original dataset to 22 mobile apps.
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Table 6: Selection process of the studied mobile apps
Step # Apps
Downloaded from F-Droid 1,591
The ones we were able to run CCFinder on 1,496
That have at least one clone from Stack Overflow 377
That reused at least one case of code from Stack Overflow 22
To illustrate the diversity of our mobile app dataset, we present various app statistics in Table 7.
As presented in Table 7, the apps belong to a number of different categories, that vary by the number
of commits and contributors. Finally, the studied apps range in size from 745 to 151,264 lines of
code (LOC).
4.3.4 Detection of Reused Code from Stack Overflow in the Mobile Apps
Case-Study
Once we created our Stack Overflow code snippets corpus and the code from the mobile apps, our
next step is to detect the reused code from Stack Overflow within the mobile apps. We use the
CCFinder[98] clone detection tool. CCfinder is a token based clone detection tool developed to
detect Type-1 and Type-2 clones [98]. Three types of clones can be distinguished: Type-1 clones,
which means that the two detected code snippets are identical. Type-2 clones, which means that
the two source code snippets have the same structure except for variation in identifiers and literals,
while Type-3 consider two code snippets to be similar even with further modification than Type-2
clones [104, 164]. In our study, we detect similar code snippets utilizing Type-1 and Type-2 clones.
Restricting our analysis to type-1 and type-2 clones a) reduces the number of potential false positives
compared to type-3 clones, especially given that Stack Overflow contains a large amount of code
snippets, while b) providing an acceptable recall (compared to just using type-1 clones).
We execute CCFinder using its default configuration, i.e, the minimum length of the detected
code clones is 50 tokens. It is important to note that although the code snippets extracted from
Stack Overflow needed to be a minimum of 30 lines, the overlap between any code from a mobile
app and a Stack Overflow code snippet has to be only 50 tokens, for the code fragment to be flagged
as a clone. For example, we may have a case where only 5 lines (which have more than 50 tokens)
from a mobile app appear in a Stack Overflow snippet that is 30 lines long.
We selected CCFinder as our clone detection tool for several reasons. First, it detects type-1
and type-2 clones. Second, it is very efficient with respect to CPU and memory usage. Finally, it
is freely available for research purposes. CCfinder returns clone groups with different sizes based on
the number of matched tokens. In some cases, CCFinder may indicate multiple clones (of different
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Table 7: Descriptive statistics of the 22 mobile apps and the percentage of reused code from Stack
Overflow
ID App’s Name Category #Comit. #Contr. #LOC %Reused
1 OsmAnd Travel & Local 23,124 419 151,264 0.20
2 Open Explorer Productivity 1,669 10 130,565 0.07
3 WordPress Social 11,467 54 69,760 0.19
4 AnkiDroid Education 7,463 110 45,088 0.08
5 Barcode Scanner Tools 3,152 77 42,514 0.38
6 ForPDA Social 170 2 42,254 1.30
7 APG Encrypt Communication 4,366 68 41,564 0.70
8 Xabber Classic Communication 1,005 15 37,091 0.30
9 Smart Receipts Pro Finance 301 2 28,136 0.80
10 F-Droid Tools 2,550 55 21,039 0.48
11 FrostWire Media & Video 3,763 28 19,713 0.10
12 Andlytics Track Shopping 1,388 24 16,694 0.29
13 Open Training Health & Fitness 501 6 10,264 1.36
14 BeTrains NMBS/SNCB Transportation 209 7 9,421 3.52
15 YASFA Social 21 2 9,128 1.57
16 Secrecy Secure file storage Tools 155 1 6,549 1.95
17 Tram Hunter Travel & Local 260 5 5,516 0.42
18 OpenLaw Book & Reference 333 1 4,037 0.37
19 OCR Test Productivity 101 1 3,910 5.70
20 OpenDocument Reader Business 233 1 2,996 0.87
21 Blippex Tools 18 3 2,050 1.61
22 AnagramSolver Word 46 2 745 0.94
- Average - 2,831.6 40.59 31,832 1.06
- Median - 417.0 6.50 18,204 0.59
sizes) in one code segment. In such cases, we take the largest clone as the match, since we need to
detect the most similar code to the Stack Overflow code snippet.
Once we obtain the code snippets that are reused from Stack Overflow, we analyze the amount
of reuse in the studied mobile apps, which we discuss next.
4.4 How Much Source Code from Stack Overflow is Reused in
Software Systems?
Prior to delving into our research questions, we performed a preliminary analysis to quantify how
much code reuse occurs from Stack Overflow. Since recent work has shown that mobile developers
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often resort to Stack Overflow [162, 19], this investigation helps in quantifying how much (in terms
of code reuse) Stack Overflow is being used as a resource by mobile app developers.
To perform our analysis, we measure reuse in two complementary ways. First, we measure
the percentage of Stack Overflow posts that are reused in mobile apps. Second, we measure the
percentage of code within mobile apps, which is reused from Stack Overflow. We chose to use
percentages instead of raw numbers since they allow us to easily compare the values.
Our analysis shows that from the 7,458 posts in our Stack Overflow code snippet corpus, 99 posts
contain code snippets that were reused in the 22 studied mobile apps. This shows that approxi-
mately 1.33% of the Stack Overflow posts are reused in the 22 studied mobile apps. It is important
to note however, that in some cases, some posts in our corpus are reused more than once. As for the
amount of a mobile app’s code that is reused, Table 7 (column 7) shows the percentage of the app
that is reused from Stack Overflow. Table 7 shows that the OCR Test app (5.70%) has the highest
amount of source code originating from Stack Overflow, while the Open Explorer app (0.07%) has
the smallest amount of reused code. The average amount of code reused from Stack Overflow for an
app is 1.06% and the median is 0.59%.
Approximately 1.33% of the Stack Overflow posts in our dataset are reused in the examined
mobile apps. Moreover, on average 1.06% (0.59% median) of the examined mobile apps’ source
code is reused from Stack Overflow.
4.5 Case Study Results
This section presents and discusses the results related to our research questions. For each research
question, we present the motivation behind the question, the approach, our findings and their im-
plications.
4.5.1 RQ1: Why do Mobile Developers Reuse Code from Stack Overflow?
Motivation: We saw earlier that code reuse does occur from Stack Overflow. One of the first ques-
tions that comes to mind is why do mobile developers reuse code from Stack Overflow? Answering
this question will help us and the research community to better understand the types of activities
and tasks which mobile app developers resort to Stack Overflow for. In addition, our analysis will
provide some insights into the type of reuse benefits mobile app developers received from Stack
Overflow. It is important to note here that our analysis is in the context of code reuse from Stack
Overflow for mobile apps and not the general use of Stack Overflow as studied in prior work [162].
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Table 8: Reuse categories based on coding of commit messages
Category % of Commits
Enhancing existing code 33.33%






Approach: To answer this research question, we performed a qualitative analysis, where we man-
ually examined the commit messages of the commits that introduced the Stack Overflow code in
each of the 22 mobile apps. We observed that the reused code was related to 140 different commits.
We printed the message associated with each commit and examined all of them in turn. Five of
the commits had commit messages that were unreadable (the message was corrupted), hence, we
discarded them from our dataset. Our final dataset contained a total of 135 commit messages that
introduced the Stack Overflow code in the 22 selected mobile apps.
To determine the reasons why mobile developers reuse code from Stack Overflow, we applied
ground theory [40] to discover and categorize the commits. Two graduate students (1 Ph.D. student
and 1 master student) separately open coded each commit message. Each student came up with their
own categories by reading and analyzing the commit messages. After the participants completed
their classifications, they met and discussed the commit messages that were not consistently classified
(i.e., each member grouped these messages in different categories) to reach an agreement. The 135
commits were grouped into seven different groups, which were derived from the examined commit
messages. Finally, we used Cohen’s Kappa coefficient [43] to evaluate the level of agreement between
the two coders. The Cohen’s Kappa coefficient is a well-known statistical method that is used to
evaluate the inter-rater agreement level for categorical scales. The resulting coefficient is scaled to
range between -1.0 and +1.0, where a negative value means poorer than chance agreement, zero
indicates exactly chance agreement, and a positive value indicates better than chance agreement.
Findings: As a result of our manual classification process, we ended up with seven different cate-
gories that the commit messages were grouped into. We observe that mobile developers tend to reuse
code from Stack Overflow for different reasons such as: using API, fixing bugs, testing, refactoring,
adding new features and enhancing existing code. In some cases, there were commit messages that
were not descriptive enough to allow for a clear classification, e.g., the message would simply contain
a sequence of digits or only contain one word such as “initial”, however, this was a small percentage
of the examined commits. Table 8 presents the percentage of commits for each category. We observe
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that enhancing existing features and adding new features are the two most common reasons for code
reuse from Stack Overflow in mobile apps, accounting for approximately 57% of the examined com-
mits. Additionally, we found that Cohen’s Kappa coefficient shows the level of agreement between
the two coders to be +0.82, which is considered to be an excellent agreement [64].
Implications: Based on our findings, there are a number of implications for our RQ1. First, we be-
lieve that the Stack Overflow community will know what mobile developers are using their posts for,
so they can provide better support for such activities (e.g., in addition to sharing code, one can point
to possible documentation since developers are mostly using the code to implement new features).
Other more drastic measures can involve asking users or contributors of the code to provide quality
assurance mechanisms (e.g., tests or code reviews) for snippets that are deemed to have a higher
probability of reuse. Our findings are also useful for the mobile developer community since they will
know what tasks other developers are reusing code from Stack Overflow for, e.g., they will know
that Stack Overflow may contain relevant resources to help with refactoring. Finally, the research
community will know in what context mobile app developers reuse code from Stack Overflow, so
they can develop techniques and tools to assist with such tasks, e.g., use Stack Overflow to help
with testing, though such cases are rare in our dataset.
Mobile app developers reuse code from Stack Overflow to use APIs, fix bugs, conduct testing,
refactor existing code, add new features and enhance existing code. The most common reason
for reuse from Stack Overflow is the enhancement of existing code.
4.5.2 RQ2: When in a Mobile App’s Lifetime do Developers Reuse Code
from Stack Overflow?
Motivation: After examining the various reasons for source code reuse from Stack Overflow, we
would like to know when in the project’s lifetime mobile app developers tend to reuse code the most.
Answering this question helps us better understand at what stage of development mobile developers
need the most help and resources. It also tells whether the impact of reuse can only be expected late
in the mobile app (in case we find most reuse happens later on) or throughout the project’s lifetime.
Approach: To address this research question, we first compute the age of each app in number of
days. We then classify the apps in terms of their maturity in terms of days since their first commit.
This classification enables us to perform a fair comparison since different projects will have different
ages (i.e., lifetime). The distribution of ages of the 22 apps is shown in Figure 6. We use the first and
third quantiles to divide the apps into three different maturity groups. As shown in Figure 6, the
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Age of the apps in number of days
Young apps (6 apps) Mid−age apps (10 apps) Older apps (6 apps)
600 1766












































































(c) Older mobile apps
Figure 7: Percentage of reused Stack Overflow code per quartile in apps divided based on the age
first quantile is at 600 days and the third quantile is at 1,767 days. Based on this distribution, we
divide the apps into 1) young apps (app′s age < 600 days), 2) mid-age apps (600 days =< app′s age
=< 1, 767 days), and 3) older apps (app′s age > 1, 767 days). Based on this classification, we end
up having 6 young apps, 10 mid-age apps and 6 older apps.
After classifying the apps into three groups, i.e., young, mid-age and older apps, we counted the
percentage of commits that reuse code in each app. To gain a finer grained view of the reuse, we
measured the percentage of reused commits for each app per quartile (i.e., in the first, second, third
or fourth quartile). Such a fine grained view can tell us, for example, whether most of the reuse for
mid-age apps occurs early (e.g., first quartile) or later on (e.g., fourth quartile) in their lifetime.
We measure the reuse as a percentage (rather than raw number) of commits since the raw number
of commits in each app (and each quartile) can vary. To ensure that we only count relevant commits,
we remove all merge commits from our calculation of the total commits.
Findings: Figure 7 shows bean plots (with superimposed boxplots) of the percentage of the code
reuse from Stack Overflow for the three mobile app groups. Bean plots are useful in presenting the
distribution of data, whereas the superimposed box plots highlight key statistics. Figure 7a shows
that for younger apps, most code reuse from Stack Overflow occurs in the middle of the apps’ lifetime,
i.e., second and third quartiles, yet this difference is not statistically significant. To determine
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whether there are statistically significant differences between the values in the different quartiles,
we perform a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), and we could not observe a statistically
significant difference. Figure 7b shows that for mid-age apps, most reuse occurred late in the mobile
apps’ lifetime (i.e., fourth quartile). ANOVA showed that there is a statistically significant difference
(p-value is <0.05) between the median of the fourth quartile and the medians of the other quartiles.
For the older apps, we observe that, once again, most reuse from Stack Overflow happened late in
the mobile app lifetime, i.e., the third and fourth quartiles. Also, the use of ANOVA shows that the
observations for the third and fourth quartiles are statistically significant, with p-value < 0.05. Our
findings indicate that although developers tend to reuse code for feature addition and enhancement,
this reuse (feature addition and enhancement) varies based on the age of the app.
Implications: There are a number of implications of our findings in RQ2. For the Stack Overflow
community, our findings show that it is not just young or immature mobile apps that reuse code
from Stack Overflow, rather even more mature or older mobile apps tend to reuse code from Stack
Overflow. Hence, proper mechanisms can be developed to tailor results that are returned to users
based on the maturity of their mobile app. Alternatively, Stack Overflow could add a mechanism for
explicitly rating the source code snippets that have been reused in actual mobile apps. For the mobile
developer community, our findings show that indeed, other developers resort to Stack Overflow even
at later stages in the development of their projects. We believe that developers should link to Stack
Overflow posts that they used to help reach their final coded solutions. For the research community,
our findings can be used to motivate the development of techniques that support maintenance or
late-stage development with resources from Stack Overflow.
Mobile app developers tend to reuse code from Stack Overflow at later stages of the project
for mid-age and older mobile apps.
4.5.3 RQ3: Who Reuses Code from Stack Overflow?
Motivation: Prior work has indicated that reusing code is often negatively perceived by developers
and associated with less experienced developers [21]. Hence, we wanted to empirically examine who
reuses Stack Overflow code amongst mobile developers, e.g., is such code reuse more common among
less experienced developers that are looking for quick solutions or is it the experienced developers
who resort to code reuse from Stack Overflow?
Approach: To answer this research question, we first measure the developer experience within the

















































Figure 8: Distribution of the developers’ experience for developers who reuse code from Stack
Overflow against the rest of developers in the 22 studied mobile apps
of previous commits from the start of the project to the time of code reuse, to determine a developer’s
experience level. We observed that some of the developers commit from different emails and with a
variety of different names. Therefore, we manually examined the names and email addresses of all
developers in our dataset and merged similar identities. In total, we found 37 unique developers who
reused code from Stack Overflow in the 22 examined mobile apps. Once again, we normalized the
experience of the developers and present it as a percentage of the total number of commits in the
project (i.e., a developer’s experience in a project is measured as # commits by the developertotal commits × 100).
Findings: At first, we compare the experience of all mobile app developers who reuse code from
Stack Overflow against developers who do not reuse code from Stack Overflow for the 22 studied
mobile apps. Figure 8 compares the percentage of developers’ experiences for both developers who
reuse Stack Overflow code and developers who do not reuse Stack Overflow code. Our study shows
that Stack Overflow code reuse is mainly performed by more experienced developers (median equal
to 29.56%) than the rest of the developers (median 0.04%) in our 22 studied mobile apps. We
also find that the difference between the percentage of developers’ experiences in the two groups is
statistically significant, with a p-value < 0.05.
Subsequently, we examined in more detail the experience of all mobile app developers (in terms
of their commit activity) who reuse code from Stack Overflow. Figure 9a shows the results of our
analysis when all apps are grouped together. The figure shows that on median, developers who
commit 29.56% of the total commits are the ones who reuse code from Stack Overflow. The box in















































































(c) Apps divided based on size
(LOC)
Figure 9: Distribution of the developers’ experience for developers that reuse code from Stack
Overflow
trend.
Thus, we decided to perform an in-depth analysis based on both team size and LOC of the apps
since they are two clear factors that can impact the app, i.e., apps developed by smaller teams may
follow different development processes compared to apps that are developed by larger teams and
larger apps may do more than apps that are smaller in size, hence this was a clear and intuitive way
to divide the apps.
We then repeated the same analysis for apps that are developed by small teams (<= 5 developers)
and apps developed by larger teams (> 5 developers). Figure 9b shows a clear difference among
these two different team sizes. From Figure 9b we observe that in apps developed by smaller teams,
more experienced developers (median 92.05%) tend to reuse code from Stack Overflow, whereas in
apps developed by larger teams, it is the less experienced developers (median 12.83%) who reuse
code from Stack Overflow. We also perform the Mann-Whitney test to identify if the observation is
statistically significant, which confirms that the difference is statistically significant with the p-value
being < 0.05.
Next, we considered the size in terms of lines of code of the apps for our analysis. We divided the
apps into the top 10 largest and the remaining 12 apps. Figure 9c shows that for the 10 largest apps,
the less experienced (median 12.73%) mobile app developers tend to reuse code from Stack Overflow.
For the smallest 12 apps, the results shows that more experienced (median 81.78%) developers reuse
code from Stack Overflow. Finally, we used the Mann-Whitney test to identify if this difference is
statistically significant. We found that the p-value is < 0.05, which confirms that the difference is
statistically significant.
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Implications: There are a number of implications from our findings in RQ3. For the Stack Over-
flow community, our findings can motivate the need to develop techniques that analyze and attach
a “safety index” to code snippets since our results provide evidence that for larger teams/apps, less
experienced developers tend to reuse code from Stack Overflow. For the mobile developer commu-
nity, our findings show that in larger teams and apps, code developed by junior or less experienced
developers needs to be more closely reviewed since it may be code that is reused. Such reuse can
also have licensing implications, although this topic is beyond the scope of this chapter. For the
research community, our results can serve as motivation for the need to perform more fine grained
studies on reuse by different types of developers. Additionally, our findings can help shed light on
code ownership (since we see who reuses code is also related to the size of the team or project the
developer works with), a topic that has received increasing attention lately.
More experienced mobile app developers reuse Stack Overflow code in smaller teams/apps,
whereas less experienced developers reuse Stack Overflow code in larger teams/apps in our
dataset.
4.6 Does Code Reuse from Stack Overflow Impact the Quality
of Mobile Apps?
Thus far, we have investigated the how much, why, when and who questions related to reusing code
from Stack Overflow in mobile apps. Our findings showed that the amount of reused Stack Overflow
code varies for different mobile apps, that feature additions and enhancements are the main reasons
for code reuse, that mid-age and older apps reuse Stack Overflow later in their lifetime, and that
more experienced developers reuse code in smaller teams/apps, while less experienced developers
reuse code in larger teams/apps.
In addition to these previous findings, we also examine the implications of code reuse from Stack
Overflow on the quality of mobile apps. Hence, we examine the bug fixing commits of files that
reuse code from Stack Overflow before and after the reuse occurred. For this analysis as shown
in Figure 10, we marked all files that contain reused Stack Overflow code in all of the 22 studied
mobile apps. Then, for each file we retrieve all the commits that ever touched the file. We identified
the commit that introduces the reused code from Stack Overflow and divided the commits into
two groups: commits that occurred before and commits that occurred after the introduction of the
reused code. We used heuristics to classify each commit as a bug fixing or non-bug fixing commit.
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File A
Percentage of bug fixing commits before 
code reuse SO = 3/6*100
Percentage of bug fixing commits after code 




Commit introduces reused Stack Overflow code. Bug fixing commit.
Figure 10: The approach to compute the percentage of bug fixing commits Before and After reuse
per file
Similar to prior work [133, 63], we use a set of keywords to identify bug fixing commits. A commit
is identified as a bug fixing commit if its commit message contains one of the following keywords
“fix”, “bug”, “defect”, “patch”, “error”. We then compute the ratio of bug fixing commits by dividing
the number of fixing commits by the total number of commits for each file before and after the
introduction of the reused code. Finally, we compare the percentage of bug fixing commits in the
two periods, before and after reusing Stack Overflow code. We compare the percentage of bug fixing
commits instead of the raw numbers since Stack Overflow code could be introduced at different
times, i.e., we may not have the same total number of changes before and after the introducing
Stack Overflow code. Doing this will show if a higher percentage of bugs exists after code is reused
from Stack Overflow.
Figure 11 shows the distribution of percentage of bug fixing for all studied files. We observed
that the median percentage of bug fixing before reusing the Stack Overflow code is 5.96% and the
max is 50%. On the other hand, the right box plot represents the percentage of bug fixing after
reusing Stack Overflow code. We observed that the percentage of bug fixing commits is higher after
the code reuse from Stack Overflow (median equal to 19.09%). To determine if this difference is
statistically significant, we perform a Mann-Whitney test, which confirmed that the difference is
statistically significant with p-value < 0.05.
In addition, we computed the effect size of the difference using Cliff’s Delta (d), which is a
non-parametric effect size measure for ordinal data. Cliff’s d ranges in the interval [-1, 1] and is
considered small for d < 0.33 (positive as well as negative values), medium for 0.33 ≤ d < 0.474,
and large for d ≥ 0.474. The result shows that the difference has a small effect size (Cliff’s d =
0.225) when comparing the percentage of bug fixing commit before reusing the Stack Overflow code
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Figure 11: The Percentage of bug fixing commits Before and After reuse per file
Although this is not a comprehensive study on the impacts of code reuse in mobile apps, we
see our aforementioned finding as preliminary evidence that reuse from Stack Overflow may have a
negative impact on the quality of mobile apps.
Files that contain code reused from Stack Overflow have a higher percentage of bug fixing
commits after the introduction of reused Stack Overflow code, indicating that reusing code
from Stack Overflow may negatively impact the quality of mobile apps.
4.7 Related Work
Chapter 2 discussed work that is related to the use of Stack Overflow as a crowdsourcing platforms.
In this section, we presented work that is most related to this chapter. Work related to this chapter
research can be divided into three categories: research on the origin of source code and code reuse,
work related to the use of Stack Overflow, and work related to code reuse in mobile apps.
4.7.1 Origin of Source Code and Code Reuse
Inoue et al. [92] developed a prototype called Ichi Tracker to explore the evolution of a code fragment
utilizing online code search engines and code clone detection techniques. The tool accepts a code
fragment as input and returns related files containing query code. Using the Ichi Tracker, developers
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can identify the origin of a source code fragment or a modified version of the code fragment, including
potential license violations. German et al. [72] examined source code migration across three different
systems (Linux, FreeBSD and OpenBSD) and its legal implications. They tracked reused code
fragment using clone detection methods. Their result showed that code migration did occur between
these systems. Additionally, the copying tended to be performed without violating the license terms.
Davies et al. [48] proposed a signature-based matching technique to determine the origin of code
entities. They found that their technique can be utilized to identify security bugs in the reused
libraries. Kawamitsu et al. [101] proposed a technique to automatically detect source code reuse
between two software repositories at the file level. It is based on measuring the similarity between
two source files and using the commit time to identify the original source file revision. They found
that in some instances developers did not record the version of the reused file.
Our work differs from this existing research in several aspects. First, the main focus of our work is
on reuse of source code from Stack Overflow in the context of mobile apps. Secondly, while our work
is similar to some existing work (e.g., [72]), in that we also detect source code reuse using a clone
detection technique, our focus is analyzing why, when and who reuses code from Stack Overflow.
This is in contrast to existing work, where the focus had been on detecting the origin of source code,
license violations and code migration.
4.7.2 Work Related to the Use of Stack Overflow
Barua et al. [19] proposed a semi-automatic approach to study general topics discussed on Stack
Overflow by developers. They found that web and mobile development are the most popular topics.
Rosen and Shihab [162] used Stack Overflow to determine what mobile developers on Stack Overflow
ask about. They found that questions posted on Stack Overflow cover almost all issues related to
the development of mobile apps, and that app distribution and user interface questions are the most
viewed. We consider the prior results of these studies as evidence that Stack Overflow is a very
popular source of programming-related knowledge and source code, which served as a motivation
for our work. In our study however, we focus on the reuse of source code from Stack Overflow in
mobile apps. More specifically we propose an approach to identify reused code from Stack Overflow
and answer a number of research questions such as, why mobile app developers reuse code from
Stack Overflow, when in a mobile app’s lifetime developers reuse code from Stack Overflow, what
is the experience of these developers, and the potential impact of reusing code from Stack Overflow
on software quality. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to empirically study code
reuse from Stack Overflow in mobile apps.
Several other work has attempted to recommend code snippets from Stack Overflow. Cordeiro
et al. [44] indexed the Stack Overflow data dump to retrieve associated discussion. They extract
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keywords from exception traces in Eclipse to automatically suggest Q&A threads from Stack Over-
flow to developers. Ponzanelli et al. [151] developed a tool called Prompter that recommends related
code from Stack Overflow. Prompter generates a search query from the developers’ programming
context in the IDE and searches Stack Overflow to recommend code snippets. Rahman et al. [157],
proposed SurfClipse that provides immediate assistance to developers when they encounter runtime
errors or exceptions. It exploits the code terms to search in three search engines and Stack Overflow,
and shows the collected results in the Eclipse IDE. Wang et al. [198], devised an approach to build a
bidirectional link between the Android issue tracker and Stack Overflow discussions to facilitate the
knowledge sharing between two separated communities. They exploit the semantic similarity with
temporal-locality to effectively establish the link. Once such a link is established, it allows contrib-
utors (developers and users) in the two communities to gain the benefit of knowledge sharing. In
the previous chapter, we examined why developers use Stack Overflow and found, amongst other
findings, that developers do reuse code from Stack Overflow [13].
In contrast to existing research that mainly focused on recommending code snippets form Stack
Overflow to assist developers, our work’s main goal is to perform an exploratory study on code that
is reused from Stack Overflow in mobile apps.
4.7.3 Work Related to Mobile Apps
Several studies on mobile software development have been published in recent years. Syer et al. [183]
compared the source code of BlackBerry and Android apps along three aspects, source code, code
dependencies and code churn. They found that BlackBerry apps are larger and rely more on third
party libraries, whereas Android apps have less number of files and rely mostly on the Android
platform. Ruiz et al. [165] compared the extent of code reuse in the different categories of Android
apps. They observed that around 23% of the classes inherit from one of the base classes in the
Android API and 27% of the classes inherit from a domain specific base class. Furthermore, they
found that 217 mobile apps are completely reused by another mobile app. Minelli and Lanza [130]
proposed a software analytics platform called SAMOA that has been utilized to analyze 20 Android
apps. Their analysis showed that mobile apps intensely depend on the usage of external APIs. Chen
et al. [42] developed an approach, based on geometry characteristics, that can detect clones between
mobile apps. Our work differs from this related work in that we focus on code reuse from Stack
Overflow and not across mobile apps or from APIs.
4.8 Threats to Validity
In this section, we discuss the limitations of our study and the applicability of the results.
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4.8.1 Threats to Internal Validity
In what follows, we discuss confounding factors that potential could have influenced our study
results. First, to identify the reused code from Stack Overflow, we use the CCFinder clone detection
tool. Hence, we are limited by the accuracy of CCFinder in detecting Type-1 and Type-2 clones.
In some cases, we may have missed instances of code reuse if CCFinder did not flag the code as
a clone. To help mitigate this issue, we manually investigated some of the clones and in all cases
the flagged clones were reused code from Stack Overflow. In addition, we use CCfinder with the
default configuration parameters. Changing these parameters may lead to different results. When
we identify reused code, we ensure that the date of the Stack Overflow post is prior to the commit
date. In certain cases, the code in the project may not have actually originated from Stack Overflow,
if for example the developer takes a long time to commit. Furthermore, we found there are some
cases where Stack Overflow posts are reused more than once that developers may copy the source
code snippets between mobile apps.
To determine why developers reuse code form Stack Overflow, we manually analyzed the commits.
Like any human activity, the categorization may be prone to human error or bias. To alleviate this
threat, we had two students separately code the commits messages and come to an agreement on
any discrepancies. We also computed Cohen’s Kappa to evaluate the inter-rater agreements, which
showed excellent inter-rater agreement (Cohen’s Kappa value of +0.82). In addition, we use the
commit message that introduced the code as an indicator of the reuse. However, a commit may
contain the Stack Overflow code combined with other code. In this analysis, we consider a commit
as a single unit of change with the reused code being part of the complete unit, hence, the reason
should be the same for all the modified code. Similar to prior work, e.g., [173, 27], we use the number
of previous commits to measure experience. In some cases, the number of previous commits may
not be representative of the actual experience of a developer. Furthermore, given that we manually
identified the unique developers by comparing names and email addresses of all developers, it is
possible that we potentially wrongly identified a developer as unique. The analysis in RQ2 is based
on the size of the apps and number of developers, which may not present all the development features
of apps.
4.8.2 Threats to External Validity
These threats concern the possibility that our results may not be generalizable. In this study, we
focus on Stack Overflow, which is one of many Q&A websites, hence, our results may not generalize
to reuse from other Q&A websites. In addition, we examined 22 Android Apps in which code reuse
occurred, hence, our findings may not generalize to other apps, especially apps that are not open
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source. Finally, we studied source code reuse from Stack Overflow in the context of mobile apps,
which may not be generalizable to other application domains.
4.9 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we investigated the reuse of code from Stack Overflow in mobile apps. We conducted
an exploratory study using 22 Android apps. We found that the amount of reused Stack Overflow
code varies among mobile apps, that feature additions and enhancements are the main reasons
for code reuse from Stack Overflow, that mid-age and older apps reuse Stack Overflow code later
in the lifetime and that more experienced developers reuse code in smaller teams/apps, while less
experienced developers reuse code in larger teams/apps. We also examined the potential implications
of such Stack Overflow code reuse and found that this code reuse can be the cause of additional bugs,
which are introduced in these apps. The results from our studies not only provide some valuable
insights into the potential reuse of code from crowdsourcing in software systems but also provide
insights into the challenges associated with code reuse from crowdsourcing platforms such as Stack
Overflow when applied in current software development.
The focus of this chapter is to study the impact of reusing source code from crowdsourcing
platforms, namely Stack Overflow. However, Stack Overflow is not the only crowdsourcing platform
that can provide developers with such knowledge. In the next chapter, we, therefore, shift our focus




Examining the Type of Constructed
Knowledge on Crowdsourcing
Platforms
Code reuse has traditionally been encouraged since it enables one to avoid re-inventing the wheel.
However, due to a recent incident where a trivial package led to the breakdown of some of the
most popular web applications such as Facebook and Netflix, some questioned such reuse. Reuse of
such trivial packages is particularly prevalent in emerging platforms such as Node.js, one of the most
popular crowdsourced platforms today. However, to date, there is no study that examines the reason
why developers reuse trivial packages. In this chapter, we study two large package management
platforms npm and PyPI . For this study, we mine more than 230,000 npm packages and 38,000
JavaScript applications and more than 63,000 PyPI packages and 14,000 Python applications in
order to study the prevalence of trivial packages. We found that trivial packages are common and are
gaining in popularity, making up between 16.8% to 10.5% of the studied platforms. We conducted a
survey with 125 developers who use trivial packages to understand the reasons and drawbacks of their
use. Our survey revealed that trivial packages are perceived by developers to be well implemented
and tested pieces of code. However, developers are concerned about maintaining and the risks of
breakages due to the extra dependencies such trivial packages introduce. To objectively verify the
survey results, we empirically validate the most cited reason for use of these trivial packages, as well
as the drawbacks of their usage. We find that contrary to developers’ beliefs, around 45% of npm
and 51% PyPI trivial packages even have tests. However, trivial packages appear to be ‘deployment
tested’ and to have similar test, usage and community interest as non-trivial packages. On the other
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hand, we found that 11.5% and 2.9% of the studied trivial packages have more than 20 dependencies
in npm and PyPI , respectively. We conclude that developers should be careful about which trivial
packages they decide to use.
5.1 Introduction
Code reuse, in the form of combining related functionalities in packages, is often encouraged due
to its multiple benefits. In fact, prior work showed that code reuse can reduce the time-to-market,
improve software quality and boost overall productivity [22, 114, 134, 8]. Therefore, it is no surprise
that emerging platforms such as Node.js encourage reuse and do everything possible to facilitate
code sharing, often delivered as packages or modules that are available on package management
platforms, such as the Node Package Manager (npm) [144, 33].
However, it is not all good news. There are many cases where code reuse has had negative effects,
leading to an increase in maintenance costs and even legal actions [126, 146, 92, 12]. For example, in
a recent incident through code reuse of a Node.js package called left-pad, which was used by Babel,
caused interruptions to some of the largest Internet sites, e.g., Facebook, Netflix, and Airbnb. Many
referred to the incident as the case that ‘almost broke the Internet’ [118, 200]. That incident lead to
many heated discussions about code reuse, sparked by David Haney’s blog post: “Have We Forgotten
How to Program?” [80].
While the real reason for the left-pad incident was that npm allowed authors to unpublish pack-
ages (a problem which has in the meanwhile been resolved [145]), it still raised awareness of the
broader issue of taking on dependencies for trivial tasks that can be easily implemented [80]. Since
then, there have been many discussions about the use of trivial packages. Loosely defined, a trivial
package is a package that contains code that a developer can easily code him/herself and hence, is
not worth taking on an extra dependency for. Many developers agreed with Haney’s position, which
stated that every serious developer knows that ‘small modules are only nice in theory’ [34], suggest-
ing that developers should implement such functions themselves rather than taking on dependencies
for trivial tasks. Other work showed that npm packages tend to have a large number of dependen-
cies [52, 53] and highlighted that developers need to use caution since some dependencies can grow
exponentially [23]. In fact, in our dataset, we found that more than 11% of the npm trivial packages
have more than 20 dependencies.
So, the million dollar question is “why do developers resort to using a package for trivial tasks,
such as checking if a variable is an array?” At the same time, other questions regarding how
prevalent trivial packages are and what the potential drawbacks of using these trivial packages have
remained unanswered by existing research. To address these questions, we performed an empirical
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study involving more than 230,000 npm packages and 38,000 JavaScript applications and 63,000
PyPI packages and 14,000 Python applications to better understand why developers resort to using
trivial packages. Our empirical study is qualitative in nature and is based on survey results from 125
JavaScript and Python developers. We also quantitatively validate the most commonly developer-
cited reason and drawback related to the use of trivial packages.
Since, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to examine why developers use trivial
packages, we first propose a definition of what constitutes a trivial package, based on feedback from
JavaScript developers. We also examine how prevalent trivial packages are in npm and PyPI and
how widely they are used in JavaScript and Python applications. Our findings indicate that:
The definition of trivial packages is the same in JavaScript and Python. The developers
from the two different ecosystems tended to have the same definition of trivial packages. Confirming
our definition of npm trivial packages, we find that PyPI trivial packages are packages that have ≤
35 LOC and a McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity ≤ 10.
Trivial packages are common and popular in both, npm and PyPI management plat-
forms. Of the 231,092 npm and 63,912 PyPI packages in our dataset, 16.8% and 10.6% of them are
trivial packages. Moreover, of the 38,807 JavaScript and 14,717 Pythons applications on GitHub,
10.9% and 6.9% of them directly depend on one or more trivial packages.
JavaScript and Python developers differ in their perception of trivial packages. Only
23.9% of JavaScript developers considered the use of trivial packages as bad, whereas, 70.3% of
Python developers consider the use of trivial package as a bad practice.
Trivial packages provide well implemented and tested code and increase productivity.
Developers believe that trivial packages provide them with well implemented/tested code and in-
crease productivity. At the same time, the increase in dependency overhead and the risk of breakage
of their applications are the two most cited drawbacks.
Developers need to be careful which trivial packages they use. Our empirical findings show
that many trivial packages have their own dependencies. In npm, 43.7% of npm of trivial packages
have at least one dependency and 11.5% of npm trivial packages have more than 20 dependencies.
In PyPI , 36.8% of PyPI trivial packages have more than one dependency, and only 2.9% have
more than 20 dependencies. Our study also reveals that the problem of dependency drawback in
PyPI is not as bad as in npm since more than 63% of the PyPI trivial packages does not have any
dependencies.
To facilitate the replicability of our work, we make our dataset and the anonymized developer
responses publicly available [11].
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5.1.1 Organization of the Chapter
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 provides the background and
introduces our datasets. Section 5.3 presents how we determine what a trivial package is. Section 5.4
examines the prevalence of trivial packages and their use in JavaScript and Python applications.
Section 5.5 presents the results of our developer surveys, presenting the reasons and perceived
drawbacks for developers who use trivial packages. Section 5.6 presents our empirical validation of
the most commonly cited reason for and drawback of using trivial packages. The implications of our
findings are noted in section 5.7. We discuss the related works in section 5.8, the limitations of our
study in section 5.9, and present our conclusions in section 5.10.
5.2 Background and Datasets
In this section, we provide background on the two studied package management platforms, npm and
PyPI . We also provide an overview of the dataset collected and used in the rest of our study.
5.2.1 Node Package Manager (npm)
JavaScript is used to write client and server side applications. Its popularity has steadily grown,
thanks to popular frameworks such as Node.js and an active developer community [33, 201]. JavaScript
projects can be classified into two main categories: JavaScript packages that are used in other
projects or JavaScript applications that are used as standalone software. The Node Package Man-
ager (npm) provides tools to manage JavaScript packages. npm is the official package manager for
JavaScript and its registry contains more than 250,000 packages at the time of writing this work [79].
To perform our study, we gather two datasets from two sources. We obtain JavaScript packages
from the npm registry and applications that use npm packages from GitHub.
npm Packages: Since we are interested in examining the impact of ‘trivial packages’, we mined
the latest version of all the JavaScript packages from npm as of May 5, 2016. For each package
we obtained its source code from GitHub. In some cases, the package publisher did not provide
a GitHub link, in which case we obtained the source code directly from npm. In total, we mined
252,996 packages.
GitHub JavaScript Applications: We also want to examine the use of the packages in JavaScript
applications. Therefore, we mined all of the JavaScript applications on GitHub. To ensure that we
are indeed only obtaining the applications from GitHub, and not npm packages, we compare the URL
of the GitHub repositories to all of the URLs we obtained from npm for the packages. If a URL from
GitHub was also in npm, we flagged it as being an npm package and removed it from the application
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list. To determine that an application uses npm packages, we looked for the ‘package.json’ file, which
specifies (amongst others) the npm package dependencies used by the application.
To eliminate dummy applications that may exist in GitHub, we choose non-forked applications
with more than 100 commits and more than 2 developers. We performed this filtering for both, the
JavaScript and Python datasets. Similar filtering criteria were used in prior work by Kalliamvakou
et al. [96]. In total, we obtained 115,621 JavaScript applications and after removing applications
that did not use the npm platform, we were left with 38,807 applications.
5.2.2 Python Package Index (PyPI )
PyPI is the official package management platform for the Python programming language. Python is
one of the most popular programming language today, mainly due to its storng community support
and versatility, i.e., Python is used in many different domains from game development to server
side applications [195, 159]. Once again, we distinguish between Python packages, which are used
in Python applications and standalone Python applications, which typically use Python packages.
Similar to the case of JavaScript, we gather two datasets from two sources to perform our study.
We obtain Python packages from the PyPI registry and applications that use PyPI packages from
GitHub.
PyPI Packages: We also collected the latest versions of the Python packages from PyPI in order
to determine which packages are ‘trivial packages’. PyPI contains around 118,324 packages [112],
as of September 3, 2017. n total, we were able to obtain 116,905 packages from the PyPI registry
since some package did not exist anynmore.
GitHub Python Applications: To examine the usage of ‘trivial packages’ in Python applications,
we mined all of the Python applications hosted on GitHub. We followed the same aforementioned
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process used to gather JavaScript applications, to ensure that we are indeed only obtaining the
Python applications from GitHub, and not PyPI package repositories. In a nutshell, we compare
the URL of the GitHub repositories to the URLs we obtained from PyPI for the packages. If a URL
from GitHub was also in PyPI , we flagged it as being an PyPI package and removed it from the
application list. In total, we obtained 14,717 Python applications that are hosted on GitHub.
5.3 What are Trivial Packages Anyway?
Although what a trivial package is has been loosely defined in the past (e.g., in blogs [84, 81]),
we want a more precise and objective way to determine trivial packages. To determine what con-
stitutes a trivial package, we conducted two separate surveys one for each of the studied package
management platforms (npm and PyPI ). We mainly asked participants what they considered to
be a trivial package and what indicators they used to determine if a package is trivial or not. We
conducted two different surveys since: 1) the two studied packages management platforms serve
different programming languages, 2) developers from the two package management platforms have
different perspective of what consider to be ‘trivial packages’.
For each package management platforms (npm and PyPI ), we devised an online survey that
presented the source code of 16 randomly selected packages that range in size between 4 - 250
JavaScript/Python lines of code (LOC). Participants were asked to 1) indicate if they thought the
package was trivial or not and 2) specify what indicators they use to determine a trivial package. We
opted to limit the size of the selected packages in the surveys to a maximum of 250 JavaScript/Python
LOC since we did not want to overwhelm the participants with the review of excessive amounts of
code.
We asked the surveys participants to indicate trivial packages from the list of packages provided.
We provided the surveys participants with a loose definition of what a trivial package is, i.e., a
package that contains code that they can easily code themselves and hence, is not worth taking
on an extra dependency for. Figure 12 shows an example of a trivial JavaScript package, called
is-Positive, which simply checks if a number is positive. The surveys questions were divided into
three parts: 1) questions about the participant’s development background, 2) questions about the
classification of the provided packages, and 3) questions about what indicators the participant would
use to determine a trivial package. For the npm survey, we sent the survey to 22 developers and
colleagues that were familiar with JavaScript development and received a total of 12 responses.
We also sent the PyPI survey to 18 developers and colleagues that were familiar with Python
development and received a total of 13 responses. It is important to note that we sent the two
surveys to different groups of developers, to make sure that the participants in one survey are not
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baised through their experience of participating in the other (i.e., first) survey.
module.exports = function (n) {
return toString.call(n) === ’[object Number]’ && n > 0;
};
Figure 12: Package is-Positive on npm
Participants Background and Experience: The first four columns of Table 9 show the back-
ground of participants in the npm survey. Of the 12 respondents, 2 are undergraduate students, 8
are graduate students, and 2 are professional developers. Ten of the 12 respondents have at least 2
years of JavaScript experience and half of the participants have been developing with JavaScript for
more than five years.
The last four columns of Table 9 show the background of participants in the PyPI survey. Of
the 13 participants in this survey, 9 identified themselves as graduate students and 4 as professional
developers working in industry; 7 participants had more than 5 years of Python development expe-
rience, 2 respondents had between 3 to 5 years, 3 others had 2 to 3 years of experience, and finally
one person had less than 1 year of Python practice. We were happy to have the majority of our
respondents be well-experienced with Python.
Result: We asked participants of the two surveys to list what indicators they use to determine if a
package is trivial or not and to indicate all the packages that they considered to be trivial. Of the 12
participants in the JavaScript survey, 11 (92%) state that the complexity of the code and 9 (75%)
state that size of the code are indicators they use to determine a trivial package. Another 3 (20%)
mentioned that they used code comments and other indicators (e.g., functionality) to indicate if a
package is trivial or not. The results of the Python survey reveal that 9 (69%) of the developers use
size of the code and 9 (69%) of them use complexity of the code as the main indicators to determine
trivial packages. Another 7 (54%) of the participants stated that they use source code comments to
determine trivial Python packages and 3 (23%) of the participants mentioned some other indicators
that they can use to identify a trivial package. For example one participant related a trivial Python
package as “If it’s only one function”.
Since it is clear that size and complexity are the most common indicators of trivial packages and
they are a universial measure that can be measued for both, Javascript and Python, we use these
two measures to determine trivial packages. It should be mentioned that participants could provide
more than 1 indicator, hence the percentages above sum to more than 100%.
Next, we analyze all of the packages that were marked as trivial from the two surveys. Our main
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goal of this analysis is to find which values of the size and complexity metrics are indicative of trivial
packages.
npm Survey Responses: In total, we received 69 votes for the 16 packages. We ranked the
packages in ascending order, based on their size, and tallied the votes for the most voted packages.
We find that 79% of the votes consider packages that are less than 35 lines of code to be trivial. We
also examine the complexity of the packages using McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity, and find that
84% of the votes marked packages that have a total complexity value of 10 or lower to be trivial. It
is important to note that although we provide the source code of the packages to the participants,
we do not explicitly provide the size or the complexity of the packages to the participants to not
bias them towards any specific metrics.
PyPI Survey Responses: we received 89 votes for the 16 packages. Similar to the case of npm,
we ranked the packages in ascending order, based on their size, and tallied the votes for the most
voted packages. We find that 76.4% of the votes consider packages that are equal or less than 35 lines
of code to be trivial. We also examine the complexity of the packages using McCabe’s cyclomatic
complexity, and find that 79.8% of the votes marked packages that have a total complexity value of
10 or lower to be trivial Python package. Similar to npm, we also did not provide any metric values
for the packages to avoid bias.
Based on the aforementioned findings, we used the two indicators JavaScript/Python LOC ≤
35 and complexity ≤ 10 to determine trivial packages in our dataset. Hence, we define trivial
JavaScript/Python packages as
{
XLOC ≤ 35 ∩ XComplexity ≤ 10
}
, where XLOC represents the
JavaScript/Python LOC and XComplexity represents McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity of package X.
Although we use the aforementioned measures to determine trivial packages, we do not consider this
to be the only possible way to determine trivial packages.
Our study shows that developers indicated that trivial packages for the two studied package
management platforms (npm and PyPI ) have similar definition. As our two surveys show,
size and complexity are commonly used measures to determine if a package is trivial for both
JavaScript and Python programming languages. Based on our analysis, JavaScrip and Python
packages that have ≤ 35 LOC and a McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity ≤ 10 are considered to
be trivial packages.
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5.4 How Prevalent are Trivial Packages?
In this section, we want to know how prevalent trivial packages are. We examine prevalence from
two aspects: the first aspect is from package management platforms (npm and PyPI ) perspective,
where we are interested in knowing how many of the packages on these two package management
platforms are trivial. The second aspect considers the use of trivial packages in JavaScript and
Python applications.
5.4.1 How Many of npm’s & PyPI ’s Packages are Trivial?
npm: We use the two measures, LOC and complexity, to determine trivial packages, which we now
use to quantify the number of trivial packages in our dataset. Our dataset contained a total of
252,996 npm packages. For each package, we calculated the number of JavaScript code lines and
removed packages that had zero LOC, which removed 21,904 packages. This left us with a final
number of 231,092 packages. Then, for each package, we removed test code since we are mostly
interested in the actual source code of the packages. To identify and remove the test code, similar
to prior work [74, 189, 210], we look for the term “test” (and its variants) in the file names and file
paths.
Out of the 231,092 npm packages we mined, 38,845 (16.8%) packages are trivial packages. In
addition, we examined the growth of trivial packages in npm. Figure 13 shows the percentage of
trivial to all packages published on npm per month. We see an increasing trend in the number of
trivial packages over time and approximately 15% of the packages added every month are trivial
packages. We investigated the spike around March 2016 and found that this spike corresponds to
the time when npm disallowed the un-publishing of packages [145].
PyPI : For the PyPI dataset, we are also interested in discerning the trivial packages from the
others in terms of LOC and complexity. For such, we mined the 116,905 available packages on the
PyPI applications. We got all the 116,905 packages from PyPI register. However, a package on
PyPI could be released/distributed in different formats and we were not able to process them. We
found that 42,242 of PyPI packages are platform exclusive (e.g., windows .exe or mac .dmg) or are
corrupted compressed .gz files that we could not analyzed. This process left us with 74,663 PyPI
packages which we measure their LOC and complexity. We then remove packages that had zero or
one LOC, which removed another 10,751 packages. We also discarded test files similar to previous
work [74, 189, 210], we look for the term “test” (and its variants) in the file names and file paths.
Our analysis reveals that out of the 63,912 PyPI packages we analyzed, 6,759 (10.6%) packages
are trivial packages in the PyPI package management platform. We again examined the growth
of trivial packages in PyPI . Figure 14 shows the percentage of trivial to all packages published on
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Figure 14: Percentage of Published Trivial
Packages on PyPI .
PyPI per month. We see an increasing trend in the number of trivial packages over time and ap-
proximately 8.6% of the packages added every month are trivial packages.
Trivial packages make up 16.8% of the studied npm packages and 10.6% of the PyPI packages.
These trivial packages make a non-negligible portion of the packages in the two ecosystems.
5.4.2 How Many Applications Depend on Trivial Packages?
JavaScript Applications: Just because trivial packages exist on npm, it does not mean that they
are actually being used. Therefore, we also examine the number of applications that use trivial
packages. To do so, we examine the package.json file, which contains all the dependencies that
an application installs from npm. However, in some cases, an application may install a package
but not use it. To avoid counting such instances, we parse the JavaScript code of all the examined
applications and use regular expressions to detect the require dependency statements, which indicates
that the application actually uses the package in its code1. Finally, we measured the number of
packages that are trivial in the set of packages used by the applications. Note that we only consider
npm packages since it is the most popular package manager for JavaScript packages and other
package managers only manage a subset of packages (e.g., Bower [35] only manages front-end/client-
side frameworks, libraries and modules). We find that of the 38,807 applications in our dataset,
4,256 (10.9%) directly depend on at least one trivial package.
Python Applications: Similar to the case of Javascript, we also analyzed the Python applications
that include depend on trivial packages. In contrast to JavaScript’s availability of a ‘packages.json’
1Note that if a package is required in the application, but does not exist, it will break the application.
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1 - 3 years 7 Industrials 68 1 - 3 years 0 Industrials 27
>3 - 5 years 14 Independent 15 >3 - 5 years 3 Independent 4
>5 years 67 Casual 2 >5 years 34 Casual 1
- - Other 3 - - Other 5
Total 88 Total 88 Total 37 Total 37
file, analyzing Python applications presents some challenges to fully identify a given script’s depen-
dency set for the reasons described previously on Section 5.4.1. We statically parse the source code
after relevant “import" like clauses, along with other statements that allow for verifying that the
packages are effectively being put in use (i.e., the package is both supposed to be installed and its
functions/definitions are indeed being called, rather than merely being just imported and not used).
To facilitate this analysis, we use the popular snakefood [29] tool, which generates dependency
graphs from Python code. Our analysis showed that out of the 14,717 examined Python applica-
tions, 1,024 (6.9%) were found to depend on one or more trivial PyPI package.
Of the 38,807 JavaScript applications in our dataset, 10.9% of them depend on at least one
trivial package. Out of the 14,717 examined Python applications, 1,024 were found to depend
on trivial PyPI packages (6.95% of the selected GitHub applications)
5.5 Survey Results
We surveyed developers to understand the reasons for and the drawbacks of using trivial packages.
We use a survey because it allows us to obtain first-hand information from the developers who use
these trivial packages. In order to select the most relevant participants, we sent out the survey to
developers who use trivial packages. We used Git’s pickaxe command on the lines that contain
the required dependency statements in the JavaScript and Python applications. Doing so helped us
identify the name and email of the developer who introduced the trivial package dependency.
Survey Participants: To mitigate the possibility of introducing misunderstood or misleading
questions, we initially sent the survey to two developers and incorporated their minor suggestions
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to improve the survey. For npm participants, we sent the survey to 1,055 JavaScript developers
from 1,696 applications. To select the developers, we ranked them based on the number of trivial
packages they use. We then took a sample of 600 developers that use trivial packages the most, and
another 600 of those that indicated the least use of trivial packages. The survey was emailed to the
1,200 selected developers, however, since some of the emails were returned for various reasons (e.g.,
the email account does not exist anymore, etc.), we could only reach 1,055 developers. We also sent
the survey to all Python developers after filtering out the invalid and duplicated developers’ emails.
We successfully sent the survey to 460 Python developers that introduce trivial Python packages
from PyPI in 1,024 Python applications in our dataset.
The survey listed the trivial package and the application that we detected the trivial package in.
In total, we received 125 developer responses. First, we received 88 responses to our survey from
the JavaScript developers, which translates to a response rate of 8.3%. Our survey response rate
is in line with, and even higher, than the typical 5% response rate reported in questionnaire-based
software engineering surveys [176]. The left part of Table 10 show the JavaScript experience and the
position of the developers. Of the 88 respondents, 83 of them identified as developers working either
in industry (68) or as a full time independent developers (15). The remaining 5 identified as being
a casual developers (2) or other (3), including one student and two developers working in executive
positions at npm. As for the development experience of the survey respondents, the majority (67)
of the respondents have more than 5 years of experience, 14 have between 3-5 years and 7 have 1-3
years of experience.
Second, we received 37 survey responses from the Python developers, yielding a response rate
of 8.04%, which is again in accordance with what is supposedly been observed on other studies in
the software engineering domain [176]. The right part of Table 10 shows the Python experience and
position of the developers. 27 of the respondents refer themselves as a developers working in the
industry and 4 developers identified themselves as a full time independent developers. The reset
of the respondents are identified as being a casual developers (1) or other (5) including researchers
and students. Regarding the development experience of the survey respondents, the vast majority
of the respondents (92%) identified themselves to have more than five years of Python development
experiences. Only 3 respondents identified themselves to have development experience in Pythons
range between more than 3 to five years.
The fact that most of the respondents are experienced JavaScript and Python developers gives















Figure 15: Developer responses to the question “is using a trivial package bad?”. Most JavaScript
developers answered no, whereas most Python developers answered yes.
5.5.1 Do Developers Consider Trivial Packages Harmful?
The first question of our survey to the participants is: “Do you consider the use of trivial packages
as bad practice?” The reason to ask this question so bluntly is that it allows us to gauge, in a very
deterministic way, how the developers felt about the issue of using trivial packages. We provided
three possible replies, Yes, No or Other in which case they were provided with a text box to elaborate.
Figure 15 shows the distribution of responses from both JavaScript and Python developers. Of the
88 JavaScript participants, 51 (57.9%) stated that they do NOT consider the use of trivial packages
as bad practice. Another 21 (23.9%) stated that they indeed think that using trivial package is a
bad practice. The remaining 16 (18.2%) stated that it really depends on the circumstances, such
as the time available, how critical a piece of code is, and if the package used has been thoroughly
tested.
Contrary to the case of JavaScript, 26 (70.3%) of the Python developers who responded to our
survey generally consider the use of trivial packages as bad practice. Only 3 (8.1%) of survey par-
ticipants stated that they do not think that using trivial package is a bad practice. The remaining 8
(21.6%) indicate that it really depends on the circumstances. For example, P-PyPI 3 states: “If the
language doesn’t provide such common, inherently useful functionality then fixing this oversight by
the use of a third-party library is only reasonable. Moreover, little functionality is actually ‘trivial’.
It may be short to implement but most likely a mistake in it will introduce a bug into the program
as surely as a mistake in something ‘non-trivial’.”
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Table 11: Reasons and percentage for using trivial packages in both npm and PyPI .
Reason Description
npm PyPI




trivial packages are effec-
tively implemented and
tested.
48 54.6% 20 54.1%
Increased produc-
tivity
Trivial packages reduce the
time needed to implement
existing source code.
42 47.7% 12 32.4%
Well-maintained
code
It eases source code main-
tenance, since other devel-
opers maintain the trivial
package.




Using trivial packages im-
prove the source code qual-
ity in terms of readability
and reduce complexity.




the performance of web ap-
plications compared to the
use of large frameworks.
3 3.4% 0 0.0%
No reason - 7 8.0% 7 18.9%
Survey participants from the two package management platforms have different perception
about using trivial packages. Whereas most of the surveyed developers from npm (57.9%)
do NOT believe that using trivial packages is a bad practice, the majority of the surveyed
developers from PyPI (70.3%) consider using trivial packages as bad practice.
5.5.2 Why Do Developers Use Trivial Packages?
While we have answered the question as to whether developers think using trivial packages is a bad
practice, what we are most interested in is why do developers resort to using trivial packages and
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what do they view as the drawbacks of using trivial packages. Therefore, the second part of the
survey asks participants to list the reasons why they resort to using trivial packages. To ensure
that we do not bias the responses of the developers, the answer fields for these questions were in
free-form text, i.e., no predetermined suggestions were provided. We then analyze separately the
responses from the two surveys (JavaScrip and Python). After gathering all of the responses, we
grouped and categorized the responses in a two-phase iterative process. In the first phase, two of the
authors carefully read the participant’s answers and came up with a number of categories that the
responses fell under. Next, they discussed their groupings and agreed on the extracted categories.
Whenever they failed to agree on a category, the third author was asked to help break the tie. Once
all of the categories were decided, the same two authors went through all the answers again and
classified them into their respective categories. For the majority of the cases, the two authors agreed
on most categories and the classifications of the responses. To measure the agreement between
the two authors, we used Cohen’s Kappa coefficient [43]. The Cohen’s Kappa coefficient has been
used to evaluate inter-rater agreement levels for categorical scales, and provides the proportion of
agreement corrected for chance. The resulting coefficient is scaled to range between -1 and +1,
where a negative value means less than chance agreement, zero indicates exactly chance agreement,
and a positive value indicates better than chance agreement [65]. In our categorization, the level
of agreement measured between the authors was of +0.90 and +0.83 for the npm survey and PyPI
survey, respectively, which is considered to be excellent inter-rater agreement.
Table 11 shows the reasons for using trivial packages, as reported by respondents from both
JavaScript and Python surveys. As we can see from the table, two most cited reasons (i.e., well-
implemented & tests and increased productivity) are the same for both npm and PyPI . However,
when it comes to the 3 less common reasons, there is a slight difference between npm and PyPI , most
notably, the reason of trivial packages provide better performance was not evident in our survey.
Next, we discuss each of the reasons presented in Table 11 in more detail:
R1. Well-implemented & tested:
The most cited reason for using trivial packages is that they provide well implemented and tested
code. More than half of the responses mentioned this reason with 54.6% and 54.1% of the responses
from JavaScript and Python, respectively. In particular, although it may be easy for developers
to code these trivial packages themselves, it is more difficult to make sure that all the details are
addressed, e.g., one needs to carefully consider all edge cases. Some example responses that mention
these issues are stated by participants P-npm 68, P-npm 4, and P-PyPI 5, who cite their reasons for
using trivial packages as follows: P-npm 68: “Tests already written, a lot of edge cases captured [...].”,
P-npm 4: “There may be a more elegant/efficient/correct/cross-environment-complatible solution to
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a trivial problem than yours”, and P-PyPI 5: “They have covered extra cases that I would not do or
thought initially.”
R2. Increased productivity:
The second most cited reason is the improved productivity that using trivial packages enables with
47.7% and 32.4% for JavaScript and Python, respectively. Trivial tasks or not, writing code on your
own requires time and effort, hence, many developers view the use of trivial packages as a way to
boost their productivity. In particular, early on in a project, a developer does not want to worry
about small details, they would rather focus their efforts on implementing the more difficult tasks.
For example, participants P-npm 13 and P-npm 27 from the JavaScript survey state: P-npm 13:
“[...] and it does save time to not have to think about how best to implement even the simple things.”
& P-npm 27: “Don’t reinvent the wheel! if the task has been done before.”. Another example from the
Python survey, participant P-PyPI 17 states: “Often I do write the code myself. And then package
it into a re-usable module so that I don’t have to write it again later. And again. And again... At
this point, whether the module is authored by myself or someone else is mostly irrelevant. What’s
relevant is that I get to avoid repeatedly implementing the same functionality for each new project.”
The aforementioned are clear examples of how developers would rather not code something, even
if it is trivial. Of course, this comes at a cost, which we discuss later.
R3. Well-maintained code:
A less common (9.1% and 5.4% of the responses from javaScript and Python), but cited reason for
using trivial packages is the fact that the maintenance of the code need not to be performed by the
developers themselves; in essence, it is outsourced to the community or the contributors of the trivial
packages. For example, participants P-npm 45 and P-PyPI 1 states, P-npm 45: “Also, a highly used
trivial package is probable to be well maintained.” and P-PyPI 1: “The simple advantages are that
they may be trivial AND used by many people and therefore potentially maintained by developers.”
Even tasks such as bug fixes are dealt with by the contributors of the trivial packages, which is very
attractive to the users of the trivial packages, as reported by participant P-npm 80: “[...], leveraging
feedback from a larger community to fix bugs, etc.”
R4. Improved readability & reduced complexity:
Participants for also reported that using trivial packages improves the readability and reduces the
complexity of their code with 9.1% and 13% responses for the two package management systems.
For example, P-npm 34 states: “immediate clarity of use and readability for other developers for
commonly used packages[...]” & P-npm 47 states: “Simple abstract brings less complexity.” Python
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developers report the same advantage of using trivial packages. For example, P-PyPI 5 states that
“Code clarity. When many two liners become one liners it saves space. Its the whole point of batteries
included mentally...”
R5. Better performance:
A few of the JavaScript participants (3.4%) stated that using trivial packages improves performance
since it alleviates the need for their application to depend on large frameworks. For example, P-
npm 35 states: “[...] you do not depend on some huge utility library of which you do not need the
most part.” While JavaScript developers reported that trivial packages improve the performance,
non of the Python respondents report such a claim. One explanation for this is that JavaScript is
used to develop front-end applications, which is often sensitive to performance, whereas the Python
is used to implement applications in a wide variety of domains.
Overall the developer responses show that there a different perception of using trivial package
among developers from the two package management platforms. Only a small percentage (8.0%)
of the respondents from JavaScript stated that they do not see a reason to use trivial packages.
However, for Python developers 18.9% of the respondents believe that there are no advantages of
using trivial packages.
JavaScript and Python developers believe that the two most cited reasons for using trivial
packages are 1) they provide well implemented and tested code and 2) they increase produc-
tivity. However, only JavaScript developers cited that using trivial packages improves the
performance of their applications. Additionally, only 8.0% of the JavaScript participants see
no reason of using trivial packages while more than 18% of Python developers believe that
there is no real reason to use trivial packages.
5.5.3 Drawbacks of Using Trivial Packages
In addition to knowing the reasons why developers resort to trivial packages, we wanted to under-
stand the other side of the coin - what they perceive to be the drawbacks of their decision to use
these packages. The drawbacks question was part of our survey and we followed the same aforemen-
tioned process to analyze the survey responses. In the case of the drawbacks the Cohen’s Kappa
agreement measure was +0.86 and +0.91 for npm and PyPI , respectively, which is considered to be
an excellent agreement.
Table 12 lists the drawback mentioned by the survey respondents along with a brief description
and the frequency of each drawback. As we can see from the table, the top two most cited drawbacks
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(i.e., dependency overhead and breakage of applications) are the same for both, npm and PyPI .
However, for the less cited drawbacks, npm developers cited performance, development slow down
and missed learning opportunities as the next set of drawbacks, whereas in PyPI , the developers
consider security, development slow down and decreased performance as the next set of drawbacks.
It is worth noting however that there is very little difference between the individual drawbacks (e.g.,
security vs. development slow down) within the two ecosystems (i.e., npm and PyPI ). Next, we
discuss each of the drawbacks in more detail:
D1. Dependency overhead:
The most cited drawback of using trivial packages is the increased dependency overhead, e.g., keeping
all dependencies up to date and dealing with complex dependency chains, that developers need
to bear [33, 131]. This situation is often referred to as ‘dependency hell’, especially when the
trivial packages themselves have additional dependencies. This drawback came through clearly
in many comments, which account for 55.7% of the responses form JavaScript developers. For
example, P-npm 41 states: “[...] people who don’t actively manage their dependency versions could
[be] exposed to serious problems [...]” & P-npm 40: “Hard to maintain a lot of tiny packages”.
For Python developers, the percentage of responses related to dependency overhead is high (67.6%)
as well. Some example responses from Python developers that mention these issues are stated by
participants P-PyPI 2, P-PyPI 4 & P-PyPI 13 who state that: P-PyPI 2: “...it’s more difficult to
distribute something with a dependency that doesn’t come with Python.”, P-PyPI 4: “Lots of brittle
dependencies.” & P-PyPI 13: “When your projects consist of a lot trivial modules, it becomes almost
impossible to track their update and some time you might forget what even they do." Hence, while
trivial packages may provide well-implemented/tested code and improve productivity, developers are
clearly aware that the management of the additional dependencies is something they need to deal
with.
D2. Breakage of applications:
Developers also worry about the potential breakage of their application due to a specific package or
version becoming unavailable. JavaScript developers stated this issue in 18.2% of the responses while
the percentage is 32.4% for Python developers. For example, in the left-pad issue, the main reason
for the breakage was the removal of left-pad, P-npm 4 states: “Obviously the whole ’left-pad crash’
exposed an issue” & P-PyPI 22 states: “potential for breaking (NPM leftpad situation)”. However,
since that incident, npm has disabled the possibility of a package to be removed [145]. Although
disallowing the removal solves part of the problem, packages can still be updated, which may break
an application. This is issue was clear from one of the responses, P-PyPI 7, who stated “Potential
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Table 12: Drawback and percentage for using trivial packages in both npm and PyPI .
Drawback Description
npm PyPI
#Responses % #Responses %
Dependency
overhead
Using trivial packages results
in a dependency mess that is
hard to update and maintain.
49 55.7% 25 67.6%
Breakage of
applications
Depending on a trivial pack-
age could cause the applica-
tion to break if the package
becomes unavailable or has a
breaking update.
16 18.2% 12 32.4%
Decreased per-
formance
Trivial packages decrease the
performance of applications,
which includes the time to in-
stall and build the application.
14 15.9% 3 8.1%
Slows develop-
ment
Finding a relevant and high
quality trivial package is a
challenging and time consum-
ing task.




The practice of using trivial
packages leads to developers
not learning and experiencing
writing code for trivial tasks.
8 9.1% 0 0%
Security Using trivial packages can
open a door for security vul-
nerability.
7 8.0% 5 13.5%
Licensing
issues
Using trivial packages could
cause licensing conflicts.
3 3.4% 2 5.4%
No drawbacks - 7 8.0% 3 8.1%
for breaking changes from version to version.” For a non-trivial package, it may be worth it to take
the risk, however, for trivial packages, it may not be worth taking such a risk.
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D3. Decreased performance:
This issue is related to the dependency overhead drawback. Developers mentioned that incurring
the additional dependencies slowed down the build time and increased application installation times
(15.9% & 8.1%). For example, P-npm 64 states: “Too many metadata to download and store than
a real code.” & P-npm 34 states: “[...], slow installs; can make project noisy and unintuitive by
attempting to cobble together too many disparate pieces instead of more targeted code.” Another
Python developer ,P-PyPI 1, states: “If the modules are not so ubiquitous, then needing the depen-
dency is a real drag as one will have to install it. Also, the same job done with your own may run
much faster and be easier to understand. As mentioned earlier, in some cases it is not just the fact
that the trivial package adds a dependency, but in some cases the trivial package itself depends on
additional packages, which negatively impacts performance even further.
D4. Slows development:
In some cases, the use of trivial packages may actually have a reverse effect and slow down devel-
opment with 12.5% & 10.8% of responses from JavaScript and Python developers. For example, as
P-npm 23 and P-npm 15 state: P-npm 23: “Can actually slow the team down as, no matter how
trivial a package, if a developer hasn’t required it themselves they will have to read the docs in order
to double check what it does, rather than just reading a few lines of your own source.” & P-npm 15:
“[...], we have the problem of locating packages that are both useful and “trustworthy" [...]”. It can
be difficult to find a relevant and trustworthy package. Even if others try to build on your code,
it is much more difficult to go fetch a package and learn it, rather than read a few lines of your
code. Python developers also agree on this issue, for example P-PyPI 15 states “If finding, reading,
and understanding the documentation of a module takes longer than reading it implementation, the
hiding of functionality in third-part trivial modules obscures the source base.”
D5. Missed learning opportunities:
In certain cases reported by only JavaScript developers (9.1%), the use of these trivial packages
is seen as a missed learning opportunity for developers. For example, P-npm 24 states: “Some-
times people forget how to do things and that could lead to a lack of control and knowledge of the
language/technology you are using”. This is a clear example of where just using a package, rather
than coding the solution yourself, will lead to less knowledge about the code base. In contrast to
JavaScript developers, Python developers seem do not to be worried about this issue since the use of
trivial packages is not as common within the Python developer community as JavaScript developers.
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D6. Security:
In some cases the trivial packages may have security flaws that make the application more vulnerable.
This is an issue pointed out by a few developers (8.0% & 13.5%), for example, as P-npm 15 mentioned
earlier, it is difficult to find packages that are trustworthy. Also, P-npm 57 mentions: “If you depend
on public trivial packages then you should be very careful when selecting packages for security reasons”
& P-PyPI 3 states “more dependencies, greater likelihood of not knowing of how code actually works
at lower level, security issues." As in the case of any dependency one takes on, there is always a
chance that a security vulnerability could be exposed in one of these packages.
D7. Licensing issues (3.4%):
In some cases from both responses (3.4% and 5.4% for JavaScript and Python), developers are
concerned about potential licensing conflicts that trivial packages may cause. For example, P-npm 73
states: “[...], possibly license-issues”, P-npm 62: “[...], there is a risk that the ‘trivial’ package might
be licensed under the GPL must be replaced anyway prior to shipping.” P-PyPI 23 also mentions
“Can be licensing hell".
In general, we observe similar concerns regarding the use of trivial packages in the two stud-
ied software managements platforms. There were also approximately 8% of the responses in both
package management systems that stated they do not see any drawbacks with using trivial packages.
The two most cited drawbacks of using trivial packages are 1) they increase dependency over-
head and 2) they may break their applications due to a package or a specific version becoming
unavailable or incompatible.
5.6 Putting Developer Perception Under the Microscope
The developer surveys provided us with great insights on why developers use trivial packages and
what they perceive to be their drawbacks. However, whether there is empirical evidence to support
their perceptions remains unexplored. Thus, we examine the most commonly cited reason for using
trivial packages, i.e., the fact that trivial packages are well tested, and drawback, i.e., the impact of
additional dependencies, based on our findings in Section 5.5.
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5.6.1 Examining the ‘Well Tested’ Perception
As shown in Table 11, more than half of the responses from the studied package management plat-
forms indicate that they use trivial packages since they are well implemented and tested. However,
is this really the case - are trivial packages really well testing? In this section, we want to examine
whether this believe has any grounds or not.
Node Package Manager (npm):
npm requires that developers provide a test script name with the submission of their packages (listed
in the package.json file). In fact, 81.2% (31,521 out of 38,845) of the trivial packages in our dataset
have some test script name listed. However, since developers can provide any script name under this
field, it is difficult to know if a package is actually tested.
We examine whether a npm package is really well tested and implemented from two aspects;
first, we check if a package has tests written for it. Second, since in many cases, developers consider
packages to be ‘deployment tested’, we also consider the usage of a package as an indicator of it being
well tested and implemented [208]. To carefully examine whether a package is really well tested and
implemented, we use the npm online search tool (known as npms [45]) to measure various metrics
related to how well the packages are tested, used and valued. To provide its ranking of the packages,
npms mines and calculates a number of metrics based on development (e.g., tests) and usage (e.g.,
no. of downloads) data. We use three metrics measured by npms to validate the ‘well tested and
implemented’ perception of developers, which are2:
1) Tests: considers the tests’ size, coverage percentage and build status for a project. We looked into
the npms source code and find that the Tests metric is calculated as: testsSize ∗ 0.6 + buildStatus
∗ 0.25 + coveragePercentage ∗ 0.15. We use the Tests metric to determine if a package is tested
and how trivial packages compare to non-trivial packages in terms of how well tested they are. One
example that motives us to investigate how well tested a trivial package is the response by P-npm 68,
who says: “Tests already written, a lot edge cases captured [...]”.
2) Community interest: evaluates the community interest in the packages, using the number
of stars on GitHub & npm, forks, subscribers and contributors. Once again, we find through the
source code of npms that Community interest is simply the sum of the aforementioned metrics,
measured as: starsCount + forksCount + subscribersCount + contributorsCount. We use this
metric to compare how interested the community is in trivial and non-trivial packages. We measure
2It is important to note that the motivation and full derivation (e.g., why they put a weight of 0.15 on the
test coverage, etc.) of the metrics is beyond the scope of this chapter. We refer interested readers to the npms










































































Figure 16: Distribution of Tests, Community Interest and Download Count Metrics for npm packages
management system.
the community interest since developers view the importance of the trivial packages as evidence of
its quality as stated by P-npm 56, who says: “[...] Using an isolated module that is well-tested and
vetted by a large community helps to mitigate the chance of small bugs creeping in.”
3) Download count: measures the mean downloads for the last three months. Again, the number
of downloads of a package is often viewed as an indicator of the package’s quality; as P-npm 61
mentions: “this code is tested and used by many, which makes it more trustful and reliable.”.
As an initial step, we calculate the number of trivial packages that have a Tests value greater
than zero, which means trivial packages that have some of tests. We find that only 45.2% of the
trivial packages have tests, i.e., a Tests value > 0. In addition, we compare the values of the Tests,
Community interest and Download count for Trivial and non-Trivial packages. Our focus is on the
values of the aforementioned metric values for trivial packages, however, we also present the results
for non-trivial packages to put our results in context.
Figure 20 shows the bean-plots for the Tests, Community interest and Download count. The
figures show that in all cases trivial packages have, on median, a smaller Tests value, Community
interest value and Download count compared to non-trivial packages. That said, we observe from
Figure 16a that the distribution of the Tests metric is similar for both, trivial and non-trivial
packages. Most packages have a Tests value of zero, then there are small pockets of packages that
have values of aprox. 0.25, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0. In the case of the Community interest and Download
count metrics, once again, we see similar distributions, although clearly the median values are lower
for trivial packages.
To examine whether the difference in metric values between trivial and non-trivial packages is
statistically significant, we performed a Mann-Whitney test to compare the two distributions and
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Table 13: Mann-Whitney Test (p-value) and Cliff’s Delta (d) for Trivial vs. Non Trivial Packages
in npm.
Metrics p-value d
Tests 2.2e-16 -0.119 (small)
Community interest 2.2e-16 -0.269 (small)
Downloads count 2.2e-16 -0.245 (small)
determine if the difference is statistically significant, with a p-value < 0.05. We also use Cliff’s Delta
(d), which is a non-parametric effect size measure to interpret the effect size between trivial and
non-trivial packages. As suggested in [75], we interpret the effect size value to be small for d < 0.33
(positive as well as negative values), medium for 0.33 ≤ d < 0.474 and large for d ≥ 0.474.
Table 13 shows the p-values and effect size values. We observe that in all cases the differences are
statistically significant, however, the effect size is small. The results show that although the majority
of trivial packages do not have tests written for them, and have statistically lower Tests, Community
interest, and Download count values, their effect size is smaller than non-trivial packages.
Python Package Index (PyPI ):
Since the PyPI does not collect any metadata to show if the Python package is tested or not, we
use other data source to examine the well tested perception. To do so, we use two ways to examine
whether Python packages are tested or not: 1) we use the source code of the packages that are hosted
on GitHub. 2) we relied on information about Python packages collected by the open source service
libraries.io [111]. libraries.io monitors and collects the metadata of open source packages across 36
different package managers platforms. It falls under the CC-BY-SA 4.0 licenses and have been used
in other research work (e.g,. [55, 54]). We obtain the extracted metadata information related to
PyPI package management. Once again, we examine the testing perception in three complementary
ways.
1) Tests: we examine if the package has any test code written. Since there is no standard way
to determine that a Python application has tests (e.g,. there exist more than 100 Python testing
tools [154]), we manually investigate whether the PyPI package contains test code written or not.
The idea is that if the developers writes tests, then they will put these tests in the package repository.
One example that motivated us to look for the test code of a package is the developer response:
P-PyPI 11 who stated “Shorter code overall, well-tested code for fundamental tasks helps smooth
over language nits”.





















































Figure 17: Distribution of Tests, Community Interest and Download Count Metrics for PyPI pack-
ages management system.
packages. Therefore, we took a statistically significant sample from the 6,759 Python packages that
we identified as trivial Python packages (Section 5.4.1). The sample size was selected randomly to
attain 5% confidence interval and a 95% confidence level. This sampling process resulted in 364
PyPI trivial packages. Then, the first two authors manually examine the code bases of sampled
packages looking for test code to identify the packages that has test.
1) Community interest: evaluates the community interest in the packages, using the number of
stars on GitHub, forks, subscribers and contributors. We adopted the same formula defined by npms,
which is basically the sum of the aforementioned metrics, measured as: starsCount + forksCount
+ subscribersCount + contributorsCount. We use this metric to compare how interested the com-
munity is in trivial and non-trivial packages. We measure the community interest since developers
view the importance of the trivial packages as evidence of its quality.
1) Usage count: represents the number of applications that use a package. The more applications
using a Python package, the more popular that package is. This may also indicate that the package
is of high quality. For example, P-PyPI 11 indicated “The simple advantages are that they may be
trivial AND used by many people and therefore potentially maintained by developers.” Hence, we use
the usage count metric since it indicates the package quality; thus, many developers use it in their
applications.
We found that out of the 364 sampled trivial Python packages that we manually examine, 185
(50.82%) packages do not have test code in them, while 179 (49.18%) of the examined packages have
test code written in them. It is important to note that our analysis only examines whether a trivial
package has tests or not, whether these tests are actually effective is a completely different issue and
is one of the reasons for examine the other two ways Community interest and Usage count.
Figure 17 shows the bean-plots for the Community interest and Usage count values for trivial and
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Table 14: Mann-Whitney Test (p-value) and Cliff’s Delta (d) for Trivial vs. Non Trivial Packages
in PyPI .
Metrics p-value d
Community interest 2.2e-16 -0.251 (small)
Usage count 0.004557 -0.039 (negligible)
non-trivial Python packages in our dataset. The figures show that in the two cases trivial Python
packages have, on median, a smaller Community interest value and Usage count compared to non-
trivial packages. That said, we observe from Figure 17a that in the case of the Community interest
metric, we see clearly the median values are lower for trivial packages. Figure 17b shows that the
distribution of the Usage count metric is similar for both, trivial and non-trivial packages. Once
again, we examine whether the difference in metric values between trivial and non-trivial packages is
statistically significant. We performed a Mann-Whitney test to compare the two distributions and
determine if the difference is statistically significant. We also use Cliff’s Delta (d) measure the effect
size between trivial and non-trivial packages. Table 14 shows the p-values and effect size values.
We observe that in the cases of community interest and usage count, the differences are statistically
significant, and the effect size is small and negligible, respectively.
Contrary to developers’ perception, only 45.2% and 49.2% of trivial Python and JavaScript
packages actually have tests. Although, trivial packages have lower Tests, in terms of Commu-
nity interest and Download count, there is not a large difference between trivial and non-trivial
packages.
5.6.2 Examining the ‘Dependency Overhead’ Perception
As discussed in Section 5.5, the top cited drawback of using trivial packages is the fact that developers
need to take on and maintain extra dependencies, i.e, dependency overhead. Examining the impact
of dependencies is a complex and well-studied issue (e.g,. [50, 56, 7]) that can be examined in a
multitude of ways. We choose to examine the issue from both, the application and the package
perspectives.
Application-level Analysis:
When compared to coding trivial tasks themselves, using a trivial package imposes extra depen-














































Figure 18: Number of Releases for Trivial Packages Compared to Non-trivial Packages. For npm
ecosystem, (p-value < 2.2e-16 & Cliff’s Delta (d) -0.312 (small)) while For PyPI ecosystem (p-value
< 2.2e-16 & Cliff’s Delta (d) -0.383 (medium)).
these dependencies update, causing a potential to break their application. Therefore, as a first step,
we examined the number of releases for trivial and non-trivial packages. The intuition here is that
developers need to put in extra effort to ensure the proper integration of new releases. The bean-
plot in Figure 18 shows the distribution of the number of releases for our studied package mangers.
Figure 18a shows that trivial packages on npm have less releases than non-trivial packages (median
is 2 for trivial and 3 for non-trivial packages), hence trivial packages do not require more effort
than non-trivial packages. In Figure 18b, we also observe that trivial packages on PyPI have less
releases than non-trivial packages. The fact that the trivial packages are updated less frequently
may be attributed to the fact that trivial packages ‘perform less functionality’, hence they need to
be updated less frequently.
Next, we examined how developers choose to deal with the updates of trivial packages. One way
that application developers reduce the risk of a package impacting their application is to ‘version
lock’ the package. For example in the JavaScript application that use npm packages, version locking
a dependency/package means that it is not updated automatically, and that only the specific version
mentioned in the packages.json file is used. As stated in a few responses from our survey, e.g., P-
npm 8: “[...] Also, people who don’t lock down their versions are in for some pain”. In general,
there are different types of version locks, i.e., only updating major releases, updating patches only,
updating minor releases or no lock at all, which means the package automatically updates. The
version locks are specified in configuration file next to every package name for example npm defines
it in the packages.json file. We examined the frequency at which trivial and non-trivial packages are
locked. For npm, we find that on average, trivial packages are locked 14.9% of the time, whereas non-
trivial packages are locked 11.7% of the time. However, the Wilcox test shows that the difference is
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not statistically significant p-value > 0.05. Hence, we cannot say that developers version lock trivial
packages more. On the other hand, in PyPI , we find that on average, trivial packages are locked
31.7% of the time, whereas non-trivial packages are locked 36.2% of the time. Also, the Wilcox test
shows that the difference is statistically significant with p-value = 9.707e-08.
Our findings show that trivial packages are locked more in npm (albeit the difference is not
statistically significant) and the reverse is true in PyPI where trivial packages are locked less than
non-trivial packages. In both cases however, we find that there is not a large difference between the
percentage of packages (trivial vs. non-trivial) being locked.
Package-level Analysis:
At the package level, we investigate the direct and indirect dependencies of trivial packages. In
particular, we would like to determine if the trivial packages have their own dependencies, which
makes the dependency chain even more complex. For each trivial and non-trivial package on npm,
we install it and then count the actual number of (direct and indirect) dependencies that the package
requires. Doing so, allows us to know the true (direct and indirect) dependencies that each package
requires. Note that simply looking into the .json file and the require statements will provide the
direct dependencies, but not the indirect dependencies. Hence, we downloaded all the packages in
our npm dataset, mock installed3 them and build the dependency graph for the npm platform.
Similarly, for PyPI , we count the actual number of (direct and indirect) dependencies that the
package requires. To do so, we leveraged the metadata provided by Valiev et al. [190]. In their
studied Valiev et al. extracted the list of direct and indirect dependencies of each package on PyPI .
We resort to use the data provided in [190] since it is recently extracted data and covers the history
of PyPI for more than six years. We then read the dependencies of each packages and build a
dependency graph for PyPI platform.
Figure 19 shows the distribution of dependencies for trivial and non-trivial packages for the npm
and PyPI . Since most trivial packages have no dependencies, the median is zero. Therefore, we
bin the trivial packages based on the number of their dependencies and calculate the percentage of
packages in each bin.
Table 15 shows the percentage of packages and their respective number of dependencies for both
npm and PyPI . We observe that the majority of npm trivial packages (56.3%) have zero depen-
dencies, 27.9% have between 1-10 dependencies, 4.3% have between 11-20 dependencies, and 11.5%
have more than 20 dependencies. The table also shows that PyPI trivial packages do not have as
much dependencies as the npm packages. In fact 63.2% of PyPI packages have zero dependencies
and approx. 34% of trivial packages have between 1-20 dependencies. Only approximately 3% of the

















































Figure 19: Distribution of Direct & Indirect Dependencies for Trivial and Non-trivial Packages (log
scale). For npm (p-value < 2.2e-16 & Cliff’s Delta (d) -0.279 (small)) while PyPI (p-value < 2.2e-16)
& Cliff’s Delta (d) -0.246 (small).







0 1-10 11-20 >20 0 1-10 11-20 >20
Trivial 56.3% 27.9% 4.3% 11.5% 63.2% 29.6% 4.3% 2.9%
Non Trivial 34.8% 30.6% 7.3% 27.3% 42.5% 39.4% 10.7% 7.4%
PyPI trivial packages have more than 20 dependencies. Interestingly, the table shows that some of
the trivial packages in npm have many dependencies, which indicates that indeed, trivial packages
can introduce significant dependency overhead. It also shows that PyPI trivial packages have small
number of dependencies. One explanation of such a deference is that Python language has a more
mature standard API that provides most of the needed utilities functionalities.
Trivial packages have fewer releases and are less likely to be version locked than non-trivial
packages. That said, developers should be careful when using trivial packages, since in some
cases, trivial packages can have numerous dependencies. In fact, we find that 43.7% of npm
trivial packages have at least one dependency and 11.5% of npm trivial packages have more
than 20 dependencies while 36.8% of PyPI trivial packages have at least one dependency and
2.9% of PyPI trivial packages have more than 20 dependencies.
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5.7 Discussion, Relevance, and Implications
A common question that is asked in empirical studies is - so what? what are the implications of your
findings? why would practitioners care about your findings? We discuss the issue of relevance of our
study to the developer community, based on the responses of our survey and highlight some of the
implications of our study.
5.7.1 Relevance: Do Practitioners care?
At the start of the study, we were not sure how practically relevant our study of trivial packages is.
However, we were surprised by the interest of developers in our study. In fact, one of the developers
(P-npm 39) explicitly mentioned the lack of research on this topic, stating “There has not been
enough research on this, but I’ve been taking note of people’s proposed “quick and simple” code to
handle the functionality of trivial packages, and it’s surprised me to see the high percentage of times
the proposed code is buggy or incomplete.”
Moreover, when we conducted our studies, we asked respondents if they would like to know the
outcome of our study and if so, they provide us with an email address. Of the 125 JavaScript and
Python respondents, 81 (approximately 65%) of them provided their email for us to provide them
with the outcomes of our study. Some of these respondents hold very high level leadership roles
in npm. To us this is an indicator that our study and its outcomes are of high relevance to the
JavaScript and Python development communities.
5.7.2 Implications of the Study
Our study has a number of implications on both, software engineering research and practice.
Implications for Future Research:
Our study mostly focused on determining the prevalence, reasons for and drawbacks of using trivial
packages in two large package management platforms npm and PyPI . Based on our findings, we
find a number of implications/motivations for future work. First, our survey respondents indicated
that the choice to use trivial packages is not black or white. In many cases, it depends on the team
and the application. For example, one survey respondent stated that on his team, less experienced
developers are more likely to use trivial packages, whereas the more experienced developers would
rather write their own code for trivial tasks. The issue here is that the experienced developers are
more likely to trust their own code, while the less experienced are more likely to trust an external
package. Another aspect is the maturity of the application. As some of the survey respondents
pointed out, they are much more likely use trivial packages early on in the application, so they
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do not waste time on trivial tasks and focus on the more fundamental tasks of their application.
However, once their application matures, they start to look for ways to reduce dependencies since
they pose potential points of failure for their application. Hence, our study motivates future work
to examine the relationship between team experience and application maturity and the use of trivial
packages.
Second, survey respondents also pointed out that using trivial packages is seen favourably com-
pared to using code from Questions & Answers (Q&A) sites such as Stack Overflow or Reddit. For
example, P-npm 84 stated that “I’d have to do research on how to solve a particular problem, pe-
ruse questions and answers on Stack Overflow, Reddit, or Coderanch, and find the most recent and
readable solution among everything I’ve found, then write it myself. Why go through all of this work
when you can simply ‘require()‘ someone else’s solution and continue working towards your goal in
a matter of seconds?” When compared to using code on Stack Overflow, where the developer does
not know who posted the code, who else uses it or whether the code may have tests or not, using
a trivial package that is on npm and/or PyPI is a much better option. In this case, using trivial
packages is not seen as the best choice, but it is certainly a better choice. Although there have been
many studies that examined how developers use Q&A sites such as StackOverflow [12, 13, 203, 18],
we are not aware of any studies that compare code reuse from Q&A sites and trivial packages. Our
findings motivate the need for such a study.
Practical Implications:
A direct implication of our findings is that trivial packages are commonly used by others, perhaps
indicating that developers do not view their use as a bad practice, especially JavaScript developers.
Moreover, developers should not assume that all trivial packages are well implemented and tested,
since our findings show otherwise. npm developers need to expect more trivial packages to be
submitted, making the task of finding the most relevant package even harder. Hence, the issue of
how to manage and help developers find the best packages needs to be addressed. For example
P-npm 15 indicated that “... we have the problem of locating packages that are both useful and
‘trustworthy’ in an ever growing see of packages.” To some extent, npms has been recently adopted
by npm to specifically address the aforementioned issue. Developers highlighted that the lack of a
decent core or standard JavaScript library causes them to resort to trivial packages. Often, they do
not want to install large frameworks just to leverage small parts of the framework, hence they resort
to using trivial packages. For example, P-npm 35 “especially in javascript relieves you from thinking
about cross browser compatibility for special cases/coming up with polyfills and testing all edge cases
yourself. Basically it’s a substitute for the missing standard library. And you do not depend one some
huge utility library of which you do not need the most part.,” & P-PyPI 23 “Usually an indication
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of the inadequacy of the standard library. This seems particularly so of JavaScript where you might
find yourself using many such modules.” Therefore, there is a need by the JavaScript community to
create a standard JavaScript API or library in order to reduce the dependence on trivial packages.
However, the issue of creating such a standard JavaScript library is under much debate [68].
5.8 Related Work
In this section, we discus the work that is related to the study in this chapter. We divided the
related work to work related to code reuse in general and work studied software ecosystems.
5.8.1 Studies of Code Reuse.
Prior research on code reuse has been shown its many benefits, which include improving quality,
development speed, and reducing development and maintenance costs [132, 114, 134, 22]. For exam-
ple, Sojer and Henkel [178] surveyed 686 open source developers to investigate how they reuse code.
Their findings show that more experienced developers reuse source code and 30% of the functionality
of open source software (OSS) projects reuse existing components. Developers also reveal that they
see code reuse as a quick way to start new projects. Similarly, Haefliger et al. [78] conducted a
study to empirically investigate the reuse in open source software, and the development practices of
developers in OSS. They triangulated three sources of data (developer interviews, code inspections
and mailing list data) of six OSS projects. Their results showed that developers used tools and re-
lied on standards when reusing components. Mockus [132] conducted an empirical study to identify
large-scale reuse of open source libraries. Their study shows that more than 50% of source files
include code from other OSS libraries. On the other hand, the practice of reusing source code has
some challenging drawbacks including the effort and resource required to integrate reused code [57].
Furthermore, a bug in the reused component could propagate to the target system [58]. While our
study corroborates some of these findings, the main goal is to define and empirically investigate the
phenomenon of reusing trivial packages, in particular in JavaScript and Python applications.
5.8.2 Studies of Other Ecosystems.
In recent years, analyzing the characteristics of ecosystems in software engineering has gained mo-
mentum [23, 30, 120, 56]. For example, in a recent study, Bogart et al. [31, 33] empirically studied
three ecosystems, including npm, and found that developers struggle with changing versions as they
might break dependent code. Witter et al. [201] investigated the evolution of the npm ecosystem
in an extensive study that covers the dependence between npm packages, download metrics and the
usage of npm packages in real applications. One of their main findings is that npm packages and
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updates of these packages is steadily growing. Also, more than 80% of packages have at least one
direct dependency package.
Other studies examined the size characteristics of packages in an ecosystem. German et al. [71]
studied the evolution of the statistical computing project GNU R, with the aim of analyzing the
differences between code characteristics of core and user-contributed packages. They found that
user-contributed packages are growing faster than core packages. Additionally, they reported that
user-contributed packages are typically smaller than core packages in the R ecosystem. Kabbedijk
and Jansen [95] analyzed the Ruby ecosystem and found that many small and large projects are
interconnected. Decan et al. [55] investigated the evolution of package dependency networks for seven
packaging ecosystems. Their findings reveal that the studied packaging ecosystems grow overtime in
term of number of published and updated packages. They also observed that the increase number
of transitive dependencies for some packages.
Other work investigate the challenges of using external package of an ecosystem including; identify
conflicts between JavaScript package [147], examine how pull requests help developers to upgrade
out-of-date dependencies in their applications [131], study the usage of repository badges in the npm
ecosystem [188], and the usage of dependency graph to discover hidden trend in an ecosystem [105].
In many ways, our study complements the previous work since, instead of focusing on all packages
in an ecosystem, we specifically focus on trivial packages and we studied them in two different
package management systems npm and PyPI . Moreover, we examine the reasons developers use
trivial package and what they view as their drawbacks. We study the reuse of trivial packages,
which is a subset of general code reuse. Hence, we do expect there to be some overlap with prior
work. Like many empirical studies, we confirm some of the prior findings, which is a contribution
on its own [91, 170]. Moreover, this chapter adds to the prior findings through, for example, our
validation of the developers’ assumptions. Lastly, we do believe our study fills a real gap since 65%
of the participants said they wanted to know our study outcomes.
5.9 Threats to Validity
In this section, we discuss the threats to the validity of our case study.
5.9.1 Construct Validity
Construct validity considers the relationship between theory and observation, in case the measured
variables do not measure the actual factors. To define trivial packages, we surveyed 12 JavaScript and
13 Python developers who are mostly graduate student with some professional experience. However,
we find that there was a clear vote for what is considered a trivial package. Also, although our data
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suggested that packages with ≤ 35 LOC and a complexity ≤ 10 are trivial packages, we believe that
other definitions are possible for trivial packages. That said, of the 125 survey participants that
we emailed about using trivial packages, only 2 mentioned that the flagged package is not a trivial
package (even though it fit our criteria). To us, this is a confirmation that our definition applies in
the vast majority of the cases, although clearly it is not perfect.
We use the LOC and complexity of the code to determine trivial packages. In some cases, these
may not be the only measures that need to be considered to determine a trivial packages. For
example, some of the trivial packages have their own dependencies, which may need to be taken into
consideration. However, our experience tells us that most developers only look at the package itself
and not its dependencies when determining if it is trivial or not. That said, when we replicate this
questionnaire with another set of participants from the Python language community, we found that
developers seem to confirm our definition of a trivial JavaScript/Python packages [11].
Our list of reasons for and drawbacks of using trivial packages are based on a survey of 88
JavaScript and 37 Python developers. Although this is a large number of developers, our results may
not hold for all developers. A different sample of developers may result in a different list or ranking
of advantages and disadvantages. To mitigate the risk due to this sampling, we contacted developers
from different applications and as our responses show, most are experienced developers. Also, there is
potential that our survey questions may have influenced the replies from the respondents. However,
to minimize such influence, we made sure to ask for free-form responses (to minimize any bias) and
we publicly share our survey and all of our anonymized survey responses.
In our first study on npm, we used npms to measure various quantitative metrics related to
testing, community interest and download counts. Our measurements are only as accurate as npms,
however, given that it is the main search tool for npm, we are confident in the the npms metrics.
We also use libraries.io to calculate the community interested and the usage count metrics for PyPI
packages, and our measurements are as accurate as libraries.io. We resort to use the libraries.io data
since it has been used on other prior work (e.g,. [55, 54]). In addition, we use the dataset provided
by Valiev et al. [190] to measure the direct and indirect dependencies of the packages on PyPI .
We do not distinguish between the domain of studied packages, which may impact the findings.
However, to help mitigate any bias we analyzed more than 230,000 npm and 74,663 PyPI packages
that cover a wide range of package domains.
We removed test code from our dataset to ensure that our analysis only considers production
source code. We identified test code by searching for the term ‘test’ (and its variants) in the file
names and file paths. Even though this technique is widely accepted in the literature [74, 189, 210],
to confirm whether our technique is correct, i.e., files that have the term ‘test’ in their names and
paths actually contain test code, we took a statistically significant sample of the packages to achieve
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a 95% confidence level and a 5% confidence interval and examined them manually.
In addition, to examine the well-tested perception for the PyPI trivial packages, the first two
authors manually examine the source code of the trivial packages to classify whether they have test
code written or not. Since this classification process is straightforward (i.,e. to see if the repository
has test code or no), we did not apply a formal review process, but we did have all cases that were
unclear discussed by the first two authors even though there were not many such cases.
5.9.2 External Validity
External validity considers the generalization of our findings. All of our findings were derived from
open source JavaScript applications and npm packages and its replication on Python and PyPI
packages. Even though we believe that the two studied two software package managers are amongst
the most commonly used ones, our findings may not generalize to other platforms or ecosystems.
That said, historical evidence shows that examples of individual cases contributed significantly in
areas such as physics, economics, social sciences and even software engineering [67]. We believe
that strong empirical evidence is built from both, studies on individual cases and studies on large
samples.
5.10 Chapter Summary
The use of trivial packages is an increasingly popular trend in software development [10]. Like any
development practice, it has its proponents and opponents. The goal of our study is to examine
the prevalence, reasons and drawbacks of using trivial packages in different package management
platforms, namely npm and PyPI .
Our results indicate that trivial packages are commonly and widely used in JavaScript and
Python applications. We also find that while the majority of JavaScript developers in our study do
not oppose the use of trivial packages, the majority of Python developers believe that using trivial
packages could be harmful. Additionally, based on the developers responses, developers from the two
packages management platforms stated that the main reasons for developers to use trivial packages
is due to the fact that they are considered to be well implemented and tested. However, they do cite
the fact that the additional dependencies’ overhead as a drawback of using these trivial packages.
Our empirical study showed that considering trivial packages to be well tested is a misconception
since more than half of the trivial package we studied do not even have tests written, however,
these trivial packages seem to be ‘deployment tested’ and have similar Community interest and
Download/usage count values as non-trivial packages. In addition, we find that some of the trivial
packages have their own dependencies and, in our studied dataset, 11.5% of the npm and 2.9% of
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the PyPI trivial packages have more than 20 dependencies. Hence, developers should be careful
about which trivial packages they use.
In the previous three chapters (Chapters 3, 4, & 5), we have focused on understanding the use and
type of knowledge reused from crowdsourcing platforms through studying some of the well-known
crowdsourcing platforms. Surprisingly while the crowd provides tremendous development knowledge
that developers can use, we found that supporting such reuse through ensuring the quality is lacking.
To facilitate reusing crowdsourcing knowledge, we believe that a quality assurance technique can be
improved to suit these development practices. Thus, in the following chapter, we turn our attention
to improve the efficiency of reusing crowdsourcing knowledge in the software development process.
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Chapter 6
Improving the efficiency of Reusing
Crowdsourced Knowledge
Continuous Integration (CI) frameworks such as Travis CI, automatically build and run tests when-
ever a new commit is submitted/pushed. Although there are many advantages in using CI, e.g.,
speeding up the release cycle and automating the test execution process, it has been noted that the
CI process can take a very long time to complete. One of the possible reasons for such delays is the
fact that some commits (e.g., changes to readme files) unnecessarily kick off the CI process.
Therefore, the goal of this chapter is to automate the process of determining which commits can
be CI skipped. We start by examining the commits of 58 Java projects and identify commits that
were explicitly CI skipped by developers. Based on the manual investigation of 1,813 explicitly CI
skipped commits, we first devise an initial model of a CI skipped commit and use this model to
propose a rule-based technique that automatically identifies commits that should be CI skipped. To
evaluate the rule-based technique, we perform a study on unseen datasets extracted from ten projects
and show that the devised rule-based technique is able to detect and label CI skip commits, achieving
Areas Under the Curve (AUC) values between 0.56 and 0.98 (average of 0.73). Additionally, we show
that, on average, our technique can reduce the number of commits that need to trigger the CI process
by 18.16%. We also qualitatively triangulated our analysis on the importance of skipping CI process
through a survey with 40 developers. The survey results showed that 75% of the surveyed developers
consider it to be nice, important or very important to have a technique that automatically flags CI
skip commits. To operationalize our technique, we develop a publicly available prototype tool, called
CI-Skipper, that can be integrated with any Git repository and automatically mark commits that
can be CI skipped.
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6.1 Introduction
Continuous integration (CI) is becoming increasingly popular in modern software projects. CI
platforms automate the process of building and testing these projects. Previous research showed that
CI, amongst other things, increases developers’ productivity and helps improve software quality [196].
Due to their many advantages, Hilton et al. showed that CI is used by both, the open source
community and in industrial software projects [85, 86] and that as much as 40% of 34,544 of analyzed
popular GitHub projects use CI [86].
Despite CI’s many benefits and wide popularity, it also has several drawbacks. CI’s process can
take a very long time to complete [128], especially for large projects [46]. This can be particularly
problematic for developers who need the CI process to complete after each commit. This long
waiting time is mainly due to the fact that the CI process needs to automatically clone the source
code into a clean virtual machine, set up the required environment, initiate the build, run the tests
and output the result of the build to the developers after each commit. This waiting time can affect
both, the speed of software development and the productivity of the developers (Duvall et al. [60],
p. 87). Specially, when these commits are submitted by voluntary contributors known as the crowd.
Most of the previous work on CI focused on the study of its usage and benefits (e.g,. [110, 196]).
Other work examined the reason for failing builds [172], and even tried to predict the results of the
build result [83]. However, very few studies try to improve the efficiency of the CI process. We
believe that doing so can reap benefits, especially for large projects that use CI. Since the CI process
is triggered by commits, we believe that trying to reduce the number of commits that kick off the
CI process will have the biggest impact (though it is not the only way to do so).
Our main argument is that not every commit needs to trigger the CI process. For instance,
developers may modify a project’s documentations and cause the CI process to be triggered. Since
such a change does not affect the source code, the result of the build will not change and kicking off
the CI process is just a waste of resources. Furthermore, in a discussion channel on Travis CI, many
developers argue that the CI process should not be run on every commit, and Travis CI developers
are asked to provide an advanced mechanism to automatically CI skip specific commits1. Even
though, Travis CI actually has built in functionality that allows developers to skip the CI process
for a specific commit, the challenge of which commit to CI skip remains. As we will show later,
developers often do not leverage this existing CI skip feature, which indicates that they a) either are
unaware of this feature or b) do not know when a commit can be CI skipped.
Therefore, the main goal of our work is to automatically detect and label commits that can be
CI skipped. We begin by studying 1,813 CI skip commits belong to projects from the TravisTorrent
dataset [26], where developers explicitly skip the build when using Travis CI to understand the
1https://github.com/travis-ci/travis-ci/issues/6301
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reasons why developers skip build commits. We found that developers skip the CI process for eight
main reasons, of which five can be automated; changes that touch only documentation files, changes
that touch only source code comments, changes that modify the formatting of source code, changes
that touch meta files, and changes that only prepare the code for release. Based on the automatable
reasons, we propose a rule-based technique, which automatically detects and labels commits that
can be CI skipped.
To examine the effectiveness and potential effort savings of our proposed technique, we perform
an empirical study using 392 open source Java projects. Our study examines two research questions
RQ1: How effective is our rule-based technique in detecting CI skip commits? and RQ2: How
much effort can be saved by marking CI skip commits using our rule-based technique? Our findings
show that our rule-based technique can detect and label CI commits with an AUC between 0.56 and
0.98 (average of 0.73). Although these may seem like modest performance numbers, they are quite
favourable given the unbalanced nature of the data (i.e., only a small portion of the commits can
be CI skipped). Moreover, we find that applying our technique can, on average, CI skip 18.16% of
a project’s commits, amounting to a savings of 917 minutes per project.
Moreover, to better understand the importance of the CI skip technique from developers, we
conducted a survey with 40 developers. Our survey results showed that 75% of the developers believe
it would be nice, important or very important to have a technique that automatically indicates CI
skip commits. Finally, we built a prototype tool that implements our rule-based technique and
make it publicly available so that developers and the research community can begin to leverage the
benefits of this research immediately.
Our work makes the following contributions:
• We first qualitatively examine commits that can be CI skipped. We manually examine more than
1,800 commits to determine the reasons that developers CI skip commits.
• We propose a rule-based technique that can be used to automatically detect and label CI skip
commits. Our results show that our technique is effective and can provide effort savings for
software projects.
• We perform a survey with 40 open source developers to gain an in-depth understanding about
the importance of having a technique to CI skip commits. Developers indicated that they CI
skip a commit when they perceive no change in the build results, saving development time and
computational resources. At the same time, 75% of the surveyed developers indicate that having
an automatic techniques to CI skip commits would be favourable.
• We build a prototype tool, called CI-Skipper, that implements our technique and is publicly
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available for the community to use 2.
6.1.1 Organization of the Chapter
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 provides background on the CI process, in
particular Travis CI. We detail our data collection and the dataset used in our study in Section 6.3.
We describe our approach and the reasons that developers CI skip commits in Section 6.4. We present
our case study results, detailing the effectiveness and effort savings of our technique in Section 6.5.
In Section 6.6, we present the developers survey about CI skip commits. The shortcomings of our
technique and the use of source code analysis are discussed in Section 6.7. Section 6.8 presents our
prototype tool, CI-Skipper. The work related to our study is discussed in Section 6.9 and the
threats to validity in Section 6.10. Section 6.11 concludes the chapter.
6.2 Background and Terminology
Since the main goal of our study is to detect commit that can be CI skip, it is important first
to provide some background on CI and Travis CI in particular. Travis CI is an online continuous
integration service. When a commit is pushed to any branch or a pull request is made to a git
repository, Travis CI starts the continuous integration process. The pushed commits or pull requests
can trigger a build that is often referred to as a build commit. A build commit can be triggered on
a single commit or a group of commits, known as a set of changes. In general, the build commit is
supposed to build the project and run any specified tests, which should pass.
Given that the CI process requires resources, developers may decide that there is no need to build
the project for a commit (for various reasons). A skipped commit, is a commit in which a developer
explicitly and intentionally requests the CI process to be bypassed. To skip the CI process in Travis
CI, a developer adds the term [skip ci] or [ci skip] in the commit message. It is important to
note here that although Travis CI will provide the functionality for a commit or pull request to be
CI skipped, the developer needs to explicitly add the aforementioned terms in the commit message.
Once the CI process is triggered with a build commit, the repository is first cloned in a clean
virtual machine. Then, Travis CI starts the installation phases by installing all the required depen-
dencies for the project and builds it and runs associated test cases. Travis CI can be configured to
run multiple jobs (i.,e. n-jobs). A Job corresponds to a configuration of the building step (i.e., the
SDK version or the DBMS), which enhances the run time and better utilizes the processing power




Table 16: Percentage of Build Results in All the Java Projects in the TravisTorrent Dataset.
Build Result Min. Median(x˜) Mean(µ) Max.
Passed 0.00% 84.13% 76.37% 100%
Failed 0.00% 7.89% 13.86% 100%
Errored 0.00% 4.87% 9.58% 90.09%
Canceled 0.00% 0.00% 0.19% 5.45%
Once the CI process is complete, Travis CI reports its results, which can be one of four: passed:
the project is successfully built and its tests pass; failed: the project fails to build or some of its tests
did not pass; errored: which can happen for different reasons, but generally means that an error
occurred in one or more of the CI phases (e.g., the installation did not complete or a configuration
of the build system is missing), and/or canceled which means the CI process was canceled, most
likely by the developer or the release engineer [25].
6.3 Data Collection
The goal of our study is to determine the commits that can be CI skipped. Since to the best of
our knowledge, no other work examined skipped commits, we collected data of projects that skip
some of their commits, which we use later to derive rules that can be used to skip commits. In this
section, we detail our data collection and processing steps.
6.3.1 The TravisTorrent Dataset
The main data source for our study is the TravisTorrent dataset [26]. TravisTorrent is a publicly
available data set that synthesizes data from Travis CI4 and their corresponding GitHub repositories.
We obtained the TravisTorrent data dump (released December 06, 2016) in SQL format. The dataset
combines meta-data from three sources, the git version control system, the GitHub website, and
Travis CI services [25].
Since we are interested in non-toy projects, and similar to prior research [97], we use a number
of criteria to make sure we study real projects. We used the TravisTorrent dataset which identifies
projects with at least 50 Travis CI builds and a minimum of 10 watchers on GitHub [26]. Based
on this filtering process, TravisTorrent dataset contains 1,283 open source projects, made up of 886
ruby projects, 393 Java projects, and 4 JavaScript projects.
In this chapter, we focused on the study of the 393 projects written in Java. We chose to focus
4https://travis-ci.org/
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on projects written in Java, since 1) we manually examined each project and wanted a dataset
that is sufficiently large, but at the same time manageable to analyze manually, 2) Java is a well-
understood language that the authors have expertise in, hence, giving us confidence in the manual
analysis, and 3) Java is one of the most popular programming languages on GitHub [196]. That
said, it is important to note that our study is not language dependent and our appraoch & technique
can be applied on projects written in any programming language.
We cloned all the 393 open source Java projects provided in the TravisTorrent dataset and
identified the date when Travis CI was introduced to each project. We did so by determining the
commit date that the .travis.yml5 file was added. We could not determine the date for one project
since its history was modified (i.e., the developers of the project rebased many of the commits), which
made our final dataset contain 392 Java projects. We analyze the commit history of all the branches
for each project and extracted various metrics, which include, 1) the type of change in each commit
(i.e., does the commit modify source code, modify the formatting of the source code, or modify source
code comments); 2) the type of file(s) modified in each commit (provided by their file extensions);
and 3) identified the commits that contain the keyword [ci skip] or its variation [skip ci] in its
commit message.
6.3.2 Aggregating the Travis CI Results
The TravisTorrent dataset organizes the build results at the job level. Every job is associated with a
build commit, a set of changes and is associated with other meta data (e.g,. build states, number of
test runs). In total, the dataset contains 456,793 jobs that come from 243,811 build commits. Each
project has an average number of 620.4 builds (median of 296).
To come up with one result for a build we aggregate the result of all jobs related to a build and
provide one status using the build-id in the TravisTorrent dataset. Since several jobs may belong
to the same build commit that can have different statuses, we abstracted the job data to the build
commit level in order to avoid any ambiguity as to whether the build commit passed or failed. To
do so, we looked at the status of every job related to a build commit and if any of them failed during
the build, we considered the whole build commit as failed. Also, the same build commit may trigger
the build on Travis CI more than one time and could result in different statuses. We found 26,965
duplicated builds with the same build-id and we eliminated these build commits.
Table 16 shows the summary statistics for each of the different build outcomes in all the Java
projects in our dataset. We observe that the majority of the builds pass (median 84.13%), and some
fail, error, and/or are canceled (medians 7.89%, 4.87%, and 0.0%, respectively)6.
5The .travis.yml file is the configuration file used to configure Travis CI in a project.
6There is only one project that all its CI commits fail which is the sdywcd/jshoper3x project.
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Table 17: Shows Projects in the Testing Dataset.
Project # Commits§ % Skipped Commits
TracEE Context-Log 216 29.63
SAX 372 23.66







Mechanical Tsar 388 34.54
Average 306.20 31.88
Median 321.50 26.65
§Number of commits after the introduction of Travis CI
service to the project.
Finally, since the goal of this study is to examine the commits that can be skipped, we only focus
on builds that have a pass or fail status. Thus, we eliminate all builds commits that have a status of
Error or Cancel from our analysis, since we can not determine the actual reason of the build results,
and in such cases it is not clear how and if the commit is impacted. In total, we studied 193,833 out
of 243,811 build commits from the 392 different projects.
6.3.3 Test Dataset
To determine how effective the devised technique is in detecting CI skip commits, we need to have a
labeled testing dataset that we can apply the devised technique on. We have two main criteria when
building the test dataset: first we need a dataset that is different than the dataset used to learn our
rules from (to test on completely unseen data); second the dataset should have a sufficient number
of CI skipped commits (that are explicitly marked by developers). To do so, we resorted to GitHub,
and we searched for non-forked Java projects that use Travis CI and where their developers use
the [ci skip] feature. To search for these projects on GitHub, we first use the BigQuery GitHub
dataset, which provides a web-based console to allow the execution of a SQL query on the GitHub
data7. We search for all non-forked Java projects that 1) contains the keywords [ci skip] | [skip
7https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/public-data/github
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Table 18: Summary of the Number of Commits After Introducing Travis CI, the Number and
Percentage of Skip Commit for all Studied Java Projects, and for only Projects Using CI Skip.
Measurement
All the Projects Projects Using CI Skip
Min. Median Mean Max. Min. Median Mean Max.
#Commits§ 38 769.50 1,556 32,370 168 1,276 2,426 32,370
#Skip Commits 0 0 4.62 515 1 6 31.26 515
%Skip Commits 0.00% 0.00% 0.45% 33.64% 0.01% 0.48% 3.06% 33.64%
#Developers 1 33 49.18 612 2 40 67.60 341
Time-frame‡ 5 865 850 1,796 16 904.5 897.5 1,600
§Number of commits after the introduction of Travis CI service.
‡Time-frame is measured in the number of days.
ci] in more than 10% of their commit messages; and 2) do not exist in the TravisTorrent dataset.
We choose projects with > 10% of skipped commits, since this means that the developers of those
projects are somehow familiar with the Travis CI skip feature. We also eliminate the projects that
exist in the TravisTorrent dataset, since our training data comes from the TravisTorrent dataset.
We found eleven projects that satisfy our selection criteria. However, we eliminated one project
where all the CI skip commits were auto-generated, which left us with ten projects. Table 17 presents
the project names, the number of commits after the introduction of Travis CI service to the project,
and the percentage of CI skipped commits in the ten selected Java projects. In total there are
3,062 (average 306.20 and median 321.50) commits in all the selected projects. The table also shows
that the percentage of actual CI skipped commits varies between 12.17 - 69.01% for projects in the
testing dataset. It is important to note that we only consider commits after the use of Travis CI in
the projects, since it presents the period of the project life where its developers start using the CI
service.
6.4 Investigating the Reasons for [CI Skip] Commits
In this section, we describe the preliminarily analysis that we performed on the TravisTorrent dataset
to understand when developers decide to CI skip in real world projects. Using our knowledge, our
goal is to devise a rule-based technique to detect skipped commits. We then come up with a set of
rules that is used to devise a rule-based technique to determine commits that can be CI skipped.
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Table 19: Reasons for CI Skipped Commits.





Developers add or modify non source code









Adding , removing or editing source code
comments
109 (6.01%) Repository
Meta files Developers modify meta files in the




Formatting source code without changing
the semantic of the code
21 (1.16%) Repository
Source code Change that is made to source code of
the project, but developers skip the build
commit.
191 (10.54%) Developer
Build change Developer made change to build system
they use.
112 (6.18%) Developer
Tests Change that is related to test cases of the
project.
18 (1.00%) Developer
Other - 190 (10.48%) Various
6.4.1 Identifying CI Skip Commits in the TravisTorrent Dataset
As mentioned earlier, developers can explicitly add the keyword [skip ci] or its variation [ci
skip] to tell the Travis CI that they intend to skip a commit. Hence, we mine the commit mes-
sages and search for the skip keywords to obtain all of the skipped commits. After mining each
project’s data, we determine the time when the project started using Travis CI by determining the
commit that introduced Travis’s CI configuration file (.travis.yml). Then, we use a string pattern
matching technique to automatically detect commits that are CI skipped, i.e., we searched using the
term ‘[skip ci] | [ci skip]’. This was fairly straightforward since the skip keywords are very
structured.
The goal of this section is to investigate how much this CI skip feature is used. Hence, we
measured the number and percentage of skipped commits per project. It turns out that most
projects did not [ci skip] commits - only 58 out of the 392 projects had one or more skipped
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commits.
Table 18 presents the statistics for the entire dataset for the 392 projects and the data of the
58 projects that have at least one skipped commit. We observe that overall, the mean number of
skipped commits per project is 4.62 commits, which equates to (0.45%) of all commits. However,
when we look at the projects that have at least one skipped commit (58 projects), we see that they
have 3.06% skipped commits on average. In addition, we observe that the 392 analyzed projects
contains a median of 33 (average = 49.18) developers, while the 58 projects that have at least one CI
skip commit have a median of 40 (average = 67.60) developers. The Table shows that the number of
developers in our dataset is in the typical range of the number of developers in open source projects
hosted on GitHub [193, 28, 185]. Table 18 shows the time-frame of the studied projects (measured
in days). For all the projects the median number of days is 865 (average = 850), while the projects
that have at least one CI skip commit have a median of 904.5 days (average = 897.5).
It is important to distinguish between the two sets, i.e., projects that have at least one skipped
commits and all projects, since prior work showed that most developers may not know about the
different features of CI tools, such as the ability to skip commits [86]. In any case, the projects with
at least one skipped commit gives us a different view and at least for such projects we know that
one or more developers knew about the skip functionality.
In total we find 1,813 skipped commits in TravisTorrent dataset. Overall, we observe that the
number/percentage of the skipped commits can vary significantly for different projects, however,
the detected number of skipped commits is large enough to enable the exploration and extraction
of reasons that developers CI skip commits.
6.4.2 Reasons for CI Skip Commits
The first author manually analyzed all the 1,813 CI skip commits and identified the reason that
developers skipped the commit. The first author applied an iterative coding process [171], where the
first author first inspected every skipped commit by looking at its meta-data (e.g., commit message,
etc.) and its associated source code in order to determine the reason for the commit being skipped.
Every time a new reason for a CI skip is identified, we re-examine all the previously categorized
commits to determine if categorization for a commit changed. As a result of this manual analysis,
we were able to identify eight different reasons that developer CI skip a commit for.
Since this manual analysis heavily depends on human judgment, our classification is prone to
human bias. Thus, to examine the validity of our classification, we extracted a statistically significant
sample of 317 (of the 1813 CI skip commits) commits to achieve a confidence level of 95% and a
confidence interval of 5%. Then, we had the second author independently classify the 317 commits.
After, the second author classified the 317 commits, we measured Cohen’s Kappa coefficient to
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evaluate the level of agreement between the two annotators [43]. Cohen’s Kappa coefficient is a well-
known statistical method that evaluates the inter-rater agreement level for categorical scales. The
resulting coefficient is a scale that ranges between -1.0 and +1.0, where a negative value means poorer
than chance agreement, zero indicates exactly chance agreement, and a positive value indicates better
than chance agreement. As a result of this process, we found the level of agreement between the two
annotators to be +0.96, which is consider to be excellent agreement [65].
Table 19 lists the reasons, provides a description, the number (and percentage) and information
source needed for CI skipped commits in the history of the studied Java projects. The information
source needed is related to the type of information that one needs to make a decision on whether
a commit should be CI skipped or not. For example, if the commit changes non-source code files,
one can easily infer such information from the project’s repository. However, if the reason depends
on the source code being modified, then such information is difficult to infer unless the developer
or someone with domain specific knowledge provides it. We discuss this in more detail, later in
Section 6.7.
In devising our rule-based technique to automatically detect CI skip commits, we focus on the
five rules that can be inferred from the repository data since such reasons can be automated and
applied to a wide number of projects. Below, we provide more details about each reason:
• R1. Changes that touch documentation or non-source code files (52.01%): The most
common reasons for developers to skip commit build is when developers change, add, or delete
non-source code files. For example, commits that change readme files, release notices, and/or
adding logo to the projects.
• R2. Changes related to preparing releases (Version preparation) (15.11%): In this
type of skip commit, developers simply prepare the project for release. For example, developers
modify the version number of the project.
• R3. Changes that only modify source code comments (6.01%): developers CI skip
commits when they modify comments in the source code. For example, when they change the
copyright of a source code file or modify the description of a partial source code.
• R4. Changes that touch meta files (3.75%): Developers tend to skip a commit when they
change meta data of the project. For example, a developer may change a .ignore file, hence,
they do not see any reason to build the project.
• R5. Changes that format source code (1.16%): Formatting source code is another reason
that developers do skip commit for. For example, when a developer tries to improve the readability
of the source code, they add a newline and/or spaces to reformat the source code.
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In other cases, developers may CI skip for reasons that are not easily identifiable through the
repository. Below we detail the reasons that developers may CI skip a build:
• D1. Commits that change source code (10.54%): In this case a developer changed the
source code of a project (e.g., add, delete, or/and modify source code), and CI skip the build. We
discuss and provide a more comprehensive list of such commits in Section 6.7.
• D2. Commits that change the configuration of the build system used in the project
(6.18%): in certain cases, developers change the configuration of the build systems and CI skip
that commit. Although the detection of such a commit can be easily automated, the decision
that the developer makes to CI skip or not depends on the developers’ themselves. For example,
in certain cases, a developer may change the build configuration and decide to CI skip and in
another they may not.
• D3. Changes related to test cases of a projects (1.00%): In these cases developers
CI skip commit that change source code of test cases. For example, a developer adds a new
test case to the project and decide not to build the project. Once again, this can be easily
automated, however, the reason that a test-related change may get CI skipped or not depends on
the developers themselves, which makes it difficult to automate.
There are cases (10.48%) where developers CI skip commits, but we cannot identify the exact
reasons or some rare cases that are not worth having a separate category for. Finally, it should be
mentioned that a build commit could contain more than one change type, hence the percentages
above sum to more than 100%.
The most frequent type of changes that developers tend to skip build commits and can be
inferred from the repository data are changing non-source code files, version preparation, source
code comments, meta files, and formatting source code. The other three type of changes that
developers CI skip a commit for require the developer knowledge which are changing source
code, configuration of the build system, and test code.
6.4.3 Operationalization of Rules to Automatically Detect CI Skip Com-
mits
As mentioned above, we use the CI skip commits to learn the different reasons that such commits
exist. We do so in order to come up with a rule-based technique that can be used to automatically
mark commits as CI skip commits. Hence, in this section, we detail the ‘rules’ in our rule-based
technique, which are based on the aforementioned reasons.
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Our rules are based on the reasons that can be extracted from software repositories (i.e., R1-R5).
We focus on these reasons since they can be easily extracted, applied to any software project, and
be fully automated. Below, we describe how we operationalized the rules used to detect CI skip
commits:
Rule 1: Non-source code files: Similar to prior work [194, 87], we rely on the file extension to
identify if a file change is a non-source code change (e.g,. readme file). We came up with a list of
file extensions that indicate non-source code files (e.g., .md, .txt, and .png). Then, for each new
commit, we check if the files changed are listed in the predefined list of non-source code extensions.
In cases where the file does not have any extension, we check if the file is one that is not expected to
affect the build (e.g., LICENSE, COPYRIGHT)8. In the case of the aforementioned files, we mark
the commit with a CI skip.
Rule 2: Version release: We analyze the changed files in a commit and if the commit only modified
the version in build configurations files, e.g., Maven or Gradle, then we mark the commit as a release
preparation commit. Since such commits need not to be built, we mark the commit as a CI skip
commit.
Rule 3: Source code comments: We consider changes that only modify the source code com-
ments as changes that do not effect the build. Hence, we use regular expressions to remove the
comments from the modified files. Since we analyze projects written in Java programming language,
we considered all files ending with .java to be Java source code files and applied the following regular
expression to each line of those files:
/\/\/(.*)|\/\*(\*(?!\/)|[^*])*?\*\//
We then check if the remaining lines modified by the change are the same, we consider the change
as a source code comment change and mark it as a CI skip commit.
Rule 4: Meta files: As we did with non-source code files, we identify meta files by looking at the
extensions of the files modified in the commit9. We consider a commit in this category if it only
modifies meta files in the repository such as .ignore file.
Rule 5: Formatting source code: To identify changes that only modify the format of the source
code, we compare the current version of the file with the previous version of the file after removing
all white spaces that are ignored by the Java language grammars. To be able to combine this rule
withe Rule 3, we implement this process after removing the source code comment from both versions
of the file. Thus, we use the devised rule-based technique to implement a tool (Details of the tool
are in Section 6.8).




6.5 Case Study Results
After understanding the reasons for CI skip commits and devising the rules to detect such commits,
we would like to answer our research questions related to the effectiveness of our technique (RQ1)
and the effort savings (RQ2). For each question, we describe the motivation behind the question,
the approach to address the question, and present our findings.
6.5.1 RQ1: How Effective is Our Rule-Based Technique in Detecting CI
Skip Commits?
Motivation: Since building the project after every commit can be wasteful (Duvall et al. [60], p.
87), we want to be able to effectively determine commits that can be CI skipped. Since it is now
up to the developers to manually CI skip commits, we can use our rule-based technique to help
automate this process and even recommend to developers if their commit should be CI skipped or
not. Using the reasons we extracted from the current CI skipped commits, we devise a rule-based
technique to detect skip commit. Thus, the goal of this research question is to examine how good is
the defined rule-based technique in detecting skipped commits.
Approach: To determine how effective the devised rule-based technique is, we run the devised
technique on all the projects in the testing dataset described in section 6.3.3. To evaluate the
accuracy of our technique in detecting skip commits, we calculate the standard classification accuracy
measures - recall and precision. In our study, recall is the percentage of correctly classified Skip
Commits relative to all of the commits that are actually skipped (i.e. Recall = TPTP+FN ). Precision
is the percentage of detected skipped commits that are actually skipped commits (i.e. Precision
= TPTP+FP ). Finally, we combine the precision and recall of our defined rule-based technique in
detecting skip commits using the well-known F1-measure (i.e. F1-measure = 2× Precision×RecallPrecision+Recall ).
Since our dataset is unbalanced (i.e., a small percentage of commits are CI skipped), we would
like to put our results in context by comparing it to a baseline that takes this data imbalance into
account. Similar to prior work [47, 173], we calculate the performance of the baseline model as
follows: the precision of this baseline model is calculated by taking the total number of CI skip
commits over the total number of commits of each project. For example, project jMotif-GI has a
total number of 345 commits, of those, only 42 commits are commits that are explicitly labeled as
CI skip commits. The probability of randomly labeling a commits as a CI skip commit comment
is 12.17% (i.e., 42345 ). Similarly, to calculate the recall we take into consideration the two possible
classifications available: CI skip or not. Once a prediction is made, there is a 50% chance that the
commit will be classified as CI skip commit. Thus, the F1-measure for the baseline of the jMotif-GI
project is computed as 2× 0.1217×0.50.1217+0.5 = 0.098.
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Table 20: Performance of Rule-Based Technique.
Project Precision Recall F1-Measure (Relative F1-Measure) AUC
TracEE Context-Log 0.91 1.00 0.96 (2.6X) 0.98
GrammarViz 0.57 0.89 0.70 (3.3X) 0.89
Parallec 0.80 0.97 0.88 (1.7X) 0.83
SAX 0.46 0.95 0.62 (1.9X) 0.80
jMotif-GI 0.32 0.79 0.46 (2.4X) 0.78
CandyBar 0.84 0.46 0.59 (1.0X) 0.63
Solr-iso639-filter 0.49 0.94 0.64 (1.4X) 0.62
SteVe 0.37 0.28 0.32 (1.1X) 0.58
Mechanical Tsar 0.69 0.20 0.31 (0.8X) 0.58
Trane.io Future 0.26 0.33 0.29 (1.1X) 0.56
Average 0.57 0.68 0.58 (1.7X) 0.73
Median 0.53 0.84 0.61 (1.5X) 0.71
Then, we divide the F1-measure from our technique with the baseline F1-measure and provide a
relative F1-measure, which tells us how much better our technique does compared to the baseline.
For instance, if a baseline achieves a F1-measure of 10%, while the defined rule-base technique
achieves a F1-measure of 20%, then the relative F1-measure is given 2010 = 2X. In other words,
the defined rule-based technique performs twice as accurate as the baseline model. It is important
to note that the higher the relative F1-measure value the better the model is at detecting CI skip
commits.
Additionally, to mitigate the limitation of choosing a fixed threshold when calculating precision
and recall, we also present the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) values. AUC is computed by
measuring the area under the curve that plots the true positive rate against the false positive rate,
while varying the threshold that is used to determine if a commit is classified as skipped or not. The
advantage of the AUC measure is its robustness toward imbalanced data since its value is obtained
by varying the classification threshold over all possible values. The AUC value ranges between 0-1,
and a larger AUC value indicates better classification performance.
Results: Table 20 shows the result of the devised rule-based technique. We first present the
precision, recall, F1-measure (relative F1-measure shown in parentheses), and AUC in the table. As
we can see, the devised rule-based technique achieves an average F1-measure of 0.58 (median = 0.61)
and average AUC of 0.73 (median = 0.71). This corresponds to a significant improvement of 72% in
F1-measure over our baseline. The AUC at 0.73 is also significantly higher than the 0.50 baseline.
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As mentioned earlier, although these may seem like modest performance numbers, they are quite
significant given the unbalanced nature of the data (i.e., only a small portion of the commits can be
CI skipped).
Moreover, we see from Table 20 that for nine of the ten projects, we achieve an improvement in
F1-measure and AUC over the baseline. The results show that our rule-based technique is effective
in detecting CI skip commits, achieving an AUC of up to 0.98 for the TracEE Context-Log project.
However, in one particular projects (Mechanical Tsar), our technique performs poorly. We
manually investigated the data from this project to better understand the reasons for this poor per-
formance. For Mechanical Tsar project, we found a total of 134 commits that are explicitly marked
to be CI skipped. The devised rule-based technique correctly identified 26 of these commits. For
the remaining 108 commits, what we found is that they were related to either source code changes
(which we cannot automatically skip without developer knowledge), changes related to Maven de-
pendencies (which we believe should not be skipped, since they may break the project [172]) and
changes related to the configuration of Docker containers (once again, changes that need developer
knowledge to safely mark as CI skip).
It is important to note that there are two main factors that impact the performance of our
technique. First, we test the technique against commits that are explicitly labeled by the developers
to be CI skipped. In many cases, our rule-based technique is correct in flagging a commit to be
CI skipped, however, the developer may have forgotten or not known that this commit should be
CI skipped (we discuss this point in more detail in Section 6.10.2). This, of course, would result
in a false negative and negatively impact the overall performance of our technique. Second, our
technique is rule-based mainly due to the fact that we want it to be easily explainable and easy to
apply (as we show later in Section 6.8).
Our rule-based technique can effectively classify CI skip commits with an average AUC of 0.73
and F1-measure of 0.58, which represents an improvement of 70% over a baseline model.
6.5.2 RQ2: How Much Effort Can be Saved by Marking CI Skip Commits
Using Our Rule-Based Technique?
Motivation: After determining the effectiveness of the rule-based technique, we would like to
know if applying this technique and marking some of the commits as CI skip commits would save
significant effort for the project. Automatically detecting commits that can be CI skipped can reduce
the amount of resources needed for the CI process and even speed up the overall development, making
code reach its customers faster. Therefore, in this RQ we investigate the amount of effort that can
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be saved by applying our rule-based technique to the projects in our TravisTorrent dataset.
Approach: To address this research question, we evaluate the effort saving, by applying the defined
rule-based technique on real build commits from the TravisTorrent dataset. We perform our analysis
on projects from the TravisTorrent dataset since it contains build times and results, which enable
us to measure effort. In total, we applied our technique on the 392 Java projects, which contained
193,833 build commits. We consider two complementary ways to measure the effort savings: first,
we measure how many builds a project can save if they apply our rule-based technique; and second,
we measure how much time a project save when applying our technique on their commits. The idea
is that, if the rule-based technique detects a build commit as a skip commit, the build status will
not change, and there would be no need to build.
For every project in the TravisTorrent dataset (392 Java projects), we first apply the rule-based
technique on all the commits. We then identify the set of changes in a build commit. We rely on the
build linearization and commit mapping to git approach that is implemented in the TravisTorrent
dataset [26, 25]. The approach basically considers the build history of a project on Travis CI as a
directed graph and links each build to the commit on git that triggered the build execution. We
refer readers to the original paper by Beller et al. for a full detailed explanation of the approach
used bt the Travis Torrent dataset [26, 25]. Second, we aggregate the result of the set of changes.
So, we identify build commits (with all their associated changes) that should be skipped, and we
predict that this build commit will result in a successful build (i.e, passed status from Travis CI).
Then, we compare our predicted skipped build commit with the result from Travis CI.
We follow this methodology since a build commit can be associated with more than one commit
(i.e., the set of changes) and we also want to only CI skip commits where the build is successful.
Skipping a commit that causes the build to fail is not desirable since it means we may have let a
failing build pass by. Finally, we measure the percentage of the build commits that we predict to be
passed, since different projects will have different number of detected skip commits.
To measure the saved time, we use the time that is required for a build to be finished including
setup time, build time and test run time. This time measurement is provided by Travis CI for every
build. We argue that when a project does not build on build commits that we identify as skip build
commit, this will save the projects’s time.
Results: Percentage of saved build commits: Figure 20a shows the distribution of the saved build
commits in all the studied projects. It shows that on average, 18.16% (median = 15.04) of the
build commits in the studied projects can be CI skipped. As the figure shows, for some projects,
the percentage of CI skipped commits can be more than 70% of their commits. This finding can
have significant implications for software projects, especially given that prior research showed that


















































(b) Time Saving in Minutes
Figure 20: Beanplots showing the distributions of effort savings in terms of the number of CI skip
commits and saved time for different values of Projects. The horizontal lines represent the medians.
We also examined the top projects in terms of the percentage of commits to be CI skipped.
We found that all of these projects are real Java projects (i.e., not just toy projects), where our
technique can make a difference. For example, on the projects, Money and Currency API, has more
than 1,000 commits and 112 build commits after the introduction of Travis CI to the project, and
according to our technique, 63.4% of their build commits can be CI skipped.
Amount of time saved: Figure 20b shows the distribution of time saving (in minutes) for skipped
commits in all the studied projects. We find that, on average, 917 (median = 251.40 ) minutes can
be saved per project if the classified commits are CI skipped. In some cases, certain projects we can
save up to 37,600 minutes (or approximately 626 hours) by CI skipping commits that need not be
built.
Once again, we manually examined the top projects in terms of the time savings due to CI
skips. We found that all of these projects are real Java projects where our technique can make
a difference. At the top of the list is the GeoServer project where our technique can save 37,600
minutes since our technique shows that 17.61% of GeoServer ’s 7,817 commits (2,951 build commits
after the introduction of Travis CI) can be CI skipped.
Our rule-based technique can save developers, on average, 18.16% of their builds. These savings
equate to an average time savings of 917 minutes in build time per project.
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Table 21: Background of Survey Participants.
Experience # Developers’ Position # Experience with CI (in years) #
<1 0 Full-time Developer 30 <1 2
1 - 3 4 Part-time Developer 3 1 - 3 9
4 - 5 5 Freelance Developer 2 4 - 5 10
>5 31 Research Developer 5 >5 19
6.6 The Developers’ Perspective
Although our results showed favourable results in terms of its accuracy and potential time savings
(an average of 18.2% of their builds), one question that remains is whether such a technique is really
needed by developers. To answer this question, we conducted a developer survey asking developers
whether they consider the ability to CI skip commits as being important and why they CI skip
commits.
We sent the survey to 512 developers whose names and emails were randomly selected from the
392 projects in the TravisTorrent dataset. In total, we were able to identify 19,231 developers in the
dataset. We select a statistically significant sample to attain a 5% confidence interval and a 99%
confidence level. This random sampling process resulted in 643 developers from 152 projects. We
manually examined all the names and email address of the randomly selected developers to remove
any incorrect email or possible duplicated developers and to make sure that we have personalized
invitations that will increase the survey participation [177]. This manual analysis left us with 590
developers. Our survey was emailed to the 590 selected developers, however, since some of the emails
were returned for different reasons (e.g., the email server name does not exist, out of office replies,
etc.), we were able to successfully reach 512 developers. We received 40 responses for our survey
after opening the survey for 10 days, i.e., the response rate is 7.81%. This response rate is higher or
comparable to the typical 5% response rate reported in other software engineering surveys [176].
Survey Design: We designed an online survey that included three main parts. First we asked
questions about the participant’s background, development history and their experience using dif-
ferent CI services. We also asked whether the participants thought it is important to be able to CI
skip commits or not and finally, we asked when/why might these developers CI skip a commit.
Table 21 shows the development experience of the participants, their position, and the number of
years they have used CI services. Of the 40 participants in the survey, 31 participants had more than
5 years of development experience, 9 responses had between 1 to 5 years; 30 participants identified
themselves as full-time developers and 5 participants as part-time or freelance developers, and the















Not important Would be nice to 
have
Important Very important
Figure 21: Survey responses regarding the importance of being able to automatically CI skip a
commit.
using CI services, 19 participants had more than 5 years of using CI, 10 respondents had between 4
to 5 years, 9 others had 1 to 3 years of experience, and finally two participants had less than 1 year
of using CI. Overall, the participants are quite experienced in software development and using CI.
6.6.1 How Important is It for Developers to Have the Ability to Auto-
matically CI Skip a Commit?
We asked developers how important it is for them to have an automated way to skip the CI process
for a commit or a pull request. In essence, our goal was to determine whether having our rule-based
technique would be deemed favorable. To avoid bias[115, 121], we asked them to answer the question
on a five-point likert-scale, ranging from 1= absolutely not needed to 5= very important. Figure 21
reports the result related to developers’s opinions about the importance of having the ability to
automatically CI skip a commit. Of the 40 participants, 35% indicated that it is important or very
important and 75% indicated that it would nice, important or very important to have a technique
that automatically helps them determine a CI skip commit. On the other, the remaining 25%
considered such an approach to be not important or absolutely not important. We believe that
these results indicate that having a technique to help automatically CI skip commits is needed by
developers.
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6.6.2 When do Developers Skip the CI Process?
In addition to simply asking whether it is important to have a technique, we also asked participants
in which cases and why they CI skip a commit. We provided a free-form text box for participants to
reply in. Since the responses for these two questions are free-text, we collected all of the responses
and manually analyze them. The first two authors carefully read the participants’ answers and
came up with a number of categories that the responses fell under. Next, the same two authors went
through the responses and classified them according to the extracted categories. To confirm that
the two authors correctly classified the responses to the right category, we measure the classification
agreement between the two authors. To do so, we use the well-known Cohen’s Kappa coefficient [43].
For the two questions, we found the level of agreement was +0.87 for when developer skip CI
process and +0.82 for the question why do developers skip CI process. Finally, for the few cases
that annotators failed to agree on, the third author was consulted to resolve the differences and
categories these cases.
We were able to identify three main categories for when developers skip the CI process. Also
there are some small cases that we group into one category as “Other”. In the following, we present
these cases and provide some examples of participant replies under each category:
Non-Source Code Changes (71.79%): The majority of the participants indicated that changing
non-source code is the main reason when decide to skip CI process. For example, P21 stated:
“documentation updates, trivial updates that don’t affect execution” and P30 “I usually forget. But a
documentation/README change is the most likely.”. Note here that P30 explicitly mentioned that
he/she forgets to CI skip, which is exactly why we believe our technique will be very useful since it
automatically flags such commits.
No Test Code Coverage (15.38%): The second main case of skipping CI process based on the
participant’s responses is when the changed source code is not covered with tests. Some example
responses that mention these cases are stated by participant P14: “When tests are not written to
work for that particular source branch/repo.”.
Trivial Source Code Changes (2.82%): A less common case for skipping the CI process is
when the commit is performing a trivial source code change or fixing a trivial bug. For example,
P11 stated that he/she skips the CI process when fixing a small bug; “small bug fixes.". Another
example P31 stated that “partial jobs already ok”.
Other (27.50%): Other cases cited by the participants for when they skip CI process. In these
cases developers reported various cases related to the source code changes and/or build scripts such
as refactoring. For example, P27 stated that “build settings (cmake, etc...), refactoring, etc...”.
Other cases such as increasing the development speed or skipping that build that is known to be
failing. Some examples of such cases reported by P18 & P40 as follows: P18 “When something is
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broken and skipping CI will (probably) fix things faster.” & P40 “redundant builds and build that are
known to fail”.
Also, three participants stated that they do not CI skip any commit for the open source projects
that they contribute to since they are required to run the CI process on all commits. For example,
P1 said that “the main GitHub repos in which I work require a passing CI build to merge PRs so I
never skip CI for those repos, even for docs only changes."
6.6.3 Why do Developers Skip the CI Process?
We followed the same approach mentioned above to classify the answers of the why question. After
the classification of the participants’ answers, we extracted three main reasons. There are also a few
cases that we group into one “Other” category:
No Change in Build Result (43.59%): Nearly half of the participants reported that when they
expect the build result will not change, they skip the CI process. Some example are reported by P32
and P4 as follows: P32 said that “Because I have recently seen a successful run (within minutes) and
have faith that my docs have not changed any code.” and P4 “Because rerunning the CI would most
likely be redundant as nothing in the result would change."
Saving Time (35.90%): The second most cited reasons for skipping the CI process is to save
development time specially when building the project and running the tests takes a long time.
For example, participant P16 mentions that “To save time. Some projects have CI that takes 30
minutes or more to complete with multiple PRs/branches that are competing for CI resources.”.
Other participant believe when the CI process take long time it could block other developers and
result in slowing down the development, for example, P26 stated “Because the build process is quite
long and I don’t want to block up the queue for someone else who’s working.”. These examples clearly
show that having such a technique is needed by developers in practice.
Saving Computation Resources (28.21%): In some cases running the CI process on every
commit to the project seen as wast of resource by the survey participants. For example, as P5 and
P1 state: P5 “I do not want to waste resources on effectively unchanged codebase" & P1 “I skip CI
when it’s unnecessary so as to not waste computing resources.”
Other 4 (10.00%): In these cases, developers cited different reasons for skipping the CI process
such as when they contribute to a small project or they run the build and run the test cases locally.
For example, P35 stated “Only for small projects.”, P37 said “some because the ci can result in
unexpected deploy...”, and P40 “If I expect the commit to fail, I might skip the CI build”.
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6.7 Discussion
In this section, we discuss areas where our rule-based approach can be improved, and present results
of how source code analysis techniques may potentially improve performance.
6.7.1 Special Cases of CI Skip Changes.
Although our rule-based technique is able to significantly outperform the baseline, it still misses some
cases of commits that should be CI skipped. Therefore, in this subsection, we manually examine
the cases that are missed by our rule-based technique to better understand where (and why) our
technique can be improved. We examined commits that were explicitly marked by developers as a
CI skip commit (i.,e. contains the keyword [ci skip] in their commit message), however, our rules
missed. Below, we list the different types of CI skip commits we missed:
SC1. Renaming variables, methods, or/and classes:
In many cases, developers tend to CI skip commits when they rename Java objects (e,.g. variables,
methods or/ and classes). The following is an example of a skip commit where a developer commits
a change to rename a method name.
- public AgreementReport getAgreement() {
+ public AgreementReport getAgreementReport() {
return new AgreementReport.Builder().compute(stage, answerDAO).build();
Although it is easy to detect such renaming, it is very difficult to argue that all such cases can be
CI skipped. However, one can devise project-specific rules that can learn if all renaming commits
in a certain project are skipped, and apply such a rule for that one project. We plan to investigate
the introduction of such project-specific rules in the future.
SC2. Optimizing import statements:
To use a library in Java (built-in or third-party), developers need to use import statements that
specify part of the library or more general declaration. In the skip commit related to this case, de-
velopers decided to optimize the declaration of some Java libraries by specifying parts of the library
or make it more general. For example, developers commit a source code change where they specify







Once again, although it would be trivial to devise a rule that CI skips commits that optimize
the import statements, it is not the case that all commits that optimize import statements should
be CI skipped. Hence, it is difficult to automate the skipping of these types of commits.
SC3. Java annotation:
In Java, source code annotations can be used for several reasons such as documentation or to force
the compiler to execute specific code snippets. We found cases that developers skip commits when
they add/modify/delete Java annotation. The following shows an example of such a skip commit.
@JsonProperty("workerRanker")
+ @SuppressWarnings("unused")
public String getWorkerRankerName() {
return workerRanker == null ? null : workerRanker.getClass().getName();
Most likely, the developers feel that the project need not be built after such a change. However,
in some cases the develops may feel that indeed the project needs to be built.
SC4. Modifying the log or exception message:
Developers add logs or exception messages to help in the debugging of their Java programs. How-
ever, since often the log message do not affect the functionality of the program, developers tend to
CI skip such commits. In the following example, a developers CI skips the commit that modifies




- progressPercent, secondElapsedStr, "",
+ progressPercent, secondElapsedStr, hostName,
... );
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catch (Exception e) {
- fail("sholdn’t throw an exception, exception thrown: \n" + StackTrace.toString(e));
+ fail("shouldn’t throw an exception, exception thrown: \n" + StackTrace.toString(e));
e.printStackTrace();
Although we can automate this case with a rule, we decided not to since in other cases, developers
build the project when they modify the log or exception messages. This is primarily due to the fact
that they will often perform more than one modification per commit (e.g., fix a bug and update he
log message).
SC5. Refactoring source code:
In certain cases, developers perform some refactoring procedure on the Java source code (e,.g. moving
method, or split Java classes into two or more classes) and decide to CI skip the commit. Although
we believe that the project should be built after a source code refactoring, in some cases developers
tend to skip them.
One way to detect some of the aforementioned changes is through the use of source code analysis.
In the next subsection, we examine the applicability of using source code analysis to enhance our
rule-based technique in detecting CI skip commits.
6.7.2 Can Source Code Analysis Enhance the Detection of CI Skip Com-
mits?
As we have seen in the previous subsection, the rule-based technique misses some CI skipped com-
mits. It is evident that such missed cases may be better detected through source code analysis. In
this section, we apply and investigate the effectiveness of using source code analysis in detecting CI
skip commits.
To perform the source code analysis, we use ChangeDistiller [66], a well-known tool that iden-
tifies statement-level structural changes between Java Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) pairs. ChangeDis-
tiller presents the differences between two source code files as edit scripts, or sequences of edit
operations (e.g., insertions, deletions, or updates) involving structural entities at varying levels of
granularity. It relies on a measure of textual similarity between statement versions to detect cases
where a statement was modified.
Since we need to make our decisions at the commit level, we wrote a script to augment the
output from ChangeDistiller so that it applies at the commit level. Specifically, we extract all
the source code Java file pairs (modified and original) for each file touched in a commit. Then, we use
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Table 22: Performance of Rule-Based Technique with ChangeDistiller.
Project Precision Recall F1-Measure (Relative F1-Measure) AUC
TracEE Context-Log 0.91 1.00 0.96 (2.6X) 0.98
GrammarViz 0.57 0.89 0.70 (3.3X) 0.89
Parallec 0.80 0.97 0.88 (1.7X) 0.83
SAX 0.46 0.95 0.62 (1.9X) 0.80
jMotif-GI 0.32 0.79 0.46 (2.4X) 0.78
CandyBar 0.86 0.56 0.68 (1.2X) 0.68
Solr-iso639-filter 0.49 0.94 0.64 (1.4X) 0.62
SteVe 0.43 0.34 0.38 (1.4X) 0.62
Mechanical Tsar 0.86 0.54 0.67 (1.6X) 0.75
Trane.io Future 0.26 0.33 0.29 (1.1X) 0.56
Average 0.60 0.73 0.63 (1.9X) 0.75
Median 0.53 0.84 0.65 (1.7X) 0.77
ChangeDistiller to extract the fine-grained source code changes between each pair of revisions.
ChangeDistiller takes as input the pair of revision file and creates two Abstract Syntax Trees
(ASTs) that are used to compare the revisions. As a result, ChangeDistiller outputs a list of
fine-grained source code changes (e.g., an update in a method invocation or rename).
We analyzed the result of ChangeDistiller to determine how the additional information from
the tool can help enhance our rule-based detection technique. We find two main cases. First, we
find cases where the output of ChangeDistiller provides the same information as one of our
rules (e.g., formatting changes that are due to white space). In such cases, we do not consider the
output to be necessarily useful, since our simple rules that are more lightweight can detect such
cases. Second, we find cases where there is a change in the code, but there are no changes in the
AST pairs. Note that although there is change in the ASTs, there may be changes in the nodes
(e.g., if on of the nodes is renamed). We find that such output can contain useful information since
it can indicate an ideal case of a CI skip commit.
Since the first case (i.e., where the output of ChangeDistiller is similar to our rules is not
interesting, we focus on the output of the second case. We find that output of ChangeDistiller
in the second case can fall into three main types of changes:
• Simple renaming. Commits where simple renaming are done, ChangeDistller will output a
change in the nodes of the AST, but no change in the structure of the AST itself. We use this
output as an indicator of a commit that can be CI skipped. This case handles a subset of SC1
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mentioned in Section 6.7.1.
• Java annotations. We noticed that cases where ChangeDistller provides no output (neither
in the AST or the nodes) can indicate cases where Java annotations are added/modified. We
use this no output as an indicator of a commit that can be CI skipped. This case handles SC3
mentioned in Section 6.7.1.
• Minor code restructuring. Again, we noticed that cases where ChangeDistller provides
no output (neither in the AST or the nodes) can indicate cases where minor code restructuring
is performed. We use this no output as an indicator of a commit that can be CI skipped. This
case handles a subset of SC5 mentioned in Section 6.7.1.
To determine how much using code analysis can improve our rule-based technique, we perform
an experiment to compare the performance improvement of the rule-based technique vs. rule-based
and code analysis. We re-ran the experiment using the ten open source Java projects in the testing
dataset, listed in Table 17. We measure performance using precision, recall, F-measure, and ROC.
Table 22 shows the result of our rule-based technique with the integration of source code analysis
technique. We find that using source code analysis improves the performance of our rule-based
technique for only three projects of the 10 projects, namely CandyBar, SteVe, and Mechanical Tsar
(highlighted in bold in Table 22). Using the additional information from ChangeDistller slightly
improved the overall performance of our rule-based approach, increasing the average F-measure from
0.58 to 0.63 and AUC from 0.73 to 0.75.
To understand the cases where source code analysis helps in detecting CI skip commits, we
examined the cases that improved our performance. We found 65 cases from the three projects,
where source code analysis helped in flagging CI skip commits, which was missed by the rule-based
technique. The first two authors manually examined each of the 65 cases. We find that of the 65
commits, 73.9% are related to simple renaming and restructuring, 10.8% are related to annotations
and another 15.4% are related to changes in import statements.
Overall, although we see that code analysis does help, its improvement in performance is not
significant. However, we believe that if certain projects have many changes that are related to source
code, such source code analysis may be worth the extra effort.
Given that 1) the rule-based approach is lightweight, 2) it can be applied without the additional
installation of a source code analysis tool and, 3) that the performance improvements of source code
analysis are not significant, in the next section, we detail a prototype tool that can automatically

















Figure 22: The workflow of the designed CI-Skipper tool.
6.8 Tool Prototype: CI-Skipper
One of the main reasons that we preferred to use a rule-based technique is that it can be easily
implemented. As we showed in RQ1, our rule-based technique is very effective in some projects, hence
applying this technique can yield large resource savings. However, as prior work has shown [86], in
some cases, developers may not even know that CI skip is a feature of their CI framework. Therefore,
we believe that devising a tool that can automatically detect and pre-label commits with CI skip
would be very beneficial.
We built a tool, called CI-Skipper, that applies our rule-base technique. The tool is very
lightweight and is easily integrated with any source code control versioning system. Our prototype
was built to work with Git, since it is one of the most popular source code versioning systems
today [38].
Figure 22 shows the workflow of CI-Skipper. Every time a developer commits a change to
the repository (step 1), CI-Skipper is triggered through a git hook. Once triggered, CI-Skipper
analyzes the change made by the commit’s files, applying the defined rules to determine whether the
commit should be CI skipped (step 2). If the commit should be CI skipped, CI-Skipper modifies
the commit message by adding the tag [ci skip] in the commit message (step 3). Finally, when
the commit is pushed to the remote repository, the CI system, which will get triggered examines
the commit message and upon seeing the tag CI skip will skip kicking off the CI process for that
commit (step 4).
CI-Skipper was developed to be easily installed and enabled/disabled. Figure 23 shows screen
shots of how CI-Skipper works with an existing git repository. CI-Skipper is free and publicly
available. It can be easily installed from the node package manager npm by running the following
command in the console.
npm install -g ci-skipper
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Once installed, CI-Skipper can be enable or disabled with the following commands:
ci-skipper on //enable CI-Skipper.
ci-skipper off //disable CI-Skipper.
Through our use and testing of CI-Skipper, it performed well (without any noticeable overhead)
and applied the rules correctly, marking commits that fit our rules with [ci skip].
6.9 Related Work
In this section, we present the work most related to the study in this chapter. We divide the prior
work into two main areas; work related to the improvement of CI technology and work related to
the usage of CI.
6.9.1 Improvement of CI Technology.
There is a limited number of studies that investigate the possibility to improve CI tools. Brandt-
ner et al. [37] introduced a tool called SQA-Mashup that integrates data from different CI tools to
provide a comprehensive view of the status of a project. Campos et al. [39] propose an approach
to automatically generate unit tests as part of the CI process. Other researchers investigated the
improvement of communication between developers who use CI in their projects. They find that CI
provides a mechanism to send notifications of build failures [61, 125]. Downs et al. [59] conducted
an empirical study by interviewing developers and found that the use of CI substantially affect the
team’s work-flow. Based on their findings, a number of guidelines were suggested to improve the CI
monitoring and communication when using CI.
Other work has focused on detecting the status of builds and investigated the reasons for build
failures. Hassan and Zhang [83] used classifiers to predict whether a build would pass a certification
process. Rausch et al. [158] collected a number of build metrics (e.,g. file type and number of
commits) for 14 open-source Java project that use Travis CI in order to better understand build
failures. Among other findings, their study showed that harmless changes sometimes break builds
but this often indicates unwanted flakiness of tests or the build environment. Seo et al. [172] studied
the characteristics of more than 26 million builds done in C++ and Java at Google. They found
that the most common reason for builds failures is the dependencies between components. Ziftic
and Reardon [211] propose a technique to automatically detect fail regression tests of CI build. The
technique is based on heuristics that filter and rank changes that might introduce the regression.
Zampetti et al. [209] studied the use of automated static code analysis tools in Travis CI. Their
findings show that static code analysis tools checks are responsible for only 6% of broken builds.
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(a) Sample commit that does not modify any source code.
(b) The commit is tagged with [ci skip]
Figure 23: Screen shots of CI-Skipper. The commit is automatically detected to be CI skipped
and the ‘ci skip’ tag is added to the commit message.
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Miller [129] reported the use of continuous integration in an industrial setting, and showed that
compilation errors, failing tests, static analysis tool issues, and server issues are the most common
reasons for build failures.
In the same line with the aforementioned studied, our work investigates the reasons software
developers skip build commit. However, we focus on the detection of build commits that do not
change the status of the build, or commits that need not be built.
6.9.2 Usage of CI.
A number of recent papers examined the usage of CI in the wild. Most of these studies performed sur-
veys to gather feedback feedback from CI users in order to better understand why it is so commonly
used, as well as, what could be improved in the process.
Hilton et al. [86] investigated the cost, benefits, and usage of CI in open source projects. They
found that CI improves the release cycle, however, developers tend not to be familiar with the
many CI features. In another study, Hilton et al. [85] studied the usage of CI in the proprietary
projects. Their findings showed that similar to open source projects, developers of proprietary
projects agreed that CI is efficient to catch errors earlier and allows developers to worry less about
their builds while also providing a common build environment for every contributor. However, CI
can induce long build times (which is specifically a problem that our technique aims to solve) while
also requiring a lot of set up to use and automate the build process. Developers have also complained
about the lack of integration of new tools and debugging assistance when a build fails. Leppnen et
al. [110] investigate the benefits of CI by conducting a semistructured interview with developers
from 15 companies. Their study showed that faster feedback and more frequent releases are the
most mentioned benefits of using CI.
Beller et al. [25] analyzed CI builds of open source projects written in Java and Ruby on GitHub.
Their results showed that the main reasons for failed builds are failing test. They also found that
getting results from CI builds requires, on median, 10 minutes. Our technique helps reduce this time
by suggesting commits that can be CI skipped. Vailescu et al. [196] studied the quality outcomes
for open-source projects that use CI services. Their findings showed that using CI has some positive
outcomes on the open-source projects (e.g,. the productivity of project teams). Yu et al. [205]
studied the impact of using CI on software quality. CI detected bugs that are in a few files. Santos
and Hindle [167] use build statuses reported by Travis CI as a measure of source code commit quality.
As shown in the aforementioned work, CI can improve the quality and the productivities of soft-
ware development. However, getting results from CI can take considerable time for some projects.
Hence, our work addresses this issue by detecting which commits can be CI skipped and automati-
cally labels them for the developers.
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6.10 Threats to Validity
In this section, we discuss the threats to internal, construct and external validity of our study.
6.10.1 Internal Validity
Internal validity concerns factors that could have influenced our results. Our analysis heavily depends
on the TravisTorrent dataset, which links commits from GitHub and Travis CI. There may be missing
or incorrect links in the dataset, which would impact our analysis. To examine the correctness of
these links, we manually checked the accuracy of a subset of these links and found the links in all of
our cases to be correct. To identify the type of file changes in a commit, we use a list of extensions
of the most common file types (e.g., readme files, etc.) provided in previous work [194]. In some
cases, the list of file types we use may not be comprehensive. We also provide a list of all the file
extensions that are used in our study 8.
To gain insight about the importance and use of the CI skip feature from developers, we conducted
an online survey. We contacted 512 developers, and received 40 (7.81%) responses. While this
response rate may seem to be a small number, it is within the acceptable range for questionnaire-
based software engineering surveys [176].
6.10.2 Construct Validity
Construct validity considers the relationship between theory and observation, in case the measured
variables do not measure the actual factors. The rules we extracted are based on the projects we
examined. Hence, an examination of a different set of projects may lead to different rules. However,
we examined more than 1,800 skip commits, which gives us confidence in our extracted rules. In
addition, in our manual examination of commits in Section 6.4.2, the first author performed the
classification task since most of the rules were very straightforward (e.g., a commit only changes
code comments or a help file). However, to ensure the validity of our classification, we got the
second author to classify a statistically significant sample of 317 changes commits and found their
agreement to be excellent (Cohen’s Kappa value of +0.96).
The CI skip commits we examined are commits that are explicitly marked as so by developers.
In some cases, developers may forget to label commits that should be skipped with [ci skip] or
[skip ci]. To evaluate the devised rule-base technique we selected extra ten open source Java
projects where developers explicitly mark at least 10% of the commits as skip commits. Also, the
performance of the devised rule-based techniques shows that, on average, it achieves an AUC of
0.73, which is modest performance. To examine why our performance is not higher, we examine all
the cases that the rule-based flagged as CI skip commits and the developers did not, and vice versa
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(i.e., false positives/negatives), we found that 99% of the cases that we flagged as CI skip commits
are cases that should be CI skipped, however, developers tended to miss them. For the cases that
we did not flag and developers skip them, we found that developers do indeed change source code
or update dependences in these commits, but opt to skip the CI process. We believe that it is very
difficult to detect such commits without the developers knowledge.
To answer our second research question, we measure the time required for the project to finish the
CI processes. However, build-time heavily depends on the different configurations of Travis CI (e.g.,
using commands in the wrong phase, etc.), which may affect our results [69]. However, since our
findings are based on a large number of projects, we expect the effect of the Travis CI configurations
to be minimal.
6.10.3 External Validity
Threats to external validity concern the generalization of our findings. Our study is based solely on
Java projects, hence our findings may not hold for projects written in other programming languages.
However, our approach of defining the rule-based techniques can be easily generalized to other
programming languages by analyzing the skip commits of the other projects written in different
programming languages. Second, the two datasets used in our study present only open source project
hosted on GitHub that do not reflect proprietary projects. Furthermore, we examine projects that
use Travis CI for their continuous integration services, and different CI platforms could have more
advance features for controlling skip commits. That said, Travis CI is the most popular CI services
on GitHub10 that have a basic feature of skipping unrequited build commits.
According to a recent study, Travis CI is the most popular CI service on Github [86]. In this
study we focus on implementing out technique using Travis CI. However, our technique is applicable
to other CI services (e,.g. Circle CI11, AppVeyor12, and CodeShip13) that allow developers to skip
commit using the CI skip feature or other CI services that provide a plugin to add this CI skip










In this chapter, we study CI skip commits that developers tend not to build a project on. We analyze
the commits history of 392 open source Java projects provided by TravisTorren dataset [26]. We first
investigate the reasons why developers CI skip commits and found that developers skip Travis CI
build for eight main reasons for which five can be automated; changes that touch only documentation
files, changes that touch only source code comments, changes that formatting source code, changes
that touch meta files, prepare for releases. We then propose a rule-based technique to automatically
detect the CI skip commits. We evaluate the accuracy of the defined rule-based technique using
a testing dataset of ten Java projects that their developers use Travis CI skip feature. We found
that the technique achieves F1-measure of 0.58 (AUC of 0.73) on average. We further applied our
technique on all the 392 studied commits, and found that our technique is able to save up to 18.16%
of a project’s commits and amounting to a saving of 917 minutes on average.
In addition, through an online survey of 40 developers, we found that 75% of the developers be-
lieve it would be nice, important or very important to have a technique that automatically indicated
CI skip commits. Developers also indicated that they CI skip commits to save development time




Conclusions and Future Work
The work presented in this thesis has emerged from the observation that crowdsourcing platforms
have become popular in software development and that software developers increasingly rely on
these platforms. In this thesis, we focused on some of the most commonly used and representative
crowdsourcing platforms in the software engineering domain. We described and reported on a series
of empirical studies that investigate the type, impact, and the adoption of crowdsourced knowledge
in the software development process. Our finding showed that developers often use crowdsourcing
platforms to share and reuse knowledge on these platforms. Furthermore, reusing crowdsourcing
knowledge can increase dependency overhead and/or increasing maintenance effort and therefore
negatively impact software quality. In this chapter, we conclude the thesis by summarizing the main
work and contribution in each chapter of the thesis. At the end of the chapter, we discussed some
directions for future research.
7.1 Conclusion and Findings
Crowdsourcing has become an integrated part of many of today’s software development processes.
Recent studies including the ones presented in this thesis have shown that crowdsourcing improves
productivity, reducing time-to-market. However, like any solution, crowdsourcing brings with it
many challenges such as quality issues, scalability and performance issues, maintenance issues and
even legal issues. The research presented in this thesis focuses on helping software developers,
who use the crowd, to build high-quality software. We present several large-scale empirical studies
involving some of the most popular and representative crowdsourcing platforms including Stack
Overflow and npm. This research has shown that reusing knowledge from these crowdsourcing
platforms has the potential to assist software development practices, specifically through source
code reuse. However, at the same time, this knowledge reuse can also affect the quality of the
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software in several ways, such as increasing dependency overhead and/or increasing maintenance
effort. Based on these findings, this thesis attempts to improve and mitigate the risks of relying on
the crowd in software development. It examines the possibility of enhancing the CI service to ensure
the quality of reused code from the crowd. More specifically, the presented research provides the
following main contributions:
Chapter 3: Understanding the Usage of Crowdsourced Knowledge.
In Chapter 3, we present the first in-depth study of how developers use the crowdsourcing knowledge
from Stack Overflow. We perform a qualitative study by analyzing approximately 1,400 Stack
Overflow related commits. Our findings show that Stack Overflow provides software developers
with knowledge related to topics such as development tools, APIs usage, and operating systems.
Surprisingly, developers use Stack Overflow also as a communication channel to receive user feedback
about their software. Our study also shows that the crowd was the most helpful on topics related
to development tools and programming language.
Chapter 4: The Impact of Reused Source Code from Crowdsourcing Plat-
forms.
The thesis presents the first empirical study to examine the reuse of source code from crowdsourcing
platforms such as Stack Overflow. We first proposed an approach to detect reused code from Stack
Overflow in software projects. We show that 1) the amount of reused Stack Overflow code varies for
different mobile apps, 2) feature additions and enhancements in apps are the main reasons for code
reuse from Stack Overflow, 3) mid-age and older apps reuse Stack Overflow code mostly later on in
their project lifetime and 4) that in smaller teams/apps, more experienced developers reuse code,
whereas, in larger teams/apps, the less experienced developers reuse code the most. In addition, we
found that the percentage of bugs increases after reusing code from Stack Overflow.
Chapter 5: Examining the Type of Constructed Knowledge on Crowd-
sourcing Platforms.
We define and examine the use of trivial packages in software projects. We show that 1) trivial
packages are commonly used in JavaScript and Python projects. 2) Developers believe that trivial
packages provide them with well-test and implemented code. 3) We also found that developers
believe that using trivial packages tends to increase the dependency overhead of their software. Our
analysis also showed that some of the trivial packages have their own dependencies. For example,
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11.5% of the trivial packages have more than 20 dependencies. Our findings illustrate that the use
of crowd can prove itself in mitigating the lack of standards JavaScript library.
Chapter 6: Improving the efficiency of Reused Crowdsourced Knowledge.
To help developers increase the efficiency of reusing crowdsourcing knowledge, we proposed a tech-
nique to improve the continuous integration process through the detection of commits that can be CI
skipped. We first apply a qualitative analysis to extract five rules that we used to build a rule-based
approach to detect CI skip commits. Our study shows that the proposed technique can save on av-
erage 18.16% of required builds and save an average of 917 minutes in build time per projects. Our
findings in this contribution show that continuous integration tools can be improved and adapted
to help ensure the quality of reused source code from crowdsourcing platforms.
7.2 Future Work
Although this Ph.D. work has made many significant contributions towards understanding the im-
pact of reusing crowdsourced knowledge on software development, many different avenues for future
work remain unexplored. We summarize some of the main directions for future work.
7.2.1 Investigation the Relation between Different Crowdsourcing Plat-
form
The first part of this thesis focused on understanding the reuse of source code snippets and knowledge
from crowdsourcing platforms such as Stack Overflow. We found that developers copy-and-paste
source code from these crowdsourcing platforms into their projects. In the second part of the thesis,
we explored different platforms that provide reusable source code packages, Node Package Manager
(npm). More specifically, we conducted a large-scale empirical study to examine the reasons why
developers use trivial packages from npm, i.e., packages that contain code that a developer can
easily code him/herself and hence is not worth taking on an extra dependency for. We found that
developers use these trivial packages from npm because they provide them with well-tested code.
During our investigation of these two platforms, we observed that there is a common shift in the way
developers use code from crowdsourcing platforms (Stack Overflow vs. npm). Currently, developers
tend to publish reusable code as a package compared to posting code snippet on Stack Overflow. For
future work, an additional analysis of the relationship between source code snippet and published
packages on npm could help to increase our understanding of how developers prefer one type of
crowdsourcing platform over others.
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7.2.2 Improving the Structure of Crowdsourcing Platforms
In addition to our main findings in Chapter 4, we believe that the proposed technique of detect-
ing code reuse from Stack Overflow can be further extended in future work to improve and enable
the investigation of other phenomena of reusing code from crowdsourcing platforms. For example,
our approach can be extended to provide a bi-directional traceability. Currently, knowledge, in-
cluding code snippets, from crowdsourcing platforms and software project code repositories remains
in information silos, preventing feedback loops across these knowledge resources. As a result, no
mechanism is in place to allow for notifications or monitoring changes, which might have an effect
on either source. For example, in response to the original question posted on Stack Overflow, an
improved solution is posted or a problem (e.g., vulnerability) might have been discovered. However,
establishing and maintaining such links will require adequate tool support. Thus, our approach may
help improve traceability of Stack Overflow code reused in mobile apps. Another example is that
our proposed approach can be used to improved content and quality rating. Information of actual
code reuse from the Stack Overflow source code can be used to improve the rating mechanism on
Stack Overflow. The frequency and context of code reuse from code snippets originating from Stack
Overflow can be used to improve and establish more meaningful rating and tagging mechanisms
for Stack Overflow posts, depending on actual real-world usage scenarios. Future research could
consider the implementation of our approach to examine these ideas.
7.2.3 Replication in an Industrial Setting
The results included in this thesis showed that reusing crowdsourcing knowledge affects the quality
of software. However, these results are based on analyzing only open source projects. While we
have done our best to select appropriate representative large crowdsourcing platforms such as Stack
Overflow and npm and data analysis techniques in order to reduce the threats to internal validity,
we believe that practitioners need to understand how this reusing crowdsourcing knowledge impact
their projects qualities and what challenges arise when relying on such crowdsourcing knowledge.
A future research that investigate and study the impact reuse of crowdsourcing knowledge in an
industrial setting would allow us to further generalize our results.
7.2.4 Other Type of Crowdsourced Knowledge
While this thesis work has focused on the impact of reusing crowdsourcing knowledge on software
quality in form of reusing source code, however, the source code is not the only form of knowledge
created by the crowd. For example, on Stack Overflow developers generate crowdsourcing knowledge
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in form of discussion about development techniques. This knowledge is in free-text form or/and con-
tains only code snippets that can be reused to support software development decision for example
design decisions. Recent work examines the use of textual crowdsourcing knowledge to recommend
a specific library for developers [49]. Another example of reusing non-source code crowdsourcing
knowledge is the use of apps’ user reviews on app stores. In fact, there are several proposed ap-
proaches to help app developers improving their apps through using users’ reviews (e.,g. [124]).
Future work should explore the reuse of such non-source code knowledge in order to identify its
impact on software quality and maintainability.
7.2.5 Improving of Using Test Generation and Quality Management for
Crowdsourced Knowledge/Code
The Chapter 6 of thesis work showed that the performance of existing continuous integration tech-
niques can be greatly improved to help ensure the quality of software that uses crowdsourcing
knowledge. Other quality insurance technique can be used as well, for example, test generation
techniques. In fact, more broadly, future research would be conducted to systematically investigate
and develop techniques that can improve the quality management of crowdsourced knowledge/code.
Ideally, developing a framework that can detect and analyze such reused knowledge/code and sug-
gest the best action to take. For example, the framework may suggest a code review, or other
relevant code (since many of these crowdsourced code snippets are incomplete), or a comprehensive
test suite, etc. We believe that achieving this goal will significantly improve the quality of reused
crowdsourced knowledge and increase developers’ confidence in reused knowledge.
7.2.6 Enhancing the Detection of Skip commits Through the Use of Ma-
chine learning
In Chapter 6, we propose the use of a rule-based technique to detect CI skipped commits. A major
problem with using the rule-based technique is that it is general and it does not consider the specific
characteristic of a project. In the case of detecting CI skip commits, for example, different projects
have a different type of files used for documentation and also their team’s development context is
different. To overcome these limitations, future work should explore other detection techniques. For
example, investigating the use of supervised machine learning to assist developers in automatically
identifying CI skip commits.
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